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About this Series

Whereas software engineering has been a growing area in the field of computer

science for many years, systems engineering has its roots in traditional engineering.

On the one hand, we still see many challenges in both disciplines. On the other

hand, we can observe a trend to build systems that combine software, microelec-

tronic components, and mechanical parts. The integration of information systems

and embedded systems leads to so-called cyber-physical systems.

Software and systems engineering comprise many aspects and views. From a

technical standpoint, they are concerned with individual techniques, methods, and

tools, as well as with integrated development processes, architectural issues, quality

management and improvement, and certification. In addition, they are also

concerned with organizational, business, and human views. Software and systems

engineering treat development activities as steps in a continuous evolution over

time and space.

Software and systems are developed by humans, so the effects of applying

techniques, methods, and tools cannot be determined independent of context. A

thorough understanding of their effects in different organizational and technical

contexts is essential if these effects are to be predictable and repeatable under

varying conditions. Such process-product effects are best determined empirically.

Empirical engineering develops the basic methodology for conducting empirical

studies, and uses it to advance the understanding for the effects of various engi-

neering approaches.

The series presents engineering-style methods and techniques that foster the

development of systems that are reliable in every aspect. All the books in the series

emphasize the quick delivery of state-of-the-art results and empirical proof from

academic research to industrial practitioners and students. Their presentation style

is designed to enable the reader to quickly grasp both the essentials of a methodol-

ogy and how to apply it successfully.
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I do not believe you can do today’s
job with yesterday’s methods and be
in business tomorrow.

—Nelson Jackson
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Foreword

A highly recommended practice for controlling software and other projects is the

Earned Value Management System (EVMS). The EVMS approach involves devel-

oping a complete set of budgets and schedules for a project’s tasks. As the project

proceeds, the completion of each task adds its allocated budget to the project’s

accumulated earned value, even though the actual expenditures on the task were

higher or lower. At any time, one can compare the accumulated earned value with

its scheduled earned value and with its actual expenditures at that point in time and

determine whether the project is underrunning or overrunning its planned schedule

or budget.

Unfortunately, however, the “earned value” method says nothing about the

actual contribution to the business, mission, or multistakeholder values that the

system being developed is intended to earn. If the system definition is off target

with respect to its ability to earn those values, or is not modified to reflect changes in

those values, a project perfectly accumulating its “earned value” will find that it has

likely achieved the on-budget, on-schedule delivery of a useless or obsolete system.

The Goal-Question-Metric plus Strategies (GQM+Strategies) approach presented

in this book enables organizations to avoid such unfortunate outcomes. It extends the

widely used GQM approach to include a project’s strategies to achieve its goals;

connects the questions and metrics to the strategies and goals via a GQM+Strategies

grid; and provides guidance on evolving the grid to accommodate changes in the

goals, the environment, and the key technologies.

In doing so, it capitalizes on the decades of experience in applying GQM artifacts

and processes across a wide variety of organizations and enterprise sectors. It is being

presented in this book after several years of lessons learned from pilot applications of

its evolving nature and from workshop interactions with the empirical methods

community.

Based on these foundations and this experience, the book provides an accessible

and logical pathway to understanding and applying the GQM+Strategies approach.

It starts off by providing clear definitions that can be used to represent organiza-

tional goals and define a GQM+Strategies grid that links the goals to the strategies,

questions, and metrics. It uses the GQM-adjunct, plan-do-check-act, spiral-type

Quality Improvement Paradigm to establish an iterative Develop–Implement–

Learn cycle aimed at converging on an initial GQM+Strategies grid and evolving

it based on experience.
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The next seven chapters cover the initialization phase (How do projects get

started), the two Develop phases (Characterize Environment; Define Goals,

Strategies, and Measurement), the two Implement phases (Plan Grid Implementa-

tion; Execute Plans), and the two Learn phases (Analyze Outcomes; Package

Improvements). The chapters use a common-thread example from the financial

services sector and include numerous templates and subprocesses. These also draw

on external best practices, for example, the Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-

Threats (SWOT) method and the Porter’s Five Forces method for the Define Goals

and Strategies activity.

Part II of the book provides examples of GQM+Strategies usage. It begins with

a discussion of the major challenges in applying GQM+Strategies in practice:

(1) aligning goals and strategies; (2) establishing mechanisms for measurement-based

decision-making; and (3) communicating goals, strategies, and measurement data for

evaluation and consistent decision-making across the success-critical implementation

groups. It then summarizes GQM+Strategies usage to date and lessons learned across

applications in the telecom, automotive, insurance, space agency, banking, energy, and

embedded systems research sectors. These show the versatility of the GQM+Strategies

approach and provide specifics of use for organizations in similar sectors.

A particularly attractive aspect of the GQM+Strategies movement is shown at

the end of the book, in which it applies its methods to itself. One example is the

SWOT-type analysis of future trends offering opportunities to improve

GQM+Strategies and the approach for exploring value-based approaches to

strategies, questions, and metrics. Many of the current GQM+Strategies metrics

are value-neutral, in terms of the assumption—when counting and managing

numbers and percentages of defects—that all defects are equally important. Our

research in value-based inspections and testing indicates that prioritizing these

activities by business value and criticality will often double the cost-effectiveness

of these practices, based on the frequently encountered Pareto distribution (mean-

ing that 20 % of the defects account for 80 % of the business value).

Another good example of GQM+Strategies applying its methods to itself is the

inclusion of an Appendix, which provides a GQM+Strategies Evaluation Question-

naire asking users of the method to evaluate how well it satisfies its own goals and

strategies and building in a commitment to act on the evaluations. Given the

challenges of the rapid pace of change in technology, competition in products and

services, and workforce skills (in 2012, over 20 countries had over 83 % of their

population using the Internet, as compared to 1 in 2005), this adds confidence that

GQM+Strategies will continue to evolve to meet the challenges.

As a bottom line, I would subscribe to GQM+Strategies’ self-assessment that its

strongest contributions to current enterprises are its provision of more consistent

alignment of an enterprise’s goals with its management metrics and its use of

feasibility evidence metrics rather than the mere existence of artifacts and assertions

as a basis of decision-making in a project. Beyond this, though, I believe that

GQM+Strategies’ consistent commitment to self-improvement is the strongest recom-

mendation for using GQM+Strategies to manage current and future initiatives.

Los Angeles, CA Barry Boehm
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Quotes from Industry

“With GQM+Strategies, we were able to make the contribution of the information manage-
ment strategy to the business goals explicit.”

Dr. Alexis Ocampo

Group Leader Enterprise Architecture

ECOPETROL, Columbia

“GQM+Strategies supported us and multiple other Japanese organizations in aligning
IT- and software-related activities to the strategic needs of our business.”

Katsutoshi Shintani

Former Senior Adviser, Software Engineering Center

Information-technology Promotion Agency, Japan

“The experience of using the GQM+Strategies approach at JAXA shows that the approach
helps to clarify the relationship between activities of different organizational units on
different levels of the organization, as well as to explicitly show the contributions of
those activities to the attainment of top-level business goals.”

Masafumi Katahira, Yuko Miyamoto, Tatsuya Kaneko

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)

“The collaboration helped us to formulate action plans that align with both our business
objectives and industry best practices. A critical ingredient for success was Fraunhofer
IESE’s ability to quickly grasp our business mode and challenges, establish credibility with
our internal teams, and provide concrete recommendations and results.”

Jean-Pierre Dacher

COO and Head of Software Engineering

Murex S.A.S., France
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Preface

Building the right products and services as well as building products and services

right is the key to the success of most organizations. This requires that an organiza-

tion is able to establish well-suited goals and strategies, connect and communicate

them to assure that all parts of the organization are working in the same direction,

recognize when goals or strategies need to be changed, and understand the effects of

those changes. Aligning and integrating goals and strategies in an organization

helps direct all resources, competencies, and activities towards value creation.

Aligning an organization’s goals and strategies requires specifying the

connections between them so that the links are explicit and allow for analytic

reasoning about what is successful and where change is necessary. Applying

measurement principles can support this analytic reasoning. In particular, goal-

oriented measurement helps organizations analyze if and where they should pre-

serve or change their goals or strategies. This book presents innovative steps on

how to align organizations to achieve sustainable success by applying principles

from goal-oriented measurement.

Why a Book on Aligning Organizations Through Measurement?

There is a tremendous need to better align organizations so that everyone is pulling

in the same direction. If an organization is unable to integrate business-critical

competencies such as system and software development, IT, product innovation, or

customer advocacy into its overall goals and strategies and use them to shape its

business strategies, it is risking its competitive advantage and market position. At

the same time, it is necessary to translate a company’s vision into a hierarchy of

operational and actionable goals and strategies to achieve sustainable success for

this organization. This book provides comprehensive information on how to do this

alignment, how to control for the success of goals and strategies and recognize

potential failures through measurement, and how to close alignment gaps.

Although there are many books on performance management frameworks and

strategy-driven organizations, a method that aligns goals and strategies across

different units of an organization in a seamless, rationale-based, and measurable

way does not exist yet. This book gives structure and clarity to what is typically

informal and fuzzy. It presents the GQM+Strategies approach, which provides

xiii



concepts and actionable steps for creating the link between goals and strategies

across different units of an organization and allows for measurement-based deci-

sion-making.

Who Should Read This Book?

This book is aimed at organizational leaders, managers, decision-makers, and other

professionals interested in aligning their organization’s goals and strategies and

establishing an efficient strategic measurement program. Practitioners should find

the book useful for improving the understanding of their role in supporting the

top-level goals of the organization and for getting advice on how to control the

successful implementation of business strategies. The book enables all members in

the organizational hierarchy to integrate all kinds of goals, strategies, and activities in

an organization in a way that is clearly motivated by rationales and directed towards

organizational success. Besides enterprise managers and their staff, the book is

especially relevant for project and quality managers, members of improvement

groups, measurement experts, system engineers and developers, and consultants.

The book is also interesting for academic faculty researchers looking for mechanisms

to integrate their research results into organizational environments.

What Are the Benefits for the Reader?

Readers will gain the knowledge and skills needed for aligning an organization

through measurement. This will enable them to consistently align their organiza-

tional goals and strategies across different units, make informed decisions based on

measurement, transparently communicate goals and strategies within the organiza-

tion, and objectively monitor goal attainment and the success/failure of defined

strategies.

• Enterprise managers and their staff will be supported in steering the

organizations based on an aligned set of goals and strategies and the required

data for decision-making.

• Project and quality managers in an organization will be supported in

demonstrating the value of their activities in terms of the larger organizational

goals and strategies.

• Members of improvement groups will be supported in objectively evaluating the

impact and success of improvement programs.

• Measurement experts will be supported in setting up a strategic measurement

program in which all collected data has a clear linkage to organizational goals

and strategies.

• Systems engineers and developers will gain greater insight into the goals and

strategies of the organization and the purpose for which the data collected from

the development process is actually needed.
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• Consultants will be supported with a structured model and process regarding

how to set up strategic measurement programs.

• Researchers will be supported with a collection of best practices in setting up

a strategic measurement program incorporated into the GQM+Strategies

approach.

How Is the Book Organized?

After giving a general motivation for the issue of aligning organizations through

measurement, the GQM+Strategies approach is described in a nutshell, with a focus

on the basic model that is created and the process for creating and using this model.

Afterwards, the recommended steps of all six phases of the process are described in

detail with the help of a comprehensive application example. Finally, industrial

challenges and application cases of the method are presented, and the relation to

other approaches, such as Balanced Scorecard, is described. The book concludes

with supplementary material, such as checklists and guidelines, to support the

application of the method.

Who Are the Authors?

The foci of this book were selected based on the comprehensive experience of the

authors. The authors have defined and established many organizational measure-

ment programs. They have supported many organizations in aligning goals and

strategies and have been involved in a multitude of international industrial improve-

ment programs. The coauthors include the inventors of the GQM+Strategies.

We wish you an interesting reading experience—hoping it will give you insights

and support you in using measurement-based alignment to achieve sustainable

organizational success.

College Park, MD Victor Basili

Kaiserslautern, Germany Adam Trendowicz

Darmstadt, Germany Martin Kowalczyk

Kaiserslautern, Germany Jens Heidrich

Baltimore, MD Carolyn Seaman

Helsinki, Finland Jürgen Münch

Kaiserslautern, Germany Dieter Rombach
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Disclaimer

Any of the trademarks, service marks, collective marks, registered names, or

similar rights that are used or cited in this book are the property of their respective

owners. Their use here does not imply that they can be used for any purpose other

than for the informational use as contemplated in this book.

The following table summarizes the trademarks used in this book. Rather than

indicating every occurrence of a trademarked name as such, this report uses the

names only in an editorial fashion and to the benefit of the trademark owner, with no

intention of infringement of the trademark.

Trademark Subject of trademark Trademark owner

CMMI® Capability Maturity Model

Integrated

Software Engineering Institute (SEI)

CoBIT® Control Objectives for Information

and Related Technology

Information Systems Audit and Control

Association and the IT Governance Institute

(ISACA/ITGI)

ITIL® Information Technology

Infrastructure Library

Office of Government Commerce (OGC)

MS Office® MS Word®, MS Excel®, and

MS PowerPoint®
Microsoft® Corporation

PMBOOK® Project Management Body

of Knowledge Guide

Project Management Institute (PMI)

PRINCE2TM Projects in Controlled

Environments 2

Office of Government Commerce (OGC)

GQM
+
Strategies is registered trademark no. 302008021763 at the German

Patent and Trade Mark Office; international registration number IR992843.
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Introduction 1

This chapter summarizes the origins and benefits of the GQM+Strategies approach.

We discuss the challenges business organizations face with regard to alignment and

briefly explain how GQM+Strategies helps to address these challenges by describ-

ing the fundamentals of the approach as well as its core components. Furthermore,

we provide insights into how GQM+Strategies evolved from and uses the Goal–

Question–Metrics (GQM) approach, which is a well-known measurement approach

in the software development domain, and we discuss the benefits of this evolution.

1.1 Issues

In today’s competitive markets, organizational survival and growth requires effec-

tive means of aligning the large variety of organizational goals and strategies in

order to achieve business objectives. Effective alignment helps all parts of the

organization move in the same direction, promising numerous benefits such as the

effective use of resources and rapid and focused improvement.

However, the reality with respect to organizational alignment in many

organizations is grim. Symptoms reflecting bad organizational alignment include:

strategies across different units of an organization are not linked to each other; goals

are imposed from different directions without clear priorities; activities are

optimized locally; reorganizations create a great deal of inefficiency; long-term

goals and strategies are not systematically followed, traced, evaluated, and updated.

For business-critical competencies, organizational alignment is necessary in

particular. But even here, it is often missing. For instance, in software-dependent

organizations, we can often observe that it is not clear how software can be used in

intelligent ways to differentiate products and services from those of competitors.

Software is seen as a pure cost driver that is easy to outsource, and as a conse-

quence, core software competencies for business success are often outsourced.

Software and system engineers are frequently faced with apparently unrealistic

goals. It is often hard to demonstrate how improvement programs generate business
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value. Software units are not able to explicitly demonstrate their contributions to

higher-level goals and business success.

Having observed and been involved in alignment activities in small, medium-

sized, and large organizations, we recognized that successful organizational align-

ment does not happen by accident and does not result automatically from simply

having the right leaders and management frameworks in place. We learned that

successful organizational alignment can be achieved by applying a set of basic

principles to explicitly link goals and strategies throughout the organization and by

following steps to systematically integrate them into the larger business context.

We have also seen that using measurement as a mechanism for quantifying goals

and strategies across different units significantly helps to align an organization.

Organizations that know how to align their innovative capabilities and relevant

competencies towards important and new business opportunities will have a strate-

gic advantage. Companies that understand and can trace the implications of

changes in modern dynamic business and technology environments will be able

to react fast to such changes.

1.2 Approach

GQM+Strategies is an approach for aligning organizations through measurement. It

enables an organization to consistently align goals and strategies across different

units, make informed decisions based on measurement, transparently communicate

goals and strategies within the organization, and objectively monitor goal attain-

ment and the success/failure of defined strategies.

The approach has two core components: a model and a process. The model

(called the grid) documents the goals and strategies the organization wants to focus

on, the rationales for linking those goals and strategies across different units, a

measurement model for evaluating goal attainment, and guidelines for interpreting

the measurement data for decision-making. The second component is a compre-

hensive process for creating the model, implementing its strategies, collecting and

analyzing the data collected, and initiating improvement actions.

The model/grid represents a tremendous value for the organization as it

communicates the alignment of all goals and strategies and the relationships

among all elements within the organization. The process of creating the grid is an

intense learning opportunity as it forces the organization to identify and formalize

its operational goals and strategies and their interconnections at all levels of the

organization. The need for organizational alignment is of critical importance in all

types of organizations and industrial sectors. Therefore, we defined the approach in

such a way that it is independent of any specific organizational type or industrial

sector and can be widely applied.
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1.3 Background

For many years, we have helped companies analyze corporate data and implement

measurement programs. A common problem we frequently encountered was that

the information needs of an organization were often fuzzy and ill-specified. When

the information needs were clear, the data available in the organization were not

sufficient to satisfy the information needs. This revealed the more fundamental

problem that the organizational goals and strategies, their interconnections, and the

required level of goal fulfillment were undefined or nebulous. The negative

consequences of this situation were that these organizations suffered due to the

lack of organizational alignment needed for value creation.

However, there are promising approaches that support the identification of

information needs in an organization and the alignment of organizational goals;

we found goal-oriented approaches very helpful in addressing many of the

challenges. Goal-oriented approaches use goals to systematically identify the infor-

mation needs of an organization and determine the necessary data that needs to be

collected for fulfilling these information needs.

One example of such a goal-oriented approach that we used is the Goal–

Question–Metric (GQM) approach proposed by Basili and Weiss (1984). The

approach provides a method for defining goals and for systematically refining

these goals into measures that specify the data to be collected. This approach

supports the analysis and interpretation of the resulting data in the context of the

original goals. The GQM approach is a quasistandard for goal-oriented measure-

ment in general, specifically in the area of software development. Although the

GQM approach has been applied successfully for decades in many industrial sectors

and public organizations, it does not provide explicit support for integrating its

measurement of goals with elements of the larger organization, such as higher-level

business goals, strategies, or relationships between goals.

Based on more than 30 years of experience with applying and evolving GQM,

we derived the GQM+Strategies approach, which extends GQM by adding the

capability to create measurement programs that ensure the alignment of an

organization’s goals, strategies, and data. GQM was first developed to align an

organization’s information needs (goals) to the data that needs to be collected and

does, in turn, provide a mechanism for interpreting that data with respect to those

goals. Its premise was that measurement was a good mechanism for gathering

information. GQM addressed the problem of understanding what data to collect

based upon what the organization or the project wanted to know (goals) and use

those goals to generate the questions that provide data to satisfy those goals.

Top-down, it provided a mechanism for deciding what data was needed by the

organization to understand the goal and evaluate goal attainment. At the same time,

bottom-up, it provided a structure that allowed the organization to interpret the data

appropriately (Basili andWeiss 1984). The approach evolved technically over time,

based upon use, allowing us to identify new problems to be solved. For example,

goal templates were developed to aid an organization in defining its goals and

recognizing the context variables that bounded the ability to generalize the results
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(Basili and Rombach 1988); abstraction sheets were developed to aid an organiza-

tion in identifying the relevant baselines and potential variation factors (Gresse

et al. 1995; Briand et al. 1996).

GQM+Strategies (Basili et al. 2010) was a major evolution of the idea of goal-

oriented measurement. It aimed at the comprehensive alignment of organizational

goals and strategies across different units of an organization (e.g., from a business

unit to an IT group or to concrete projects within the IT group) and integrated GQM

measurement capabilities to interpret data throughout the graph of goals and

strategies in order to evaluate goal attainment and the success/failure of strategies.

Furthermore, GQM+Strategies focuses on providing concrete rationales as to why

goals and strategies across different units are linked with each other. These

rationales constitute valuable input when interpreting the data for decision-making.

The whole model provides a blueprint for interpreting the data across the different

units involved. Most importantly, the effects of any changes can be understood and

traced in the context of the entire goal set.

As with GQM, the GQM+Strategies approach has evolved in an iterative way by

applying it in projects in many types of organizations. The approach benefited from

the lessons learned from these applications and has been modified accordingly. A

research consortium has been built that systematically collects the experiences from

applications, coordinates research efforts, and continues to refine the approach

systematically.

After initial pilot applications, the approach has been adopted by several

organizations in different industrial sectors such as telecommunications, critical

systems, automotive, aerospace, and service sectors. It has been used for a variety

of purposes, e.g., for driving strategic improvement programs, for modernizing an

existing product suite, for increasing the visibility at all organizational units of how

strategic decisions impact operations, for aligning strategies and goals for new

business domains, for aligning project objectives with business objectives, and for

selecting the right strategy from a set of potential strategies for creating a new

suborganization.

Although we initially focused on software-dependent organizations, the

GQM+Strategies blossomed into other sectors. Companies such as insurance

companies, government organizations (Trendowicz et al. 2011), or military

organizations (Sarcia 2010) have used the approach to define their strategies and

align their organizations. In addition, new application domains such as aligning and

optimizing training efforts with corporate goals were pursued. In parallel,

researchers evaluated the approach or discovered the approach as a relevant topic,

e.g., for analyzing value alignment (Mandić et al. 2010a) or for identifying strategy

and measurement patterns.
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1.4 Benefits

To demonstrate the practical benefits, let us take a look at a story from a supplier for

critical embedded systems. A software development unit of a company with around

80 engineers locally and more than 150 engineers abroad was facing cost cuts due to

an economic crisis. In addition to that, the collaboration between the local and the

foreign development sites and other organizations such as third-tier suppliers was

inefficient and lacking in trust. Although the unit was aware of significant

contributions to the company’s goals, this was not visible and obvious to others.

There was an urgent need to demonstrate these contributions to higher-level

business goals in order to avoid budget cuts and demonstrate their consequences.

Furthermore, it was not clear how to prioritize areas for optimization and how to

improve the interfaces to the sites abroad and to other organizations.

The tasks this software development unit was facing were immense: It had to

align its activities within the unit and connect them to the larger business context as

well as to the third-tier suppliers. To do this, the unit needed to find ways to identify

what business value meant for the unit itself and for the organization as a whole, and

it needed to understand how its own contributions were connected to higher-level

goals and business values. It also needed to communicate its goals and needs to the

third-tier organizations. Finally, there was time pressure due to economic

constraints.

This company unit decided to define agreements on measurable objectives in the

context of a large-scale process improvement program as part of the decision

analysis and resolution process. The unit created a GQM+Strategies model of

internal goals inside their unit and interface goals to sites abroad and external

organizations. The rationales for having each goal were attached to the goal

descriptions. As part of the process, the unit assigned statuses to the goals, such

as “inactive,” “proposed,” and “accepted.” It made the decision to stop refining

goals at the group level to avoid the impression that individual performance was

being assessed. Different rules were defined to break goals down to lower levels, i.

e., by refinement, inheritance, or delegation. In addition, the unit elicited the higher-

level business goals and the larger business context. Furthermore, they defined

measurable criteria for goal fulfillment. They specified different degrees of fulfill-

ment, e.g., fulfillment of the minimum requirements, expected fulfillment, or bonus

fulfillment. Afterwards, they described the links between all these goals.

After some time, the first positive effects could be observed:

• Improved alignment: The explicit description of the goals, strategies, context,

and measures helped the unit to better understand the relationships among

different activities. The contributions of the business unit to the business value

could be shown explicitly, the motivation of the employees increased because

they were now pulling together and coordinating their efforts, and the unit had a

clear orientation regarding where to improve.
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• Improved communication: By being more open and transparent to external

organizations and sites abroad, the unit communicated more openly and received

more trust.

• Improved decision-making: The goals helped the unit to better negotiate target

values. The results of budget cuts could be demonstrated, and decisions could be

made based on data instead of on gut feelings.

1.5 Structure

This book is organized into three major parts. Part I of the book provides a full-

featured introduction to the GQM+Strategies approach:

• Chapter 2 describes the approach in a nutshell, focusing on the basic model that

is created and the process for creating and using this model.

• Chapters 3–9 describe the recommended steps of all phases of the process in

detail with the help of a comprehensive application example. The first stage

deals with the development of a model for aligning goals and strategies through

measurement. The key benefit of having such a model is the ability to reach a

consensus of goals and strategies and communicate that consensus to the entire

organization (Chaps. 3–5). The second stage involves the execution of the

strategies and measurements defined by the grid, allowing us to check the

attainment of the goals, the effectiveness of the strategies, etc. (Chaps. 6 and

7). The third stage involves learning from what has been done by analyzing the

results and improving the process for generating further goals and strategies

(Chaps. 8 and 9).

In Part II of the book, we discuss GQM+Strategies from the perspective of its

application in daily practice:

• Chapter 10 discusses general industrial challenges and presents three concrete

industrial applications of GQM+Strategies.

• Chapter 11 presents how GQM+Strategies relates to other approaches.

• Chapter 12 summarizes current achievements and looks at future developments

regarding the approach.

In the appendices of the book, we provide additional tools for supporting the

successful application of GQM+Strategies:

• Appendix A specifies a checklist for guiding the application of GQM+Strategies.

• Appendix B provides a questionnaire for assessing the GQM+Strategies

approach.
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Part I

The GQM+Strategies Approach

In the first part of the book, we present the details of the GQM+Strategies approach.

The following chapters present the basic concepts, techniques, and activities of the

method. In particular:

• Chapter 2 provides an overview of the 7-phase GQM+Strategies process as well

as the basic concepts and terminology used in the approach.

• Chapter 3 explains the activities that are necessary for initiating the application

of GQM+Strategies in an organization. Among others topics, we discuss how to

motivate stakeholders, how to get their commitment, and how to plan the

application.

• Chapter 4 explains how to characterize the environment in which

GQM+Strategies is to be applied. In particular, we discuss how to identify the

characteristics of the application context and the assumptions that may influence

the feasibility of applying GQM+Strategies, and how the context and the

assumptions help to determine the appropriate goals, strategies, and measure-

ment mechanisms in the subsequent application phases.

• Chapter 5 presents a procedure for defining organizational goals and strategies

and for specifying the metrics for the quantitative evaluation of the success

(or failure) of these goals and strategies. We discuss how to develop the goal–

strategy model, i.e., the GQM+Strategies grid, either from scratch or using assets

(e.g., goals, strategies, and metrics) that already exist in the organization.

• Chapter 6 shows how to instantiate the GQM+Strategies grid and plan its

deployment in the organization. We show how to instantiate the strategies

using the appropriate business processes and measurement mechanisms to sat-

isfy the goals defined in the grid. This involves the planning of projects to deploy

the strategies.

• Chapter 7 explains how to deploy and apply organizational strategies according

to the plans developed in the previous step, and how to analyze their perfor-

mance based on the defined measurement mechanisms. Moreover, we discuss

the issue of adjusting the grid and its deployment based upon what is being

learned from its deployment and application.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_2
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• Chapter 8 explains how to analyze, visualize, and interpret the measurement data

and other forms of information collected during the implementation of organi-

zational strategies and how to identify improvement potentials regarding the

GQM+Strategies gird and its deployment.

• Chapter 9 explains how to package, store, and communicate the knowledge and

experiences gained during the previous phases of the GQM+Strategies process in

order to improve the GQM+Strategies grid, its operationalization, deployment,

and application in the context of a specific organization.
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GQM+Strategies in a Nutshell 2

Data is like garbage. You had better know what you are
going to do with it before you collect it.

– Unknown author

This chapter introduces the GQM+Strategies approach for aligning organizational

goals and strategies through measurement. We first explain the basic idea of

combining alignment and measurement within GQM+Strategies, which provides

an integrated method for explicitly defining organizational goals and controls for

the execution of those plans. Next, we describe in detail the core components of

GQM+Strategies. This includes a specification of the GQM+Strategies model as

well as the description of the GQM+Strategies process for defining, controlling, and

continuously improving organizational goals and strategies.

2.1 The Basic Idea

GQM+Strategies is an approach for aligning the goals and strategies of an organi-

zation across different units through measurement. Goals are future states the

organization wants to achieve (e.g., in terms of its business). Strategies are any

actions defined for obtaining these goals. The major outcome of the approach is a

strategic measurement program allowing for data-based decisions to be made in an

organization. Goals and strategies across all units are linked to each other, and

measurement data is collected in order to systematically evaluate goal attainment

and the success/failure of the strategies.

Consistent with common practices in organizational management, the approach

considers two major perspectives: Organizational Planning and Control. The Orga-
nizational Planning perspective specifies the goals (G) of an organization and thus

what the organization strives to achieve. Additionally, this perspective also defines

the means by which the desired goals are expected to be achieved, by specifying

explicit strategies (S) that prescribe the course of action to be taken. Applying

GQM+Strategies supports an iterative definition and alignment of goals and

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_2,
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strategies across all organizational units within the application scope (see left side

of Fig. 2.1).

Organizational goals should be defined to be measurable and achievable. Exam-

ple goals might be to improve customer satisfaction, increase the market share, or

reduce production costs. Strategies are defined and selected with the purpose of

achieving the defined goals. Goals and strategies are typically defined in the context

of a specific organization, where the number of potential options is limited by

organization-specific capabilities or constraints. In order to account for those

constraints, context factors and assumptions are specified during the definition of

goals and strategies. Context factors and assumptions provide a rationale for

selecting and linking a particular set of goals and strategies in the context of a

specific organization and its organizational environment. Information about context

factors and assumptions is attached to the goals and strategies at each level.

Based on an initial set of goals and strategies, further lower-level goals are

defined. The process of defining goals, selecting strategies to accomplish those

goals, and generating new goals to embody those strategies continues as long as

new lower-level goals and strategies are required to adequately address the defined

organizational scope. Applying the approach delivers a hierarchical model of goals

and strategies, which often resembles the structure of the organization. Note that the

scope is not limited to a single organization, but may encompass a network of

organizations that share common top-level goals and want to achieve alignment

with respect to lower-level goals and strategies.

Although a top-down process of defining goals and strategies might be obvious,

the GQM+Strategies process does not require any top-down refinement. In some

cases, it might be more suitable to start with lower-level goals or strategies and

integrate those bottom-level organizational goals and strategies with the higher-

level context of the organization. The Control perspective specifies suitable

controls for evaluating the success of the organizational goals from the Organiza-

tional Planning perspective. This is achieved by defining measurement models

using the GQM approach. In this context, each organizational goal is associated

with a measurement goal (MG), with questions (Q) and metrics (M ) that help to

obtain objective information about the success of goal attainment (see right side of

Fig. 2.1).

For each of the defined measurement goals, interpretation models are specified,
which support the evaluation of the goal attainment and strategy success with

respect to the defined set context factors and assumptions.

Thus, the entire hierarchical model, which we call a grid, provides not only a

mechanism for planning organizational goals and strategies, but also for defining a

measurement model that is consistent and relevant to the organizational planning

perspective. Through this well-designed integration of both perspectives,

GQM+Strategies (1) improves organizational effectiveness by getting the entire

organization to work in the same strategic direction (means for alignment), while
(2) optimizing efficiency through continuous monitoring of the attainment of goals

and strategies, which allows for immediately initiating countermeasures when

attainment of a goal is threatened (means for decision-making). Furthermore,
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(3) the whole structure provides a means for transparently communicating goals,

strategies, and the required data to the organization (means for communication).

2.2 GQM+Strategies Model

The first outcome of GQM+Strategies is a model of organizational goals, strategies,

and associated measurement models. Figure 2.2 specifies the basic elements of a

GQM+Strategies grid, which are grouped into two submodels: GQM+Strategies

Element and GQM Graph.

The GQM+Strategies Element specifies organizational goals and strategies,

context factors, assumptions, and their mutual relationships. An organizational goal

can be linked to one or more strategies that aim at achieving this organizational

goal. Conversely, a strategy can be linked to one or more organizational goals.

Context factors and assumptions can be associated with organizational goals,

strategies, or links between organizational goals and strategies. These associations

indicate how context factors and assumptions influence the setting of organizational

goals with respect to the selection of strategies or the refinement of organizational

goals and strategies. A GQM+Strategies Element can be refined by further

GQM+Strategies Elements. This represents the refinement of strategies by new

organizational goals on a lower level of an organization. In GQM+Strategies, an

organizational goal refers to an anticipated state in the future that an organization

wants to achieve. The goal specifies “What is to be achieved?” and is systematically

documented by means of a structured goal template. The template includes, for

example, such aspects as the object and its exact characteristic ( focus) that are
subject to achievement, the desired magnitude of the improvement, the time frame
for achieving the goal, the organizational scope of the goal including the individual
primarily responsible for achieving the goal, the constraints that may limit

CONTROL
Measurement Goals, Questions & Metrics

ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING
Organizational Goals & Strategies
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Fig. 2.1 GQM+Strategies: organizational planning and control perspectives
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attainment of the goal, and relationships to other goals (in particular, conflicting

goals). Table 2.1 specifies the aspects of an organizational goal in more detail.

For each goal, the planned procedure for achieving the goal is specified through

one or more associated strategies. Hence, a strategy refers to a planned approach

for achieving an organizational goal. It answers the question of “How is the goal to

be achieved?” and defines rather general “means” for achieving the “end” (i.e.,

attaining the goal). Before implementing a GQM+Strategies grid in an organization,

GQM+Strategies Element

Organizational 
Goal

made 
measurable 

through

measures 
attainment of

Strategy

Context / 
Assumption

realized 
by a
set of

influences

influences

influences

GQM Graph

Measurement
Goal

Question

Interpretation Model

leads to a
set of

Question

Metric

Metric

Metric

GQM GraphGQM+Strategies Element

made measurable through

is part of

Fig. 2.2 GQM+Strategies grid

Table 2.1 Basic aspects of an organizational goal

Organizational goal

Object What is the object under consideration? Object refers to artifacts, processes, or

personnel addressed by the goal. Examples: customers, software product, IT

infrastructure, etc.

Focus What characteristic of the object is considered? Focus refers to the object’s

attribute for which a certain state is going to be achieved. Examples:

satisfaction, quality, performance, effectiveness, etc.

Magnitude What is the quantity (measure) of the goal to be achieved? Examples:

percentage of change relative to current state (50 %), absolute value (20), etc.

Time Frame When should the goal be achieved? Examples: 6 months, next fiscal year, etc.

Organizational

Scope

Who or what organizations are responsible for goal attainment? Examples:

project manager, a particular set of projects, company, business unit, division,

department, etc.

Constraints What are relevant constraints that may prevent attainment of the goal?

Examples: market situation, legal regulations, obligatory standards, available

resources, etc.

Relationships What are other goals the goal is related to? Goals can be related due to a

strategy that leads to both goals: Goals are in agreement given a certain

strategy if the strategy supports attainment of both goals. Goals are conflicting

given a certain strategy if the strategy supports attainment of one goal while

having a negative impact on the other goal. Example: Introducing a new

testing approach in order to achieve a higher software quality goal will require

additional investments and thus contradict a cost reduction goal
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strategies are operationalized through operative activities and procedures (i.e.,

business or development processes). Strategies may further be linked to subgoals

on lower levels that must be achieved for that strategy to be considered successful.

GQM+Strategies enforces the explicit documentation of the rationale for specific

goals, strategies, and their mutual relationships. Rationale refers to information

about the actual or presumed characteristics of the organization’s environment that

affected a decision about particular goals and strategies. In practice, the rationale

encompasses the strengths and opportunities we want to utilize as well as

weaknesses and risks we want to avoid when defining particular goals and

strategies. In GQM+Strategies, we distinguish between two types of rationale:

context and assumption. Context refers to an actual environmental characteristic.

An assumption refers to a presumed, yet uncertain, aspect of the environment. It is a

placeholder for something that needs to be evaluated through measurement. For

example, we may base an organizational improvement goal on assumed, yet not

quantitatively measured baselines. In the course of an application of

GQM+Strategies, we should employ measurement to develop actual baselines and

to re-evaluate our goals (i.e., attainment of the defined organizational

improvement goal).

The GQM Graph specifies a measurement and evaluation framework. It uses

the classical GQM approach to specify what data needs to be collected and how that

data should be interpreted in order to make informed decisions about the success of

strategies and the attainment of the organizational goals defined in the

GQM+Strategies element. Each GQM graph consists of a measurement goal,

questions, metrics, and an interpretation model.

A measurement goal describes what knowledge needs to be gained from the

measurement activity in order to make a decision about the success or failure of an

associated goal and/or strategy. For example, let us consider an organizational goal

of improving development productivity by 10 %. We base this goal on the obser-

vation (context) that too much effort is being spent on software development

activities and on the presumption (assumption) that this large effort is caused by

low productivity of the software team. In order to make an informed decision on the

attainment of the organizational goal, we would need knowledge about two aspects:

the current (baseline) productivity and the productivity following the implementa-

tion of the strategies associated with the goal. Consequently, we would need to

define two measurement goals, that is, objectives of measurement: characterize the

development productivity of the software team to date, and evaluate the improve-

ment in the team’s productivity after implementation of the appropriate improve-

ment strategies.

The measurement goal is systematically documented using the GQM goal

template. The template specifies the measured object and its attributes, the purpose
of measurement, the viewpoint that the measurement represents, and the context in
which the measurement takes place. For example, the measurement goal regarding

the characterization of baseline development productivity would be documented as

follows: Analyze past software projects with respect to development productivity

for the purpose of characterizing them to create a baseline from the viewpoint of the
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organization in the context of the software organization. If such historical data does

not exist, we might start with a presumed baseline based upon expert opinion. This

presumed baseline value is an assumption that must be checked as a real baseline

value is established over time.

Measurement goals are defined in an operational, traceable way by refining them

into a set of quantifiable questions. Questions are used as guidelines for extracting

the appropriate information to fulfill the information need defined by the measure-

ment goal. Questions specifymetrics that define what quantitative data needs to be

collected in order to answer the questions. Finally, interpretation models describe

how the data items associated with different metrics are related and combined

(interpreted) to answer the questions and satisfy the measurement goal (i.e., fulfill

the information need). Continuing the example of measuring baseline productivity,

example questions might be: What is the size of the delivered software products?

How much effort has the team spent on delivering these products? What was the

experience of the team members in the application domain? How large was the

team? Note that these questions actually ask about basic development productivity

(i.e., how much effort has been spent on delivering a product of a certain size) and

potential factors that may influence productivity (e.g., experience and skills of the

development team). Example metrics derived from these questions may be devel-

opment effort in person-days, functional size of the delivered software product,

years of experience in the application domain, and team size in terms of number of

team members.

Typically, one GQM graph should be defined for each organizational goal in

order to quantitatively evaluate its attainment. Each organizational goal in the

GQM+Strategies element may have several associated measurement goals, each

of which is the basis for an entire GQM graph. However, it is expected that different

GQM structures will share several questions and metrics. Interpretation models

may combine data from different GQM structures, thus optimizing the metrics

collection process.

Table 2.2 briefly explains the meaning of all key elements of GQM+Strategies

that we have discussed in the paragraphs above.

As already stated, defining the grid is a major contribution in its own right. If an

organization stops here, they have provided an alignment of the perspective goals,

strategies, and measures that align the organization’s approach for achieving its

high-level goals. The grid serves as a means of communication to all units in the

organization of what is needed and required of them. Even if they never collect a

single piece of data, they have laid out a plan for all to see.

2.3 GQM+Strategies Process

One may think of different ways for constructing such a model as presented in the

previous sections. Depending on how deeply an organization wants to implement

the GQM+Strategies model into their way of thinking, different activities should be

performed. The process presented in this section basically describes a full-featured
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set of activities for constructing the GQM+Strategies model and actively using the

model for driving continuous improvement programs in an organization. In prac-

tice, the process presented here and detailed in the upcoming chapters of this book

should be tailored to the specific needs of an organization, which means that

dedicated activities are skipped or merged with already existing procedures in

place in the organization. However, in order to give the reader a complete picture

of how the approach can be fully implemented in an organization, the following

reference process is defined.

The reference process consists of six repeatable phases plus one phase for

initializing the overall improvement program and the process of creating a strategic

measurement program for an organization. The six phases are organized as a

continuous improvement cycle (see Fig. 2.3) and are based upon the Quality

Improvement Paradigm (QIP) as proposed by Basili and others (Basili 1985; Basili

et al. 1994a; Basili and Caldiera 1995; Basili and Green 1994). The cycle will be

repeated with a certain frequency. The frequency of running through the whole

cycle largely depends on the speed with which the organization wants to evolve and

continuously improve. It also depends on the size of the grid that is modeled and on

whether this grid captures the entire organization or only different parts thereof.

Phase 0 describes the initialization phase and ensures that the infrastructure and

the resources necessary for the application of GQM+Strategies are available and

that initial planning for the subsequent process phases is performed. The six-phase

improvement cycle involves three major stages, each consisting of two phases:

• Develop: The first stage is the development of a hierarchical grid/model that

aligns the goals, strategies, and required measurement data. The key benefit of

Table 2.2 Key elements of a GQM+Strategies grid

Organizational

Goal

An anticipated state in the future that an organization wants to achieve. It

answers the question: “What is to be achieved?” The goal is formalized by

using the organizational goal template and quantified by using GQM

Strategy A planned procedure for achieving an organizational goal. It answers the

question: “How is the goal to be achieved?” Strategy refers to the “means” for

getting to the “end” (i.e., goal) and can be refined by a set of concrete activities

(i.e., business or development processes)

Context Factor A factual characteristic of an organization or its environment that affects the

models and data used

Assumption A presumed (expected, yet uncertain) characteristic of an organization, its

environment, or the availability of data that affects the kind of models and data

used

Measurement

Goal

An objective of measurement derived from a particular information need.

Information need refers to the information that the organization needs in order

to make a certain decision (e.g., if an organizational goal is achieved). The

measurement goal is formalized using the GQM goal template

GQM Graph A hierarchy of measurement goals, questions, metrics, and interpretation

models provided as the result of applying the GQM method. Questions are

derived from measurement goals and lead to metrics
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the grid is the ability to reach a consensus between goals and strategies and

communicate this consensus to the entire organization. In Phase 1, the current

organizational situation for which the grid is to be constructed is characterized.

In Phase 2, the grid is defined as a model of organizational goals and strategies,

the linkages between them, the rationales (context factors and assumptions), and

the required measurement data.

• Implement: The second stage involves the execution of the strategies and

measurements defined by the grid, which allows checking the attainment of

the goals, the effectiveness of the strategies, etc. In Phase 3, the plans for

executing the grid strategies and collecting the appropriate data are specified.

In Phase 4, those plans are executed and analyzed in terms of whether the

strategies are working and the goals are being achieved. If not, the leader of a

corresponding improvement project can make the necessary local adjustments to

the grid in real time. If a certain milestone is achieved or a defined trigger occurs

(e.g., a goal cannot be achieved without serious global adjustments that go

beyond the scope and resources of the project), we move to Phase 5.

• Learn: The third stage involves learning from what has been done by analyzing

the results and improving the process for generating further goals and strategies.

In Phase 5, we analyze the attainment of goals and try to investigate root causes

for the success/failure of the strategies. In Phase 6, we record what we have

learned in the previous phases and request improvement actions if the actual

results differ from the planned ones. Example findings may be that our

assumptions were wrong or that we did not consider relevant context

characteristics—as a consequence of which we selected the wrong strategies

1.Characterize
Environment

2. Define Goals,
Strategies, and
Measurement

3. Plan Grid
Implementation

4. Execute
Plans

6. Package
Improvements

5. Analyze
Outcomes QIP

IMPLEMENT

LEARN

0. Initialize

DEVELOP

Fig. 2.3 Basic GQM+Strategies process
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and the associated goals were not achieved. Requested improvements may

include revising context characteristics and assumptions, adjusting the structure

of goals and strategies, or redefining how measurements are made or interpreted.

Note that the six phases of the GQM+Strategies improvement cycle correspond

closely to the popular Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) improvement approach pro-

posed by Shewhart (1939) and widely promoted by Deming (1986).

In the following seven chapters (initialization phase plus six QIP phases), we

will present the GQM+Strategies process in more detail. For each phase of the

process, we will describe the activities involved and the results that are delivered.

Moreover, we will illustrate the process phases with an example that continues

across all process phases; the description of each phase ends with its illustration

using the example.
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Phase 0: Initialize 3

In this phase, we ensure the conditions for the successful application of

GQM+Strategies by securing the commitment and resources for using the method.

Furthermore, responsibilities are defined and training is provided for all people

involved. Table 3.1 summarizes the objectives, inputs, basic activities, and

outcomes of this phase. In the following sections, we will describe the individual

activities of this phase in more detail.

3.1 Get Commitment

As with any other initiative within a software organization, successful application

of GQM+Strategies requires appropriate planning and assignment of resources. For

this purpose, a GQM+Strategies expert who is responsible for initiating and

coordinating the method application must get the commitment of management

Table 3.1 Overview of the “Initialize” phase

Initialize application of the GQM+Strategies approach

Objective Setup of conditions for the successful application of GQM+Strategies by securing the

commitment of management and the appropriate resources for using the method.

Furthermore, responsibilities are defined, the application process is planned, and

appropriate training is provided for all people involved

Inputs • Overview and motivation talk (presentation slides)

• Tutorial on the GQM+Strategies approach (presentation slides)

Activities 1. Get commitment

2. Specify scope

3. Plan the GQM+Strategies application process

4. Train people

Outcomes • Commitment of management to apply GQM+Strategies, i.e., regarding the resources

and infrastructure required for the method’s application

• Initial scope and plan for applying GQM+Strategies

• Trained staff that will be involved in the GQM+Strategies application

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_3,
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and obtain sponsorship. In the first applications of GQM+Strategies, the expert

might be coached by an external consultant in GQM+Strategies.

Typically, the GQM+Strategies expert will give a presentation or talk to moti-

vate the use of GQM+Strategies. Besides a brief introduction of the method’s

principles and general benefits, the talk should focus on the challenges of the

specific organization and the way they can be addressed with GQM+Strategies.

Therefore, in preparation for the talk, the expert identifies baseline problems within

the organization, defines the purpose of the GQM+Strategies application,

determines the approximate scope of the GQM+Strategies application, and plans

for the necessary resources. Typically, the coordinator is supported by external

GQM+Strategies experts, particularly when the method is applied in the organiza-

tion for the first time.

3.2 Specify Scope

In this step, the GQM+Strategies expert defines the exact organizational scope to be

addressed by the initial initiative. The scope refers to those parts of the organization

that will apply GQM+Strategies for defining, aligning, and measuring their goals

and strategies. In other words, the organizational scope specifies those organiza-

tional units that are to be encompassed by the GQM+Strategies grid. The coordina-

tor can document the organizational scope in the form of an organizational chart

(i.e., the specification of organizational units and their interdependencies). The

scope of GQM+Strategies can be adjusted in the later phases of the method’s

application.

3.3 Plan GQM+Strategies Application Process

After obtaining management commitment and the resources needed for the appli-

cation of GQM+Strategies, the internal coordinator and the expert prepare a detailed

application plan, which includes staffing and scheduling activities, analyzing risks,

preparing the infrastructure, and calculating the budget.

3.4 Train People

The GQM+ Strategies expert trains the personnel who will be actively involved in

the method’s application. All personnel involved should be familiar with the basic

concepts of GQM+Strategies, including strategic alignment and goal-oriented mea-

surement. The exact content of the detailed training depends on the specific

activities that each person will perform. For example, the personnel responsible

for implementing the measurement program should obtain in-depth training on

goal-oriented measurement, data collection, analysis, and visualization. The person

responsible for rolling out and maintaining GQM+Strategies and the associated
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assets (e.g., grids) in the organization requires comprehensive training on the entire

method. Besides the detailed methodology, a comprehensive tutorial includes

guidelines on how to train for GQM+Strategies.

3.5 Example

In the following paragraphs, we will illustrate the phases of GQM+Strategies with a

continuous example of a fictitious Company X that provides banking and insurance

services to enterprise and private customers on the European market. The company

wants to establish a system of key performance indicators (KPIs) for the purpose of

quantitatively understanding how well they are performing with respect to their

goals and strategies and for evaluating their organizational success (or failure).

3.5.1 Get Commitment

Mr. Watson is the project and quality manager at the Software Development group

at Company X. He has recently participated in a seminar where he learned about

goal-oriented measurement and the GQM+Strategies approach. In a discussion with

Mr. Smith, Head of Software Development group, he shared his idea of using

GQM+Strategies for aligning the software development strategies with the business

goals of Company X and for building up a corresponding KPI system. Smith

supported Watson’s idea and encouraged him to present it to the management

board of Company X. Watson prepared and gave a motivational talk to the

company’s management board in April 2011. At its next meeting in June 2011,

the board decided to apply GQM+Strategies to align Company X’s goals and

strategies and to establish a corresponding measurement program.

Company X has a lot of customers in the banking area, but only few in the

insurance area. Therefore, the initial scope for evaluating the success and failure of

their organizational strategies was focused on the insurance area. The current

situation is that improvement activities undertaken in the past did not lead to

more customers in the insurance area. The objective of using GQM+Strategies

would then be to (1) identify alternative strategies for expanding insurance services,

(2) quantitatively evaluate the success of these strategies, and (3) identify the root

causes of and potential improvements for failed strategies.

3.5.2 Specify Scope

The original motivation for applying GQM+Strategies was to quantitatively plan

and manage the expansion of the insurance services of Company X. The manage-

ment of Company X expected the method to help identify strategies for expanding

insurance services and for quantitatively managing the success of these strategies.

At first, the management of Company X decided to focus strategic planning on
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insurance services and their support through software development. As a conse-

quence, two business units were involved in the application of GQM+Strategies:

Insurance Services and Software Development. Figure 3.1 illustrates the position of

these business units within the organizational chart of Company X.

3.5.3 Plan GQM+Strategies Application Process

After the board decided to apply the GQM+Strategies, Watson prepared the initial

scope and budget required for the method’s application. At its next meeting in

September 2011, the board authorized the initial scope and budget for applying

GQM+Strategies. Afterwards, Watson, as coordinator of the initiative, planned the

implementation of the GQM+Strategies process. First he clarified the responsi-

bilities within the initiative. Table 3.2 summarizes the role assignments.

Next, Watson plans a rough schedule for the GQM+Strategies application. The

first cycle spans 9 months and includes the following milestones:

• Initialization phase completed (November 2011): Characterizing the environ-

ment (phase 0 as described in this chapter) has been finished.

• Development stage completed (December 2011): Characterizing the environ-

ment (phase 1 as described in Chap. 4) and defining goals, strategies, and

measurement (phase 2 as described in Chap. 5) have been finished.

• Execution stage completed (June 2012): Planning the grid implementation

(phase 3 as described in Chap. 6) and executing the plans (phase 4 as described

in Chap. 7) have been finished.
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Fig. 3.1 Example: organizational chart of Company X
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• Learning stage completed (July 2012): Analyzing the outcomes (phase 5 as

described in Chap. 8) and packaging improvements (phase 6 as described in

Chap. 9) have been finished.

After completing the learning stage, the GQM+Strategies grid will be updated

and analyzed every 6 months as part of a set of organization-wide improvement

workshops with the top-level management of Company X.

The first cycle should be completed after 9 months even though not all strategies

will likely be completed within that time frame. This is done to have a quick

decision point for checking whether the organization is on the right track with its

defined goals and strategies. Depending on the existing strategies, the organization

can build upon initiatives that were already launched earlier.

3.5.4 Train People

The personnel assigned to implement GQM+Strategies require appropriate training

(Table 3.3). To coordinate the initiative, Watson does not possess the appropriate

expertise and therefore involves external experts to transfer GQM+Strategies into

Company X. In the initial application, the external experts train all GQM+Strategies

stakeholders in Company X. Watson, as future maintainer of the method, receives

very comprehensive training and works directly with the external experts. Addi-

tionally, he learns how to conduct GQM+Strategies training. In the future, he will be

responsible for training new GQM+Strategies stakeholders.

Table 3.2 Example: roles in the GQM+Strategies application in Company X

Person Position in Company X Role in GQM+Strategies

Mr.

Clark

Chief Executive Officer Main stakeholder of measurement initiative who

sponsors the GQM+Strategies initiative

Mr.

Davis

Division Manager of Insurance

Services business unit

Responsible for insurance-related strategies of

Company X

Mr.

Smith

Head of Software Development

group

Responsible for in-house software development and

IT support of business units; included because

Company X’s business is largely IT-driven

Mr.

Watson

Project and quality manager at

Software Development group

GQM+Strategies expert, coordinator of the method

application at Company X
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Table 3.3 Example: training GQM+Strategies at Company X

Person Role in GQM+Strategies Scope of training

Mr.

Watson

Expert in the GQM+Strategies approach at

Company X

• Training: Comprehensive tutorial on the

GQM+Strategies approach (2 days)

• Additional learning materials: Guidelines

on training and applying the

GQM+Strategies approach, description of

the GQM+Strategies process

• Handouts and templates, e.g.: Training

slides, templates for documenting

organizational GQM+Strategies grid,

software tool supporting modeling and

visualizing GQM+Strategies grids

• Coaching: Mentoring during development

and employment of the GQM+Strategies

grid. While learning the method, the

internal GQM+Strategies expert

(Mr. Watson) is coached by external

consultants

Mr.

Smith

Responsible for in-house software

development and IT support of business

units

• Training on the GQM+Strategies

approach (1 day)

• Comprehensive training in implementing

goal-oriented measurement

Mr.

Davis

Responsible for insurance-related

strategies of Company X

• Basic introduction to the GQM+Strategies

approach

Mr.

Clark

Main stakeholder of measurement

initiative who sponsors (owns) the

GQM+Strategies initiative

• Basic introduction to the GQM+Strategies

approach
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Phase 1: Characterize the Environment 4

In this phase, we characterize the context of the GQM+Strategies application by

defining the organizational scope of the method’s application and specifying the

characteristics of the application environment. The environmental characteristics

encompass actual and uncertain attributes of the method application environment

that determine the applicability of the method and that should be considered when

building and maintaining GQM+Strategies grids. Table 4.1 summarizes the

objectives, inputs, basic activities, and outcomes of this phase. In the following

sections, we will describe the individual activities of this phase in more detail.

4.1 Characterize the Environment

Using inputs from the initialization phase, the coordinator identifies characteristics

that should be considered when building and maintaining the GQM+Strategies

grids. Relevant characteristics include those aspects of the application environment

that influence:

Table 4.1 Overview of the “Characterize environment” phase

Characterize environment of GQM
+
Strategies application

Objective Characterize the context of the GQM+Strategies application by refining the

organizational scope of the method’s application and specifying the characteristics of

the application environment

Inputs • Initial scope and plan for applying GQM+Strategies (output of the “0. Initialize”

phase)

• Description of the organizational structure (such as an organizational chart)

Activities 1. Characterize the environment

Outcomes • Any updates to the scope of the GQM+Strategies and the related organizational chart

during this cycle

• Characteristics of the GQM+Strategies application environment: context factors and

assumptions

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_4,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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• Applicability of GQM+Strategies: Environmental characteristics that potentially

constrain or facilitate the usage of GQM+Strategies, e.g., availability of

documented organizational structure, existence of process documentation, avail-

ability of appropriate personnel, or availability of measurement data

• Definition of the rationale for selecting the organizational goals and strategies:

Environmental characteristics provide a rationale for selecting appropriate orga-

nizational goals and strategies. Explicitly documenting such rationales not only

makes the process of defining goals and strategies transparent but also facilitates

organizational improvement when some goals or strategies fail. For example, if

an unsuccessful strategy was based upon assumptions that turn out to be wrong,

then improvement actions should be directed toward revisiting these

assumptions and selecting alternative strategies

The characteristics encompass known and expected attributes of the application

environment, in particular:

• Context factors refer to actual characteristics of the application environment.

Context factors can be objective facts about the environment or they can be

considered as facts because there is sufficient evidence based upon observation.

Example context factors include application domain, organizational processes,

and available measurement data, market trends, and competition

• Assumptions refer to uncertain characteristics of the application environment or

guesses made to allow moving forward. Defining organizational goals and

strategies often requires making certain assumptions because appropriate envi-

ronmental characteristics are not objectively known and relevant evidence is

missing. Example assumptions might include estimated baseline, personnel

skills, usefulness of a new technology, and cost of introducing new processes,

future market trends, and behavior of competitors

Context factors are typically known by the organization. Assumptions, on the

other hand, represent information we need to define a goal or select a strategy but

whose value we are not sure of at the time, so we must guess the values of these

variables. An assumption might be a baseline we need for comparison but do not

know, or the value expected from a particular strategy. Assumptions are explicitly

expressed in the interpretation model as they need to be evaluated as an explanation

of the resulting success or lack thereof of the goal or strategy.

In the “Characterize environment” phase of GQM+Strategies, we define an

initial set of context factors and assumptions. In this phase, we typically focus on

generic characteristics that determine the feasibility of applying GQM+Strategies.

This initial set can then be refined in the “Define Goals, Strategies, and Measure-

ment” phase, where specific environmental characteristics are determined to sup-

port decision-making about lower-level organizational goals, strategies, and their

linkages.
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Note that in some cases an assumption may become a context factor after the

assumption is validated following the collection of a sufficient amount of evidence.

For instance, we may only postulate that our customers are satisfied with our

products because of the high sales level. Yet, without collecting appropriate

evidence, this should be considered as an assumption, for example, because our

product might be the only one on the market and customers may simply be forced to

buy it—which does not necessarily imply that they are satisfied with it. The

assumption may become a context factor if we obtain appropriate evidence, for

example, through a customer satisfaction survey. Or, if we assume a particular

baseline set of values for evaluating whether some goal has been achieved, we can

replace that assumption with real data over time as baselines are built.

We may employ a variety of techniques for gathering context information,

including focus groups, group brainstorming meetings, reading organizational

documents, and individual interviews. The choice of elicitation methods depends

on the number of people involved, the time constraints, and the availability of

existing information. Example questions to answer while identifying relevant

context factors for the scope of the GQM+Strategies application include:

• What are the relevant characteristics of the environment in terms of business

context?

• What are the characteristics of the products or services provided?

• What processes, tools, and technologies are employed?

• What is the size of the organization? Example size measures can be number of

people employed, number of projects performed, revenue, and team size per

project

• What characterizes the customers of the organization? Do you sell to multiple

customers or a single customer?

• Are you contracted for your work? Do you contract out to other organizations?

• Is your organization at the top, middle, or bottom of the corporate structure?

• Is your organization at the top, middle, or bottom of the contract chain?

• Is your software embedded or user-intensive?

• Is your software mostly greenfield or legacy/COTS/reuse-driven?

• Is your software casual-use or mission-critical?

• What factors influence income sources and business model? For example, what

factors influence profitability?

• What are the critical aspects of the internal and external interfaces of the

organization? For example, what are the constraints of the contract chain, that

is, interfaces to involved suppliers and acquirers?

• What are the elements of your existing measurement programs, for example,

goals, models, measures, and measurement data?

• What baselines exist?

• What are your organizational principles?

• What are the key elements of your work environment? For instance, is the work

atmosphere collaborative or competitive?

• Is your organization risk-averse, risk-neutral, or risk-driven?
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In order to identify relevant assumptions, we may ask similar questions. But in

this case we analyze environmental characteristics for which we have little or no

empirical evidence. Example assumptions may refer to such aspects as

technologies, market, customers, our organization, workforce, available baselines

and data, etc.

4.2 Example

In order to illustrate the “Characterize environment” phase, we continue with the

example of Company X. Let us remember that Company X decided to apply

GQM+Strategies in order to establish a system of key performance indicators

(KPIs) for the purpose of quantitatively evaluating the success (or failure) of their

organizational strategies.

4.2.1 Characterize the Environment

The scope initially defined in the “Initialize” phase (Sect. 3.2) was already suffi-

ciently detailed and did not have to be refined in this phase. Further characteristics

of the GQM+Strategies application environment at Company X include:

• Aspects that may constrain or facilitate the applicability of GQM+Strategies:

– Availability of measurement data: The Software Development group collects

basic measurement data such as project effort, software size, or defect

attributes

– Commitment: Business units within the scope of the GQM+Strategies appli-

cation are committed to actively participate in the related activities

• Aspects that may influence the selection of organizational strategies:

– Software application domain: Insurance software

– Software development project type: 80 % maintenance, 20 % new projects

– Software development processes: Mainly Rational Unified Process (RUP).

Agile development with Scrum (Schwaber 2004) has already been piloted in

selected software development projects of other business units of Company X

– Software quality assurance: Inspections using Checklist-Based Reading

(CBR) (Fagan 1976) have been used for assuring the quality of software

requirements and design specifications in selected software development

projects of the Insurance Services business unit
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Phase 2: Define Goals, Strategies,
and Measurement 5

In this phase, we derive the GQM+Strategies Grid. In particular, we specify and

align organizational goals and strategies within the GQM+Strategies scope, and we

quantify goals using GQM graphs. Table 5.1 summarizes the objectives, inputs,

basic activities, and outcomes of this phase. In the following sections, we will

describe the individual activities of this phase in more detail.

5.1 Identify Existing Assets

It is a rather rare situation that a company defines its strategic measurement

program from scratch. Typically, at least some goals, strategies, and performance

indicators (measures) are already defined within the scope of the GQM+Strategies

Table 5.1 Overview of the “Define Goals, Strategies, and Measurement” phase

Define goals, strategies, and measurement

Objective Define the GQM+Strategies grid using existing assets where possible. This means

defining and aligning organizational goals and strategies, documenting rationales in

the form of context factors and assumptions, and defining the appropriate measures

and interpretation models

Inputs • Scope of the GQM+Strategies application and the related organizational chart

• Characteristics of the GQM+Strategies application environment: context factors and

assumptions

Activities 1. Identify existing assets

2. Select relevant assets

3. Build up GQM+Strategies grid

(a) Elicit specific context and assumptions

(b) Define organizational goals

(c) Make strategy decisions

(d) Refine GQM+Strategies element

(e) Define GQM graphs

4. Review and adjust grid

Outcomes • The full GQM+Strategies grid for the proposed application scope

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_5,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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application. The objective of this step is to identify and gather existing assets that

may be reused while constructing the GQM+Strategies grid. In particular, we are

interested in such assets as goals, strategies, measures, measurement processes, and

interpretation models. An example approach for identifying existing assets might

be a group meeting with representatives of all organizational units identified within

the scope of the GQM+Strategies application. Typically, we start such a meeting by

asking about the top-level goals and then continue in a top-down manner across the

organizational structure, asking about strategies, goals, measures, and interpretation

models. We try to associate each identified asset (at least informally) with the

appropriate organizational units specified within the GQM+Strategies application

scope and try to link these assets to each other. For example, we try to link related

goals and strategies to each other and associate them with existing measures

(performance indicators). Example questions we may ask in order to guide the

identification of existing assets include:

• Are there organizational goals or objectives? What are they?

• Are there goals in any other organizational units?

• What data is currently being collected?

• Is there a measurement database?

• Are there defined measurement procedures?

5.2 Select Relevant Assets

After identifying existing assets, we assess their relevance in terms of their up-to-

dateness and feasibility of reuse within the GQM+Strategies grid (i.e., their rele-

vance with respect to the scope). The objective of this step is to avoid spending

effort on considering irrelevant (thus useless) assets in the subsequent grid devel-

opment steps. For example, we may rate organizational goals with respect to their

adherence to the defined GQM+Strategies application scope, rate strategies with

respect to their suitability within the defined context, and rate measures with respect

to their suitability regarding the goals and the current state of the art in measure-

ment. Thus, we are able to immediately exclude some assets from further consider-

ation and keep only those we may want to consider as we move through the grid

derivation. It is advisable to document (e.g., maintain a list) those relevant assets.

5.3 Build Up the GQM+Strategies Grid

The GQM+Strategies grid development process (Fig. 5.1) consists of two

procedures for modeling grid elements: one associated with GQM+Strategies

elements and one with GQM graphs. These two modeling procedures can be

performed asynchronously as long as a GQM graph is not developed before its

GQM+Strategies element. For example, we may specify a GQM graph for each
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element as we define it. Alternatively, we may specify any set of elements (i.e.,

goals and strategies) before defining the associated GQM graphs.

The grid development process suggests a top-down specification of organiza-

tional goals and strategies. In practice, the top level in the grid may not always be

the highest level of the organization. We can start at any organizational unit,

depending on where in the organization the application of GQM+Strategies is

selected to be engaged. We will refer to that as the top-level scoped. Typically,
we would proceed down from there. However, since all goals should be connected

and aimed at satisfying the top-level organizational goals, we may try to solve the

issue, making a connection between the top-level organizational goals and the top

level of the goals that are within our scope. We may want to do this to demonstrate

how the top-level goals from our scope contribute to the top-level organizational

goals. For the sake of simplicity, we describe the grid development process in the

typical top-down manner, starting from top-level business goals within the scope

(i.e., goals on the top-level scoped). For each top-level goal in the grid, the two grid

development subprocesses are performed to define, respectively:

1. Lower-level goals and strategies (GQM+Strategies elements)

2. Measurement goals, questions, and metrics (GQM graphs)

The process stops when we have reached a point where there are no longer any

logical goals or strategies to be expanded and all goals have an associated GQM

measurement graph. During this process, relevant assets that have been identified

before can be considered for reuse. In this case, we try to align them according to

the structure of the GQM+Strategies grid. After defining a grid element and its

Yes
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Elicit Context and
Assumptions

GQM+Strategies Element

Define Organizational
Goals

Refine

Make Strategy Decisions

GQM Graph

Define GQM Graphs

Refine Yes
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Define GQM goals for each
selected goal on the
appropriate level*
Specify the GQM graph for
evaluating the goal*
Identify relationships between
the interpretation models*

1.

2.

3.

Gather context factors
Identify assumptions

1.
2.

Identify potential goals*
Select promising goals*
Formalize selected goals*

1.
2.
3.

Derive potential strategies for
each goal*
Decide on strategies*

1.

2. * Document context and assumptions

Elicit implications
of strategy*

Iterate

Iterate

Fig. 5.1 Grid development process
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associated measurement at the top level, the grid development process iterates

through all the organizational units we specified in the “Specify scope” activity

(Sect. 3.2). For each organizational unit, we define and align the next level of goals.

This next level of goals is determined by the preceding level of strategies, providing

a mechanism for evaluating the results of those strategies. The process stops when

we have reached a point where there are no longer any logical goals or strategies to

be expanded and all goals have an associated GQM measurement graph.

In the following sections, we present the individual steps of the grid develop-

ment process in more detail.

5.3.1 Elicit Context and Assumptions

In addition to the generic context and assumptions we identified while

characterizing the context of the GQM+Strategies application (Phase 1), we specify

context factors and assumptions, which both help to define, limit the scope, and

form a rationale for the goals and strategies we select at each level of the

GQM+Strategies grid. For example, for the top-level business goal, the context

factors and assumptions will typically refer to the external constraints and

opportunities and will be related to the company’s vision and mission statements.

External constraints and opportunities include such aspects as existing competitive

(or substitute) products, the bargaining power of the suppliers, and market trends.

Internal constraints and opportunities include such aspects as level of staff compe-

tence, technological advances, and existing infrastructure.

While identifying relevant context characteristics, we should differentiate

between what we factually know (so-called context factors) and what we believe

to be true but have little or no evidence about. This distinction will help later on

(in Phases 4, 5, and 6 of the GQM+Strategies process) to properly interpret the

measurement data and find potential causes of failed strategies and missed organi-

zational goals. For example, one of the actions after a strategy fails is to check

whether it was selected based on certain assumptions and whether these

assumptions actually turned out to be true.

In the next steps of the grid development process, we adjust the context factors

and assumptions in order to explicitly document the rationales for defining specific

goals and selecting specific strategies. In other words, eliciting relevant context

factors and assumptions is part of each step of the grid development process—

whenever we make a decision about defining a specific grid element, the associated

rationales should be documented.

5.3.2 Define Organizational Goals

5.3.2.1 Identify Potential Goals
Top-down grid development starts with the definition of relevant top-level goals. In

the subsequent steps, we derive organizational goals from the higher-level
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strategies in the goal-strategy hierarchy. Top-level goals represent the goals at the

highest level of the scoped suborganization. If the scope is the entire organization,

the top-level goals will be the highest-level business goals of the organization. If the

scope is a part of the entire organization (e.g., a selected business unit), the top-level

goals will be the goals defined at the highest level of this suborganization. These

top-level goals are considered as root goals within a GQM+Strategies grid. For an

entire organization, candidate top-level goals are typically defined by management

as part of strategic planning. These organizational goals are typically related to the

company’s vision and mission statements and refer to the state the entire company

wants to achieve within a certain time period.

Goals for the entire organization typically exist, but might not exist in an

operational form. Example high-level, nonoperational goals might be:

• Increase revenues

• Improve operating profits

• Increase bookings

• Improve asset management

• Improve customer relations

• Improve operations management

• Improve human resource strategies and leadership

• Improve quality

However, as stated above, one does not have to start with the entire organization;

it is sufficient to start with the part that was chosen in the scoping, i.e., the top-level

goals within the application scope. To frame the top-level scoped goals, we might

want to first identify those organizational principles we do not want to change, i.e.,

aspects of our organization we want to keep as is. Thus, we might ask questions

like:

• What are the key elements of our environment? E.g., transparency, employee

satisfaction, controlled risk, learning environment, work atmosphere collabora-

tive versus competitive, etc.

• Is our organization risk-averse, risk-neutral, or risk-driven?

These questions help us to understand when a goal might create a conflict with

our organizational principles. To help in the goal elicitation process, we might

begin with some simple questions like:

• What do we want to happen next?

• Where do we see our organization being in 2, 5, 10 years?

• How do we want to grow, e.g., new customers, new competencies?

• How would we define success, e.g., do we want to improve some aspect of the

business?

• Is there some specific, more detailed goal we want to achieve?
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It can also help to consider the following classes of business goals:

• Growth goals, e.g., acquire new projects with current competence areas; expand

existing projects set; evolve existing competencies; build new competencies

• Success goals, e.g., deliver good products to customers; control costs; shrink

schedule; increase profits; get corporate visibility (awards, etc.), build core

competence

• Maintain goals, e.g., transparency, employee satisfaction, controlled risk,

learning environment (here we might want to measure to assure there is no

decrease in these goals)

• Specific focus goals: make helpdesk more efficient, predict if proposed effort has

a good ROI, increase integration with rest of the company

We identify an initial set of potential business goals, maybe using some of the

questions posed above as a guideline. Initially, we may define multiple goals that

the company stakeholders (who participate in the grid development) perceive as

most promising. We prioritize the goals, identify initial conflicts, identify potential

hierarchical relationships (some may actually be subgoals of others), formalize the

goals with the highest priority and at the highest level in a hierarchy, and fill out the

organizational goal template.

In order to ensure that the most appropriate goals and strategies are defined,

approaches such as SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats)

analysis (Humphrey 2005) or Five Forces analysis (Porter 2008) can be used. In

SWOT (Table 5.2), the organization takes a look at its internal strengths and

weaknesses, on the one hand, and at the external market conditions (opportunities

and threats), on the other hand. Based on these two views, the organization may

position its goals and strategies to exploit organizational strengths and market

opportunities, taking into account limitations and threats.

In the Five Forces analysis (Fig. 5.2), the organization takes a look at the basic

forces that shape the market. An explicit analysis of these forces supports the

organization in understanding the structure of its industry and stake out a position

that is more profitable and less vulnerable to attack. Five Forces analysis helps to

(1) position the organization where the forces are weakest, (2) exploit changes in

the forces, and (3) reshape forces in favor of the organization.

Porter (2008) gives an example of commercial aviation as the least profitable

business due to all five forces being very strong. A brief analysis of the five forces

shows that in the avionics business, “(1) established rivals compete intensely on

price, (2) customers are fickle, searching for the best deal regardless of carrier,

(3) suppliers—plane and engine manufacturers, along with unionized labor

forces—bargain away the lion’s share of airlines’ profits, (4) new players enter

the industry in a constant stream, and (5) substitutes are readily available—such as

train or car travel.”

Using an iterative approach, we define suitable strategies and lower-level goals

for each top-level goal. We take advantage of existing assets to reuse/integrate

goals and strategies already defined within the considered organizational scope.

Detailed activities here include specifying strategies for higher-level goals,
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specifying the corresponding lower-level goals, and formalizing goals. Note that

GQM+Strategies explicitly documents the rationale behind goals and strategies and

their relationships, and supports measuring the success of goals and strategies

through goal-oriented measurement.

5.3.2.2 Select Promising Goals
While developing the grid, we should focus on a limited number of the most

important goals, especially when developing such a grid for the first time. For

this purpose, we prioritize potential goals and select a subset of the most important

ones (within the scope of the GQM+Strategies application). Typically, we consider

“Suppliers bargain away the
lion’s share of airlines’ profits”

Bargaining Power of Suppliers
“Customers are fickle,

searching for the best deal
regardless of carrier”

Bargaining Power of Buyers

“Substitutes are readily
available, such as train or car

travel”

Threat of New Entrants Threat of Substitute Products

“New players enter the
industry in a constant stream”

Rivalry among existing
competitors

“Established rivals compete
intensely on price”

Fig. 5.2 Five Forces analysis

Table 5.2 The SWOT analysis table

Context

Factors

Helpful/positive

(support attainment of

organizational goals)

Harmful/negative

(prevent attainment of

organizational goals)

Internal

(internal characteristics

of an organization)

Strengths

(internal characteristics—

capabilities of the business or

organization that give it an

advantage over competitors)

Examples: patents, skilled

employees, access to new

technologies, etc.

Weaknesses

(internal characteristics—

limitations of the business or

organization that place it at a

disadvantage relative to

competitors)

Examples: high employee

turnover, high cost structure,

limited access to distribution

channels, etc.

External

(external conditions of

the market in which an

organization acts)

Opportunities

(external conditions that improve

an organization’s chances of

increasing its business

performance e.g., increasing

profits)

Examples: unfulfilled customer

needs, emergence of new

technologies, removal of legal

constraints, etc.

Threats

(external conditions that decrease

the business performance)

Examples: change in customer

preference regarding the current

product/services, emergence of

substitute products/services, new

legal barriers, etc.
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promising goals with respect to their feasibility, benefit, and cost. For example, we

focus on goals that have the greatest positive impact on business success associated

with feasible costs. The process of goal selection is a very interactive process,

requiring input from various units of the organization.

For each selected top-level goal, we document the context factors and the

assumptions that led to the selected top-level goals.

5.3.2.3 Document Selected Goals
Finally, we document each selected goal by using the organizational goal template

illustrated in Table 2.1 in Sect. 2.2. During goal formalization, we again revise the

context factors and assumptions, and document the relevant rationales that led to

each specific goal aspect documented in the goal template. For example, we

document the reason why we decided on the particular values of a goal’s magnitude

and time frame.

While specifying the organizational goals, we should consider their mutual

dependencies and document potential relationships in the goal formalization tem-

plate. Explicitly considering goal dependencies allows us to avoid situations in

which apparently independent high-level goals lead to strategies that jeopardize the

attainment of other goals (other than those from which they were derived). Fig-

ure 5.3 illustrates example goal dependencies between two business-level organi-

zational goals: “G1: Increased customer satisfaction” and “G2: Increased company

profits.” Business goal G1 is refined (through corresponding strategies) into an

organizational goal at the software development unit, namely, goal “G3: Increased

functionality.” Goal G3 is based on the assumption that software products that offer

more innovative functionalities will lead to gains in customer satisfaction. The

strategy (S3) selected for achieving goal G3 is quite straightforward and consists of

adding innovative functionalities to the existing software product. Business goal G2

is refined into an organizational goal at the software development unit, namely goal

“G4: Reduce cost of V&V.” This goal is based on the assumption that the cost of

software verification and validation (V&V) can be reduced while maintaining the

quality of the delivered software product. In other words, it is assumed that the cost
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Management
Board

Software
Group

G2: Increased
Company Profits

G3: Increased Software
Functionality

G4: Reduced Cost of
Verification & Validation

S3: Add Innovative
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S4: Combine Testing
and Analysis

Additional
work
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Lower
software

cost

Incr
ease

d

deve
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Fig. 5.3 Example goal dependencies
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efficiency of V&V can be increased while maintaining its effectiveness in assuring

the product’s quality. This goal is to be achieved by following strategy S4 of

combining testing and analysis activities. The rationale behind this is that software

analysis techniques, when applied in early phases, prevent slippage of software

defects into later phases. Reducing defect slippage, in turn, will generally have a

positive effect on company profits because less faulty products will require less

rework (although some investments to reduce defect slippage might initially be

needed).

Yet, there is potential conflict between software unit goals and business goals.

Since implementing innovative functionalities implies additional effort for achiev-

ing the increased functionality, (G3) will most likely involve increased software

development costs, which in turn is in conflict with the increased profits business

goal (G2). In this situation, G3 in conflict with G2 given strategy S3.

5.3.3 Make Strategy Decisions

5.3.3.1 Derive Potential Strategies
In this step, representatives of the corresponding units of the organization derive

potential strategies for their higher-level goals. Strategies represent ways of achiev-

ing the goals. Usually we can identify a number of alternative or collaborative

strategies for achieving one goal. In the case of alternative strategies, succeeding in
one alone suffices for achieving the associated goal. In case of collaborative
strategies, all strategies must succeed in order to achieve the associated goal.

Collaborative strategies are more common than alternative strategies as the latter

add cost.

5.3.3.2 Decide on Promising Strategies
In the end, we decide on one or more of the most promising strategies. We select

strategies based on their feasibility, cost, and likelihood of success. Decisions

regarding particular strategies should be based on and documented with clear

rationales (context factors and/or assumptions).

5.3.3.3 Elicit Implications of Strategy
On the lower levels of the grid hierarchy, goals are derived from strategies. In order

to define appropriate goals, we consider the implications of the strategies. For each

strategy, we define at least one goal that operationalizes the successful implemen-

tation of the strategy on the current grid level. For example, if the strategy is

“Achieve a certain level of software reliability through testing (i.e., test reliability

in),” then the corresponding goal should quantitatively evaluate whether software

reliability has actually been tested in.
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5.3.4 Refine GQM+Strategies Element

We continue iterating through goal and strategy elicitation steps until the

GQM+Strategies element is complete. The element is complete if it contains all

relevant goals and strategies within the scope of the GQM+Strategies application,

starting from the top business level down to the lowest elements of the

organization’s operational units. Operational units refer to units that actually

implement the strategies in their daily work.

5.3.5 Define GQM Graphs

Using an iterative approach, we define a GQM graph for each goal of the

GQM+Strategies Element. Detailed activities include defining measurement

goals, deriving GQM graphs, and defining interpretation models.

The GQM approach (Basili and Weiss 1984), which (as explained earlier) is

what GQM+Strategies is built upon, is a mechanism for defining and evaluating a

set of operational goals using measurement. It represents a systematic approach for

tailoring and integrating goals with models of the software processes, products, and

quality perspectives of interest, based upon the specific needs of the project and the

organization.

Once goals and strategies in the GQM+Strategies element part of the grid have

been defined, it is then necessary to apply GQM to those goals to plan their

evaluation in the GQM graph part of the grid. This involves, for each goal in the

grid, the following activities: (a) developing a set of well-defined measurement

goals for the quantities of interest in the GQM+Strategies goal, e.g., customer

satisfaction, on-time delivery, improved quality, schedule; (b) generating questions

(based upon models) that define those goals as completely as possible in a quantifi-

able way; (c) specifying the metrics that need to be collected to answer those

questions and to track process and product conformance to the goals;

(d) developing mechanisms for data collection; (e) collecting, validating, and

analyzing the data in real time to provide feedback for corrective action; and

(f) analyzing the data in a postmortem fashion to assess conformance to the goals

and make recommendations for future improvements. Activities (a), (b), and (c) are

all performed as part of the “define goals, strategies, and metrics” phase in the

GQM+Strategies process. Activity (d) is performed as part of the “Choose Process”

phase, activity (e) is performed as part of the “Execute Process” phase, and activity

(f) is performed as part of the “Analyze Outcomes” phase.

The process of setting goals and refining them into quantifiable questions is

complex and requires experience. In order to support this process, a set of templates

for setting goals and a set of guidelines for deriving questions and metrics were

developed (Basili and Rombach 1988). These templates and guidelines reflect our

experience from having applied the GQM approach in a variety of environments.

In the following paragraphs, we will briefly discuss steps (a) defining measure-

ment goals, (b) generating questions, and (c) deriving appropriate metrics, using
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abstraction sheets. Steps (d) to (f) are addressed in the appropriate sections:

(d) developing mechanisms for data collection in Sect. 6.2, (e) collecting,

validating, and analyzing the data to provide feedback for corrective action in

Sect. 7.2, and (f) analyzing the data to assess conformance to the goals in Sect. 8.2.

5.3.5.1 Defining Measurement Goals
Measurement goals may be defined for any object, for a variety of reasons, with

respect to various models of quality, from various points of view, relative to a

particular environment. The goal is defined by filling in a set of values for the

various parameters in the template. As stated above, the measurement goal is

systematically documented using the GQM goal template. The template specifies

the measured object and its attributes, the purpose of measurement, the viewpoint
that measurement represents, and the context in which measurement takes place.

Table 5.3 presents the GQM goal template. The object of study can be anything

we want to analyze, and so we need a model of that object. For example, if the

object is a process, then we want a model of the process itself. But there are many

other aspects of the object of study that are important. For a process, aspects of

importance include: how well the process is performed (performance conformance)

and how that conformance will be evaluated, how well the people applying the

process understand the domain to which the process is being applied, etc. So models

of training, experience, ability of the people in performing the process, etc. are

important to develop and measure.

The purpose of the study reflects the level of maturity required for the evalua-

tion. For understanding or characterization purposes, a model of the object and any

data we collect helps to provide us with some insight, but an evaluation purpose

requires some basis for comparison (historical database) or some absolute measure.

If the purpose is prediction, then we need a pattern in the data that allows us to

develop a consistent model based upon factors that we have available or can

reasonably estimate. Motivation, control, and improvement are purposes that

require a reasonably accurate model that represents a true understanding of the

object or quality we are modeling, else we are encountering risk.

The focus represents the specific aspect or attribute of the object of study that we

are interested in. The focus implies the type of underlying model that is needed to

Table 5.3 GQM goal template

Analyze some Object of the study: processes, products, other experience models

To Purpose: characterize, evaluate, predict, motivate, control, improve, etc.

With respect to Focus: cost, correctness, defect removal, changes, reliability, user

friendliness, etc.

From the point of

view of

Viewpoint: user, customer, manager, developer, corporation, etc.

In the following

context

Environment: problem factors, people factors, resource factors, process

factors, etc.
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guide the analysis of the measurement data. The author may choose more than one

model, e.g., both defects and changes in a software system might be relevant, but

have different models describing them.

The stakeholder is the party wanting the information. The stakeholder’s point of

view determines such things as when the information should be available, its level

of granularity, its acceptable accuracy, etc. Taking the stakeholder needs into

account helps the author pick the appropriate models. The author should put

himself/herself in the mindset of the stakeholder so that all aspects of the analysis

are performed from that point of view.

The environment aspect of a goal defines the context of the study by describing

all aspects of the project so it can be categorized correctly and the appropriate set of

similar projects can be found as a basis of comparison. Types of factors include:

process factors, people factors, problem factors, methods, tools, constraints, etc.

(Basili 1981). In general, the environment should include all those factors that may

be common among similar projects and become part of the database for future

comparisons. Thus, the environmental factors, rather than the values associated

with these factors, should be consistent across several goals within the project and

the organization. Some factors may have already been specified as part of the

particular object or model under study and thus appear there in greater depth and

granularity.

The set of variables in the template is integrally related. We typically start with

the object of study and decide on the focus. This combination generates the

requirements for a model. A potential set of models may already exist, e.g., there

are several models that deal with the reliability (focus) of a product (object), or we

may need to create one from scratch, e.g., for the effectiveness (focus) of a

technique like reading (object). Our model selection is limited by its purpose. For

example, if the purpose is to characterize the object, then all that is required is a set

of models of the focuses of interest, e.g., size or number of defects or the product. If

the reason is to evaluate the object with respect to a certain focus, then an evaluative

model must be chosen along with an evaluation algorithm. The model will likely

involve a comparison of the current state with past states of similar objects, e.g.,

fewer defects produced in the final product than usual when applying a particular

technique. The selection of the model is greatly influenced by the stakeholder’s

needs. For example, if the stakeholder is the project manager, requiring immediate

feedback, a model offering less accurate information might be acceptable. If the

stakeholder is the corporation trying to decide if a new process is cost- and quality-

effective so that it can be applied throughout the corporation, then a model that is

more accurate and offers a longitudinal study over several projects would be

appropriate. And clearly the context variables both limit the model and provide

input to the model selected.

The simplest goals are characterizing goals. Examples include: Analyze a set of
software products in order to characterize them with respect to development error
rates, cost in staff months, % of code reused from the point of view of the organiza-
tion relative to the environment in which the software products are developed.
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5.3.5.2 Generating Questions
Guidelines exist for generating questions, models, and measures for various sets of

objects of study. For example, if the object of study is a process, then we need to

define the process and isolate the measurable aspects of the process. We need a

definition of the focus or quality perspective of interest and a mechanism that

allows us to interpret the result of applying the model to the object of study. This

interpretation model can serve as a visualization or descriptive model of the results

of the measurement for a characterization goal, an evaluation model judging

whether the goal has been achieved, or a predictive model for estimating the entity

of interest.

If the object of study is a product or set of products, as in the example above, we

would expect to see a definition or characterization of the product or product set, a

definition of the focus or quality perspective of interest, and an interpretation model

that allows us to visualize, evaluate, predict, or control. These steps are easy for a

characterization goal.

If the model chosen has a set of assumptions, then those assumptions should be

checked for the particular environment. The checking of the assumptions can be

part of the interpretation model. If the model is questionable, then a second model

might be applied to help evaluate the relevance of the original model for the

environment. If there are concerns about the accuracy or validity of the data

collected, then the validity of the data should be checked.

5.3.5.3 Specifying the Metrics
The metrics are typically directly defined by the questions. The questions specify

what metrics are required to answer the questions and the metrics in turn define

what data needs to be collected. Sometimes the metrics are simply the data

collected itself, e.g., number of lines of code as a metric for size, and sometimes

they are combinations of sets of data, e.g., defects per line of code as a metric for

defect density. Each question might require several metrics in combination as an

answer. These are the metrics needed to build and interpret the model.

Abstraction Sheets
To help elicit and provide a clearer picture of a GQM goal, to help identify models

for the perspective of interest and formulate questions, we can use a GQM abstrac-

tion sheet as proposed by Gresse et al. (1995) and Briand et al. (1996). The

abstraction sheet helps elicit and structure information and assists in constructing,

refining, and reviewing GQM goals, questions, and metrics. It also helps reveal

dependencies between questions. There are four quadrants to an abstraction sheet:

1. Quality focus: What are the possible metrics for measuring the focus of the

object of interest according to the project members? This provides some insights

into the model that should be used and helps lay out the questions that are

necessary to apply the model.

2. Baseline hypothesis: What is the project members’ current knowledge with

respect to these metrics? Their beliefs are documented as “baseline hypotheses”
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of the metrics. This may be available from actual data on past projects or it may

represent some form of expert opinion, i.e., assumptions of what might be true.

3. Variation factors: Which context factors does a project member expect to be of

influence on the metrics? This provides insights into what other information is

important for understanding the baseline hypotheses.

4. Impact on baseline hypothesis: How could these variation factors influence the

actual measurements? What kind of dependencies between the metrics and

influencing factors are assumed? This provides insights into what other data

are needed for interpreting the model and the metrics.

So, for a goal like: “Analyze the product for the purpose of understanding the
reliability from the point of view of the project team,” we might fill out the

abstraction sheet presented in Fig. 5.4. For a measure of the quality focus we

suggest considering the number of failures. These can be further differentiated by

severity, i.e., only examining the most severe failures. Based upon experience and

intuition, the baseline hypothesis might be that the distribution of failures by

severity level is 60 % minor, 30 % major, and 10 % fatal. The major factor that

would influence this distribution might be selected as the level of inspection and

review of the code, with the impact that more reviewing results in fewer minor

failures detected after release.

5.4 Review and Adjust Grid

After we complete the GQM+Strategies grid, we review it individually and discuss

potential findings in a group meeting. We recommend inviting to the meeting

people who were not involved in the grid development but who are affected by

the content of the grid (e.g., in that they will be involved in realizing strategies

defined in the grid). During the review meeting, the coordinator of the

Object Purpose Quality focus  Viewpoint Context 

Delivered product Understanding Reliability Project team A specific company 

producing shrink 

wrapped software 

Quality focus (Questions and metrics)  Variation factors  

Number of failures 

� By severity 

� Number of faults 

Level of reviewing 

Baseline hypotheses  Impact on baseline hypotheses 

Distribution of failures by severity 

� Minor 60 % 

� Major 30 % 

� Fatal 10 % 

The higher the level of code review, 

the fewer minor failures will be 

detected after release 

Fig. 5.4 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring top-level business goal
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GQM+Strategies application walks though the grid and explains its elements to the

other participants, who may ask questions. The review should focus on the com-

pleteness and consistency of the grid. The meeting participants should check

whether the linkages between the goals and strategies are logical and whether the

grid elements are supported by sufficient rationale (in particular, whether the

documented assumptions are realistic). Issues that are identified during the session

are immediately discussed and their resolution is planned; some issues might be

addressed right away by adjusting the grid appropriately, whereas other issues may

require additional work after the meeting (e.g., repeating some steps of the grid

development procedure).

5.5 Example

Company X developed their GQM+Strategies grid in a series of workshops, which

involved the method experts and representatives of business units from the scope of

the method application. Experts moderated the workshops and facilitated grid

development, whereas company representatives specified and discussed the

elements of the grid.

5.5.1 Identify Existing Assets

The building of the GQM+Strategies grid at Company X started with a joint

workshop aimed at identifying existing assets. At the beginning of the workshop

meeting, the experts explained the goals and the organization of the workshop. The

participants then performed a brainstorming session in which they identified the

goals, strategies, and metrics already defined in Company X according to their

knowledge, either explicitly or implicitly. For example, some metrics are defined

explicitly in a systematic measurement program, or implicitly through the data

collected in the Customer Relationship Management and Bug Tracking Systems.

There are some goals and strategies already in existence.

5.5.2 Select Relevant Assets

Next, the workshop participants reviewed the set of previously identified assets and

selected the relevant ones according to the defined scope. For Company X, the

participants selected the top-level organizational goals from which they would start

modeling the GQM+Strategies grid. After deciding on the most relevant top-level

organizational goals, the participants selected the associated assets (e.g., goal,

strategies, and metrics) and tried to sort and link them to each other in a structured

way. On the one hand, they looked for relationships between goals and strategies,

and for the underlying rationales (context and assumptions). On the other hand, they
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captured metrics that had already been defined in Company X. Figure 5.5 illustrates

an example result of the relevant assets.

After agreeing upon a set of existing assets that are relevant with respect to the

scope of the planned GQM+Strategies application, Mr. Clark, Mr. Davis, and

Mr. Smith perform an analysis of the possible relationships and issues (see

Fig. 5.5). With respect to the linkage between measurement data and organizational

goals, the CRM system can support them in evaluating the number of customers in

their different business areas, and their bug-tracking system can support them in

evaluating defect slippage through their different QA stages. However, (Issue 2)
measurement data is missing for quantitatively evaluating the attainment of the goal

defined by insurance services (“Improved reliability of products”). The main idea

for increasing the number of customers was to deliver better IT products in terms of

their reliability. However, (Issue 1) the rationale for this strategy is not clear.

Moreover, it is not clear whether this strategy is sufficient for increasing the number

of customers or whether other strategies should be considered. Mr. Clark and

Mr. Davis agree that additional strategies might be necessary. In order to improve

the reliability of their products, the Insurance Services business unit might have to

improve their QA activities, implying that the Software Development group might

have to reduce the number of defects slipping through software quality assurance.

The issue (Issue 3) to be solved by Mr. Smith is to select an appropriate strategy

because the current software development approach is missing a strategy for

reducing defect slippage. All the issues identified during this step (see Table 5.4

for an overview) will have to be resolved later on, when modeling the comprehen-

sive GQM+Strategies grid.

Management Board
(Mr. Clark)

Insurance Software
(Mr. Smith)

Insurance Services
(Mr. Davis)

Organizational
Goals & Strategies

Collected Data
& Available Sources of Data

Organization’s
Business Units

Issue 2

Issue 3

CRM: Customer
Relationship Management

Bug Tracking System

G: Increased number of
customers

S: Improve IT products

G: Improved reliability of
products

S: Improve QA activites

G: Reduced number of
defects slipped through QA

Issue 1

Fig. 5.5 Example: results from selecting relevant assets
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5.5.3 Build Up GQM+Strategies Grid (Management Board)

After identifying and selecting relevant assets, a series of workshops were devoted

to developing a complete GQM+Strategies grid. For this purpose, the experts took

the top-down approach in which they started with top-level organizational goals of

the management board and went “down” through the organizational structure,

defining associated strategies, goals, and GQM graphs at lower-level units in the

organizational structure.

5.5.3.1 Elicit Context and Assumptions
The workshop sessions started with the definition of general context characteristics.

The participants agreed on a few generic characteristics of Company X that

determine the company’s goals and strategies. These context factors were defined

under the label CA1 and included the following:

• Company X provides banking and insurance services to their customers.

• X directly sells services via the Internet without local sales agents.

• X has a lot of customers in the banking area, but only few in the insurance area.

5.5.3.2 Define Organizational Goals
Representatives of the company’s management board decided to start with a single

top-level business goal of increasing the number of customers in the insurance

business area. The asset analysis shows that this was already an existing goal and

therefore was important to the organization. Table 5.5 documents the formalization

of the goal.

5.5.3.3 Define GQM Graphs
The top-level organizational goal was then quantified using the GQM approach.

First, the experts defined an appropriate measurement goal. For this purpose, they

used information that had already been specified while formalizing the organiza-

tional goal. Figure 5.6 illustrates the synergies between the specification of the

organizational goal and the measurement goal.

Table 5.4 Example: issues in initial set of existing assets

Issue Description

Issue 1 The rationale for the strategy is not clear. It is not sure that improving insurance products

is a sufficient strategy for getting more customers in the insurance area

Issue 2 It is not clear whether or not data is available for evaluating reliability on the customer’s

side

Issue 3 It is not clear what strategies should be performed to decrease the number of defects

slipped
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For the measurement goal, appropriate metrics were defined using the classical

GQM approach: The workshop participants asked relevant questions with respect to

the measurement goal and defined metrics that provided data to answer those

questions. In order to elicit more information about the GQM measurement goals,

the experts used an abstraction sheet where they documented the baseline

hypotheses with respect to the organizational goal and model for interpreting the

measurement data. Figure 5.7 documents the GQM graph for the top-level organi-

zational goal. The organizational goal was measured directly in terms of the number

of customers in a given year. For the GQM+Strategies approach, the classical

abstraction sheets were extended for evaluations by adding an interpretation

model. This model specified a state that is desired so that the underlying organiza-

tional goal can be considered as having been attained based on the metrics defined

in the quality focus and variation factor areas. So in Fig. 5.7, NC-G-I represents the

interpretation model for NC-G.

The baseline hypothesis was that in fiscal year 2011, the insurance area had

5,000 customers. Consequently, in order to achieve the top-level organizational

Table 5.5 Example: formalization of the NC-G goal of the management board

NC-G: Increased number of customers in the insurance business area

Object Customers in insurance area

Focus The number

Magnitude 10 % or more

Time frame By the end of next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management board

Constraints While maintaining cost

Relationships –

Synergies

Object

Magnitude

Time Frame

Organization
Scope

al

Relationships

number

customers in the
insurance area

10% or more

by the end of
next fical year

management

while
maintaining cost

Organizational Goal

Constraints

-

Object

Purpose

Quality Focus

Viewpoint

Context

Interpretation
Model

evaluate

number

management

context and
assumptions

If 10% or more
by the end of the

fiscal year then
goal achieved

Measurement Goal

customers in the
insurance area

Rationale Context and
Assumptions

Focus

Fig. 5.6 Example: deriving the measurement goal from the organizational goal
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goal, this number must increase by at least 10 % to 5,500 or more customers in the

next fiscal year 2012, that is, goal NC-G is achieved if Cus(2012)/Cus(2011)� 1.1.

Figure 5.8 presents an example visualization associated with the measurement of

the top-level organizational goal.

It should be noted that if the goal is not met, we need to understand why and what

needs to be changed to make the goal achievable. This involves examining whether

the various subgoals were achieved and if not, why not. We have to analyze such

things as the strategies (not effective?), the subgoal magnitudes (too high or too

low?), and the assumptions so that we can fix the problem in real time, if possible.

We will deal with this more specifically when we discuss the subgoals.

5.5.3.4 Make Strategy Decisions
After specifying the top-level goal of the management board, the participants

looked for effective strategies for achieving the goal. Typically, a number of

alternative strategies can be implemented to achieve the same goal. In order to

select the most effective, feasible strategy, the context of the particular organization

(its internal and external constraints and capabilities) should be considered. For this

reason, the workshop participants started by considering relevant context factors

and assumptions. After a brief brainstorming, they came up with one context factor

that should be kept in mind when looking for potential strategies to achieve the

top-level organizational goal:

• Context CA4: The services of Company X are built upon an enterprise informa-

tion system (IS) that is composed of different software components (of which

60 % were developed in-house by the company’s Software Development group).

Object Purpose Quality focus  Viewpoint Context 

Customers in 

insurance area 

Evaluate Increased number of 

customers by 10 % by 

the end of the next 

fiscal year 

Management CA1 

Quality focus (Questions and metrics)  Variation factors  

NC-G-Q1: What is the increase in the number of customers in 

a particular fiscal year? 

� Cus(Y): Number of customers in year Y (e.g., in the next 

fiscal year 2012) 

– 

Baseline hypotheses  Impact on baseline hypotheses 

Cus(2011) = 5000 – 

Interpretation models  

NC-G-I: Cus(2012) / Cus(2011) ≥ 1.1 

Fig. 5.7 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal NC-G
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One of the consequences of context factor CA4 is that Company X potentially

has the ability to adjust their enterprise information system (because they developed

most of it in-house). Having this fact in mind, the workshop participants discussed

potential strategies for increasing the number of customers in the insurance area by

10 % or more. In the end, they identified three strategies:

• Strategy NC-S1: Improve the IT products (that support insurance services)

• Strategy NC-S2: Improve customer interaction processes

• Strategy NC-S3: Intensify marketing

Since implementing all identified strategies would be too expensive and was not

deemed necessary for achieving the top-level goal, the participants had to decide on

a subset of strategies. For this purpose, the participants considered further aspects of

the Company’s context, in addition to context factor CA4. In order to decide on the

most promising, yet still feasible, strategies, the participants made two

assumptions:

• Assumption CA2: To get more customers in the insurance area, the quality of

the IT products has to be improved.

• Assumption CA3: To get more customers in the insurance area, the quality of

the customer interaction processes has to be improved.

Based on these assumptions, strategies NC-S1 and NC-S2 were chosen to

increase the number of customers in the insurance area by 10 % (i.e., in order to

achieve the goal of the management board) (Fig. 5.9).
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Fig. 5.8 Example: interpretation model of goal NC-G
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5.5.4 Build Up GQM+Strategies Grid (Insurance Services)

In the next iteration, goals and strategies related to the Insurance Services business

unit were defined and aligned with the goals of the management board. For each

strategy defined at the management board, its implications with respect to the

Insurance Services business units were elicited.

5.5.4.1 Elicit Context and Assumptions
Before deciding on appropriate goals for improving IT support and customer

interaction processes for insurance services, several context factors and

assumptions need to be considered based on information from the help desk.

• Context CA5: Customers complain that it takes too long to deliver new features

(react to the market) and to fix existing bugs.

• Context CA6: Customers complain that the IT products they have to deal with

are not reliable.

• Context CA7: Customers complain about many issues related to the customer

interaction process (such as inconsistent communication, mistakes in customer

profiles, etc.).

5.5.4.2 Define Organizational Goals
Based on the specified context, the Insurance Service business unit defined three

goals. In order to address improvement of the IT products (NC-S1), two goals were

defined:

• Goal FF-G: Faster delivery of new features and fixes

• Goal PR-G: Improved reliability of products

In order to address the goal of improving customer interaction processes, one

goal was defined:

• Goal CI-G: Improved customer interaction processes

Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 document the organizational goals defined for the

Insurance Services business unit.

NC-S1: Improve IT
products

NC-S2: Improve customer
interaction processes

NC-G: Increased number
of customers CA1

CA2 CA3

CA4

Fig. 5.9 Example: grid excerpts related to the management board
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5.5.4.3 Define GQM Graphs
In the next step of grid development, the goals for the Insurance Services business

unit were made measurable by specifying appropriate GQM questions, abstraction

sheets, and interpretation models.

G-FF: Faster Delivery of New Features and Fixes
For this goal, two relevant questions were defined, asking about the number of

feature releases (F_Rel) and the number of bug-fix releases (BF_Rel) in the

considered time span (T). Figure 5.10 presents an abstraction sheet for evaluating

the decrease in time for delivering new features and bug fixes (i.e., for evaluating

attainment of goal FF-G).

Table 5.6 Example: formalization of goal FF-G

FF-G: Faster delivery of new features and fixes

Object Enterprise IS

Focus Time to deliver new features and bug fixes

Magnitude Regular feature releases every 6 months

and monthly bug fix releases (or more frequently)

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management of the insurance services business unit

Constraints While maintaining cost

Relationships –

Table 5.7 Example: formalization of goal PR-G

PR-G: Improved reliability of products

Object IT products

Focus Reliability

Magnitude 20 % fewer customer complaints

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management of insurance services business unit

Constraints While maintaining cost

Relationships –

Table 5.8 Example: formalization of goal CI-G

CI-G: Improved customer interaction processes

Object Customer interaction processes

Focus Quality

Magnitude By having 20 % fewer customer complaints

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management of insurance services business unit

Constraints While maintaining cost

Relationships –
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In the text that follows, we use a special notation expressing the first and second

half of a year, e.g., 2012H1 means the first half of year 2012 and 2012H2 means the

second half.

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement questions,

two corresponding metrics were defined. Figure 5.11 illustrates a simple model for

Object Purpose Quality focus  Viewpoint Context 

Enterprise IS Evaluate Time for delivering new 

features and bug fixes 

Management of 

Insurance Services 

business unit 

CA5-CA7 

Quality focus (Questions and metrics)  Variation factors  

FF-G-Q1: How many feature releases have been 

created in the first half of the fiscal year?  

� F_Rel(T): Number of feature releases in time span T 

(e.g., half a year) 

FF-G-Q2: How many bug fix releases have been 

created in the first half of the fiscal year?  

� BF_Rel(T): Number of bug fix releases in time span 

T (e.g., half a year) 

 

Baseline hypotheses  Impact on baseline hypotheses 

F_Rel(2011H2) = 1 

BF_Rel(2011H2) = 5 

 

Interpretation models 

FF-G-I: F_Rel(2012H1) ³ 1 AND BF_Rel(2012H1) ³ 6 

–

–

Fig. 5.10 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal FF-G
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interpreting the resulting measurement data. In order to achieve the associated

organizational goal (FF-G), both the number of new features and the number of

bug fixes in the first half of a fiscal year must reach (or exceed) the baseline values

determined in the previous time period.

PR-G: Improved Reliability of Products
For this goal, one relevant question we can ask is about the number of customer

complaints regarding product reliability. Figure 5.12 presents an abstraction sheet

for evaluating the improvement of the reliability of products (i.e., for evaluating

attainment of goal PR-G).

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement questions,

one corresponding metric was defined. Figure 5.13 illustrates a simple model for

Object Purpose Quality focus Viewpoint Context

IT products Evaluate Reliability Management of 
Insurance Services 
business unit

CA5-CA7

Quality focus (Questions and metrics) Variation factors

PR-G-Q1: How many customer complaints exist 
regarding product reliability? 

�CC_PR(T): Number of complaints about product 
reliability in time span T (e.g., half a year) 

–

Baseline hypotheses Impact on baseline hypotheses

CC_PR(2011H2) = 1500 –

Interpretation models

PR-G-I: CC_RP(2012H1)/CC_RP(2011H2) £ 0.8 

Fig. 5.12 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal PR-G
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Fig. 5.13 Example: interpretation model for goal PR-G
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interpreting the resulting measurement data. In order to achieve the associated

organizational goal (PR-G), the number of customer complaints during the first

half of the year 2012 must be reduced by 20 % or more compared to the second half

of the year 2011; this means a reduction from 1,500 complaints to 1,200 complaints

or less.

G-CI: Improved Customer Interaction Processes
For this goal, one relevant question we can ask is about the number of customer

complaints with respect to the integration process with Company X. Figure 5.14

presents an abstraction sheet for evaluating the improvement of the customer

interaction processes by means of a deceased number of corresponding customer

complaints (i.e., for evaluating attainment of goal CI-G).

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement question, a

corresponding metric was defined. Figure 5.15 illustrates a simple model for

interpreting the resulting measurement data. In order to achieve the associated

organizational goal (G-CI), the number of customer complaints in the first half of

the year 2012 must be reduced by 20 % or more compared to the second half of the

year 2011; this means a reduction from 700 to 560 complaints or less.

5.5.4.4 Make Strategy Decisions
After specifying goals for the Insurance Services business unit, the participants

looked for effective strategies for achieving these goals. After a brief brainstorming

session, Company X came up with the following:

• Assumption CA8: The delay of software development and IT projects is mainly

responsible for not being able to deliver new features and bug fixes faster.

• Context CA9: Customers complain about inconsistent and incomplete informa-

tion during their interaction with Company X.

Object Purpose Quality focus  Viewpoint Context 

Customer 

interaction 

processes 

Evaluate Quality Management of 

Insurance Services 

business unit 

CA5-CA7 

Quality focus (Questions and metrics)  Variation factors  

CI-G-Q1: How many customer complaints exist 

regarding the interaction processes?  

� CC_IP(T): Number of complaints about the 

interaction processes in time span T (e.g., half a 

year)  

– 

Baseline hypotheses  Impact on baseline hypotheses 

CC_IP(2011H2) = 700 – 

Interpretation models  

CI-G-I: CC_IP(2012H1)/CC_IP(2011H2) £ 0.8 

Fig. 5.14 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal CI-G
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Having these aspects in mind, the workshop participants discussed potential

strategies for achieving the goals based on the following strategies:

• Strategy FF-S: Increase the productivity of development projects (to achieve

goal FF-G of delivering new features and bug fixes faster)

• Strategy PR-S: Improve QA activities (to achieve goal PR-G of reducing

customer complaints regarding product reliability)

• Strategy CI-S: Provide more complete and consistent information (to achieve

goal CI-G regarding customer interaction processes)

Company X decides to follow all three strategies and to use only one strategy per

goal. Figure 5.16 illustrates the first two levels of the grid developed until this point.

Table 5.9 specifies example relationships regarding the attainment or

nonattainment of a goal of a specific organizational unit. For instance, achieving

all goals of the Insurance Services business unit (FF-G, PR-G, and CI-G) but not

achieving the goal of the management board (NC-G) would indicate that the two

strategies (NC-S1, NC-S2) defined for achieving the top-level goal were not

sufficient or not effective. One potential reason for this might be that the strategies

were based on wrong assumptions. On the other hand, achieving the goal of the

management board even though one or more goals of the Insurance Services

business unit were not achieved would indicate that the strategies were not neces-

sary (or at least their scope was too broad) or that the magnitude of one or more

goals of the Insurance Services business unit was higher than necessary.

Alternatively, the interpretation of goal attainment can be represented in text

form—as a set of If-Then-Else conditional statements. Table 5.10 illustrates the

alternative interpretation for evaluating the attainment of the organizational goals at

Company X.
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FF-G: Faster delivery of
new features and fixes

PR-G: Improved reliability
of products

CI-G: Improved customer
interaction processes

NC-S1: Improved IT
products

NC-S2: Improved customer
interaction processes

NC-G: Increased number
of customers

FF-S: Increase productivity
of development projects

PR-S: Improve QA
activities

CI-S: Provide more
complete and consistent

information

CA1

CA2 CA3

CA5 CA6 CA7

CA8 CA9

CA4

Fig. 5.16 Example: grid excerpts related to the management board and the Insurance Services

business unit

Table 5.9 Example: interpretation of goals related to the management board and the Insurance

Services business unit

Organizational Goals 
Potential cause and possible solutions

NC-G FF-G PR-G CI-G

1 1 1 1 � Strategies NC-S1 and NS-S2 were successful

1 0 0 0 � Strategies NC-S1 and NS-S2 were not necessary

� Magnitudes of FF-G, PR-G, and CI-G were higher than 

necessary (check magnitudes)

� Check why (root causes) NC-G was achieved anyway

1 Any of goals = 0 � All strategies (NC-S1 and NC-S2) were not necessary

� The scope of the strategies was too broad

� Magnitudes of the sub-goals not achieved were higher 

than necessary (check magnitudes)

0 0 0 0 � Enforce strategies

� Question all assumptions and check context factors

0 1 1 1 � Strategies NC-S1 and NC-S2 not sufficient (or not 

effective)

� Assumptions CA2 and CA3 wrong

� Magnitudes of one or more sub-goals FF-G, PR-G, and 

CI-G were not high enough

0 One or more 

sub-goals = 0

� Other/alternative strategies are necessary

� Magnitudes of the achieved sub-goals were not high 

enough

0 – goal achieved, 1 – goals not achieved
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5.5.5 Build Up GQM+Strategies Grid (Software Development
Group)

In the next iteration, goals and strategies related to the Software Development

group of Company X were defined and aligned to the other units. For each strategy

defined by the Insurance Services business unit, its implications with respect to the

Software Development group were elicited.

5.5.5.1 Elicit Context and Assumptions
Before deciding on appropriate software support goals, relevant representatives of

the Software Development group considered several context factors and

assumptions:

• Context CA10: Many software defects injected in early phases of software

development slip to the customer.

• Context CA11: The existing information system does not ensure the exchange

of consistent and complete information with the customers.

Table 5.10 Example: alternative form of interpreting organizational goals

IF Cus(2012) / Cus(2011) ≥ 1.1 THEN NC-G achieved

IF (NC-G AND FF-G AND PR-G AND CI-G) achieved THEN
Strategies NC-S1 and NC-S2 were successful.

ELSE IF NC-G achieved AND (FF-G AND PR-G AND CI-G) not achieved THEN
Strategies NC-S1 and NS-S2 were not necessary or Magnitudes of FF-G, PR-G, and CI-G 

were higher than necessary (check magnitudes) � Check why (root causes) NC-G was 

achieved anyway

ELSE IF NC-G achieved AND (FF-G OR PR-G OR CI-G) not achieved THEN
Both strategies were not necessary or the scope of strategy NC-S2 was too broad (check 

assumptions CA5 and CA6) or Magnitudes of the sub-goals not achieved were higher than 

necessary (check magnitudes).

IF Cus(2012) / Cus(2011) < 1.1 THEN NC-G not achieved

IF (NC-G AND FF-G AND PR-G AND CI-G) not achieved THEN
Strategies NC-S1 and NC-S1 need to be enforced.

ELSE IF NC-G not achieved AND (FF-G AND PR-G AND CI-G) achieved THEN
Strategies NC-S1 and NC-S2 not sufficient (or not effective) or Assumptions CA2 and CA3 

wrong or Magnitudes of sub-goals FF-G, PR-G, or CI-G were not high enough

ELSE IF NC-G not achieved AND (FF-G OR PR-G OR CI-G) not achieved THEN
Other/alternative strategies are necessary or magnitudes for the achieved sub-goals were not 

high enough.
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5.5.5.2 Define Organizational Goals
With the identified context factors and assumptions in mind, the workshop

participants identified potential improvement goals. Table 5.11 summarizes the

defined strategies of the Insurance Services business unit and corresponding goals

derived for the Software Development group.

After considering feasibility, costs, and benefits, Company X decided to select

all three goals defined for the software development unit. Tables 5.12, 5.13,

Table 5.11 Example: deriving goals for the Software Development group

Strategies of Insurance Services business unit Goals of Software Development group

Strategy FF-S: Increase productivity of

development projects

Goal PP-G: Increased productivity of

development projects

Strategy PR-S: Improve QA activities Goal DS-G: Decreased number of defects

slipped

Strategy CI-S: Provide more complete and

consistent information

Goal IQ-G: Improved information quality of

IS

Table 5.12 Example: formalization of goal PP-G

PP-G: Increased productivity of development projects

Object Software maintenance and new development projects

Focus Productivity

Magnitude 10 % increase (in terms of the amount of functionality delivered per person-

hour)

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational

scope

Management of software development group

Constraints While maintaining the quality and functionality of the software

Relationships Supported by “DS-G: Decrease defects slipped”

less slippage ! less rework effort ! more effective work ! higher

productivity

Table 5.13 Example: formalization of goal DS-G

DS-G: Decrease number of defects slipped

Object QA activities (verification and validation)

Focus Percentage of defects slipped

Magnitude Decrease by 10 % per QA stage

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management of software development group

Constraints –

Relationships Supports goal “PP-G: Increase productivity of development projects”

less slippage ! less rework effort ! more effort of work ! higher

productivity
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and 5.14 document the goals defined for the Software Development group of

Company X.

5.5.5.3 Define GQM Graphs
In the next step of the grid development, the goals defined for the Software

Development group were made measurable by specifying appropriate GQM

abstraction sheets and interpretation models.

PP-G: Increased Productivity of Development Projects
For this goal, one relevant question was defined regarding development productiv-

ity. It asks about the average amount of functionality (in terms of function points

count) delivered per person-hour of effort in the specified time span (T). Moreover,

the workshop participants identified several variation factors that may influence

development productivity. These factors encompass such aspects of the software

development project as project type, programming language, or age of the software

application (in the case of a maintenance or enhancement type of project). Fig-

ure 5.17 presents an abstraction sheet for evaluating the decrease in time for

delivering new features and bug fixes (i.e., for evaluating attainment of goal PP-G).

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement question, an

appropriate productivity metric was defined. To evaluate goal attainment, we

defined a simple interpretation model based on the median value of productivity.

However, since the decision makers might also be interested in the distribution of

the productivity value, in particular boundary values, the abstraction sheet defines a

few more measures, such as lower and upper quartiles or minimum and maximum

values. Using these values, we can visualize the distribution of productivity using

box plots. Figure 5.18 illustrates the box plots that were used for interpreting the

resulting productivity measurement data. In order to achieve the associated organi-

zational goal (PP-G), the median productivity in the second half of a fiscal year

must increase by 10 % (or more) compared to baseline values measured in the first

half of a fiscal year. In addition to comparing the central tendency of productivity,

the decision maker might want to look at the complete distribution of productivity.

It can, for example, happen that although median productivity decreased by the

required amount (10 %), the variance or extreme values of productivity increased.

In such a case, the decision maker may want to adjust the interpretation model in the

Table 5.14 Example: formalization of goal IQ-G

IQ-G: Improved information quality of IS

Object Enterprise IS

Focus Information quality

Magnitude Providing 20 % more complete and 10 % more consistent information

Time frame By the middle of the next fiscal year

Organizational scope Management of software development group

Constraints –

Relationships –
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Object Purpose Quality focus Viewpoint Context

Software maintenance 

and new development 

projects

Evaluate Productivity Management of

Software 

Development group

CA8

Quality focus (Questions and metrics) Variation factors

Per development project:

PP-G-Q1: What is the productivity P per project?

� FP: Number of IPUG function points

� PH: Effort in person-hours of direct project effort

� P = FP / PH

Across all development projects: 

PP-G-Q2: What is the distribution of productivity 

across projects finished in time span T (e.g., within the 

previous half year)?

� P_Min(T): Minimum of P values for projects in T

� P_Max(T): Maximum of P values for projects in T

� P_Q1(T): Lower quartile of P values for projects in T

� P_Q2(T): Median of P values for projects in T

� P_Q3(T): Upper quartile of P values for projects in T

Per development project:

� PP-G-VF1: Project type (new 

development, maintenance, 

integration)

� PP-G-VF2: Implementation 

language (C#, Java, PHP, others)

� PP-G-VF3: Development approach 

(plan-based, agile)

� PP-G-VF4: How old is the 

application? (#years)

Baseline hypotheses Impact on baseline hypotheses

P_Q2(2011H2) = 0.25 Not defined yet

Interpretation models

PP-G-I: P_Q2(2012H1)/P_Q2(2011H2) ³ 1.1

Fig. 5.17 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal PP-G
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future by considering other parameters of productivity distribution in addition to the

simple median.

DS-G: Decreased Number of Defects Slipped
For this goal, several relevant questions were defined asking about the flow of

defects through development phases and the percentage of defects that slipped

through each individual phase. Moreover, the workshop participants identified

selected variation factors that may influence defect slippage. Figure 5.19 presents

an abstraction sheet for evaluating the decrease of defect slippage (i.e., for

evaluating attainment of goal DS-G).

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement questions,

appropriate metrics were defined. Figure 5.20 illustrates a description of what is

being measured. In order to achieve the associated organizational goal (DS-G), the

average defect slippage ratio (DSR_AVG) in the second half of the fiscal year must

be reduced by 10 % (or more) compared to the ratio in the first half of the fiscal year.

So in the example in Fig. 5.20 the value of DSR should be less than or equal to

77.4 % (i.e., 86 % reduced by 10 %).

Object Purpose Quality focus Viewpoint Context

QA activities (V&V) Evaluate Percentage of defects 

slipped

Management of

IT department

CA10

Quality focus (Questions and metrics) Variation factors

Per development project:

DS-G-Q1: What percentage of defects has slipped from phase 

P?

� DD(P): Total # defects detected in phase P

� DI(P): Total # defects injected in phase P

� DS(P): Total # defects slipped from phase P 

= DI(P) - DD(P)

� DSR(P): Ratio of defects slipped from phase P

= DS(P) / DI(P)

DS-G-Q2: What is the average slippage across all phases? 

� DSR_AVG = Average of DSR(P) for all phases P

Across all development projects:

DS-G-Q3: What is the average slippage across all projects? 

� DSR_AVG(T): Average slippage for all projects finished in 

time span T (e.g., half a year)

Per development project:

� DS-G-VF1: Project type 

(new development, 

maintenance, integration)

� DS-G-VF2: Development 

approach (plan-based, agile)

� DS-G-VF3: How old is the 

application? (#years)

Baseline hypotheses Impact on baseline hypotheses

DSR_AVG(2011H2) = 80 Not defined yet

Interpretation models

DSR_AVG(2012H1)/DSR_AVG(2011H2) £ 0.9

Fig. 5.19 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal DS-G
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IQ-G: Improved Information Quality of IS
For this goal, two relevant questions were defined asking about the completeness

and consistency of information in the Enterprise Information System. Moreover,

the workshop participants identified variation factors that may influence the quality

of the information in the Enterprise IS. Figure 5.21 presents an abstraction sheet for

evaluating the improvement of the information quality in the Enterprise IS (i.e., for

evaluating attainment of goal IQ-G).

In order to collect appropriate data for answering the measurement questions,

two corresponding information quality indices were defined. Figure 5.22 illustrates

a simple model for interpreting the resulting measurement data. In order to achieve

the associated organizational goal (IQ-G), the information completeness index and

the information consistency index in the second half of a fiscal year must increase

by at least 20 % and 10 %, respectively, compared to the first half of a fiscal year.

In order to properly interpret the information quality index (IQI) data, we define

two variation factors: the percentage of information units in the Enterprise Infor-

mation System that were assessed regarding IQI (i.e., which IQI data was consid-

ered) and the overall number of information units in the Enterprise Information

System. The first factor (IQ-G-V1) gives us a measure of the sample size and allows

us to evaluate the credibility of the IQI data. For example, let us consider informa-

tion quality measured in two time spans: IQI(T1)¼ 90 % and IQI(T2)¼ 50 %. At

first glance we may conclude that information quality has decreased dramatically. If

we consider that in time span T1, the sample size was 20 %, whereas in time span

T2, the sample size was 70 %, we may conclude that the IQI values for T1 and T2

are not directly comparable because they refer to quite different sample sizes and

possibly scopes. So the high information quality observed in T1 may have been due
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to the limited sample size. The second variation factor (V1-G-IQ) helps us under-

stand why small sample sizes might have been selected.
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Fig. 5.22 Example: interpretation model for goal IQ-G

Object Purpose Quality focus Viewpoint Context

Enterprise IS Evaluate Information quality Management of

Software 

Development 

group

CA9, CA11

Quality focus (Questions and metrics) Variation factors

IQ-G-Q1: What is the completeness of the information in the 

Enterprise IS? 

� IQI_Comp(T): Information quality index (IQI) for 

completeness in time span T (e.g., half a year) = # of 

complaints identified as completeness problems in time span 

T. 

IQ-G-Q2: What is the consistency of the information in the 

Enterprise IS? 

� IQI_Cons(T): Information quality index (IQI) for 

consistency in time span T (e.g., half a year) = # of 

complaints identified as consistency problems in time span 

T

� IQ-G-V1: % of information 

units in Enterprise IS 

classified by the IQI

� IQ-G-V2: Overall number of 

information units in 

Enterprise IS

Baseline hypotheses Impact on baseline hypotheses

IQI_Comp(2011H2) = 70 % AND IQI_Cons(2011H2) = 80 %, Not defined yet

Interpretation models

IQ-G-I: IQI_Comp(2012H1)/IQI_Comp(2011H2) ³ 1.2 AND 

IQI_Cons(2012H1)/IQI_Cons(2011H2) ³ 1.1

Fig. 5.21 Example: abstraction sheet for measuring goal IQ-G
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5.5.5.4 Make Strategy Decisions
After specifying the goals for the Software Development group, Company X looked

for effective strategies for achieving these goals. The workshop participants came

up with three context factors they considered relevant:

• Assumption CA12: According to the experience from the recently run pilot

project using Scrum in the banking business unit, agile development principles

appear to be able to speed up software development. Moreover, a small software

development group should be able to change to agile development within a

relatively short period of time. Because it is not clear whether the experience

from the banking business unit can be transferred directly to the Insurance

Services business unit, this is modeled as an assumption.

• Context CA13: According to the analysis of the defect data, too many defects

slip from the requirements stage to the coding and system testing phases.

However, as data from representative pilot projects indicate, introducing

inspections (Laitenberger 2002; Ciolkowski et al. 2002) has a positive impact

on the number of defects found in the requirements specification early on.

• Context CA14: Not all of Company X’s services to the customer are completely

IT-supported; some have to be provided manually, which decreases information

quality.

Based on these context factors and the assumption, the workshop participants

came up with three potential strategies, one for each goal of the Software Develop-

ment group. Table 5.15 summarizes these strategies.

Figures 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 specify example relationships regarding attainment

of the goals of the Software Development group and nonattainment of the

associated goals of the Insurance Services business unit.

In Fig. 5.23, if neither the median development productivity increased by 10 %

or more (i.e., if goal PP-G was not achieved) nor an increased percentage of feature

releases and bug fixes could be delivered every 6 months or more frequently (i.e., if

goal FF-G was not achieved), then the strategy of increasing development produc-

tivity (FF-S) needs to be enforced or we need to try to understand why the strategy

was not successful. If, however, development productivity increased by at least

10 % (i.e., if goal PP-G was achieved), meaning that the strategy of increasing

Table 5.15 Example: deriving strategies for the Software Development group

Goals of Software Development group Strategies of Software Development group

Goal PP-G: Increased productivity of

development projects

Strategy PP-S: Introduce agile developmenta

Goal DS-G: Decrease number of defects

slipped

Strategy DS-S: Introduce inspections after

requirements specification

Goal IQ-G: Improved information quality

of IS

Strategy IQ-S: Increase IT support of customer

processes

aIn large- and medium-size software organizations, it might be unrealistic to introduce agile

development within 6 months. For Company X, it was expected to be feasible because of

Assumption CA12
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Organizational goals
Potential cause and possible solutions

FF-G PP-G

1 1 Strategy successful

1 0 Check magnitudes (less was sufficient)

0 1 CA8 is wrong

Strategy is insufficient

0 0 Enforce strategy or try to understand why 

strategy was not successful

FF-G: Faster delivery of
new features and fixes

FF-S: Increase productivity
of development projects

PP-G: Increased
productivity of development

projects

CA8

Fig. 5.23 Example: interpretation of goals related to Insurance Services business unit and

Software Development group (1)

 

Organizational goals 
Potential cause and possible solutions  

PR-G DS-G 

1 1 Strategy successful 
1 0 Check magnitudes (less was sufficient) 
0 1 Strategy is insufficient or goal was to 

high 
0 0 Enforce strategy or try to understand why 

strategy was not successful 

PR-G: Improved reliability
of products

PR-S: Improve QA
activities

DS-G: Decreased number
of defects slipped

CA10

Fig. 5.24 Example: interpretation of goals related to Insurance Services business unit and

Software Development group (2)

Organizational goals
Potential cause and possible solutions

CI-G IQ-G

1 1 Strategy is successful

1 0 Check magnitudes (less was sufficient)

0 1 CA9 is wrong

Strategy is insufficient

CI-G: Improved customer
interaction processes

CI-S: Provide more
complete and consistent

information

CA9

CA11

0 0 Enforce strategy or try to understand why 

strategy was not successful 
IQ-G: Improved information

quality of IS

Fig. 5.25 Example: interpretation of goals related to Insurance Services business unit and

Software Development group (3)
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productivity (FF-S) was implemented but new features and bug fixes could still not

be delivered at least every 6 months, then the strategy FF-S was not sufficient or the

assumption about the delay of existing projects being mainly responsible for

delivering new features and bug fixes late was wrong. In this case, additional

and/or alternative strategies should be considered for achieving 6-month (or less)

delivery cycles for new features and bug fixes. Finally, if 6-month delivery cycles

were attained (i.e., if goal FF-G was achieved) despite the fact that development

productivity did not increase by the required 10 % or more (i.e., if goal PP-G was

not achieved), then the strategy of increasing productivity was right but the magni-

tude of productivity growth was probably too high; an increase of less than 10 %

would be sufficient to achieve goal FF-G of the Insurance Services business unit.

In Fig. 5.24, if neither the number of customer complaints concerning reliability

could be reduced by at least 20 % (i.e., if goal PR-G was not achieved) nor the rate

of defects slipped through software quality assurance could be reduced by at least

10 % (i.e., if goal DS-G was not achieved), then the strategy of improving software

quality assurance (QA) activities needs to be enforced or we need to try to

understand why the strategy was not successful. If, however, the average defect

slippage did decrease by 10 % (i.e., if goal DS-G was achieved) but the number of

customer complaints regarding product quality did not decrease by 20 % (i.e., if

FF-G: Faster delivery of
new features and fixes

PR-G: Improved reliability
of products

CI-G: Improved customer
interaction processes

NC-S1: Improved IT
products

NC-S2: Improved customer
interaction processes

NC-G: Increased number
of customers

FF-S: Increase productivity
of development projects

PR-S: Improve QA
activities

CI-S: Provide more
complete and consistent

information

PP-G: Increased
productivity of development

projects
DS-G: Decreased number

of defects slipped
IQ-G: Improved information

quality of IS

PP-S: Introduce agile
development

DS-S: Introduce
inspections after

requirements specification
IQ-S: Increase IT support

of customer processes

CA1

CA2 CA3

CA5 CA6 CA7

CA8 CA9

CA12 CA14CA13

CA4

CA10 CA11

Fig. 5.26 Example: final grid
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goal PR-G was not achieved), then the strategy of improving QA activities (PR-S)

was insufficient for achieving the goal (PR-G). Finally, if the number of customer

complains decreased by 20 % or more (i.e., if goal PR-G was achieved), despite the

defect slippage rate not decreasing by the required 10 % or more (i.e., if goal DS-G

was not achieved), then the strategy of improving software QA was right but

decreasing defect slippage by less than 10 % would be sufficient for achieving

the goal of increasing the reliability of the IT products.

In Fig. 5.25, if the number of complaints regarding customer interaction process

could not be reduced by at least 20 % (i.e., if goal CI-G was not achieved) and the

Enterprise Information Systems were unable to provide 20 % more complete and

10 % more consistent information (i.e., if goal IQ-G was not achieved), then the

Table 5.16 Example: context and assumptions for the final grid

ID Context factors and assumptions

CA1 Context: Company X provides banking and insurance services to their customers.

Company X directly sells services via the Internet without local sales agents. Company X

has a lot of customers in the banking area, but only few in the insurance area

CA2 Assumption: To get more customers in the insurance area, the quality of the IT products

has to be improved

CA3 Assumption: To get more customers in the insurance area, the quality of the customer

interaction processes has to be improved

CA4 Context: The services of Company X are built upon an Enterprise Information System

(IS) that is composed of different software components (of which 60 % were developed

in-house by the IT department)

CA5 Context: Customers complain that it takes too long to deliver new features (react to the

market) and to fix existing bugs

CA6 Context: Customers complain that the IT products they have to deal with are not reliable

CA7 Context: Customers complain about many issues related to the customer interaction process

CA8 Assumption: The delay of software development and IT projects is mainly responsible for

not being able to deliver new features and bug fixes faster

CA9 Context: Customers complain about inconsistent and incomplete information during their

interaction with Company X

CA10 Context: Many software defects injected in early phases of software development slip to

the customer

CA11 Context: The existing information system does not ensure the exchange of consistent and

complete information with the customers

CA12 Assumption: According to the experience from the recently run pilot project, agile

development principles should be able to speed up software development. Moreover, a

small software development group should be able to change to agile development within a

relatively short period of time. Yet this is not sure as agile principles were applied to a pilot

project and have not been used regularly in ordinary projects

CA13 Context: According to the analysis of the defect data, too many defects slip from the

requirements stage to the coding and system testing phases. However, as data from

representative pilot projects indicate, introducing inspections has a positive impact on the

number of defects found in the requirements specification early on

CA14 Context: Not all services of Company X are completely IT-supported; some have to be

provided manually, which decreases information quality
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strategy of providing more complete and consistent information (CI-S) needs to be

enforced or we need to try to understand why the strategy was not successful. If,

however, the quality of the information could be improved by the required

thresholds (i.e., if goal IQ-G was achieved) but customer complaints regarding

the interaction processes could not be reduced by at least 20 % (i.e., if goal CI-G

was not achieved), then the strategy CI-S was insufficient. Finally, if the number of

customer complaints regarding the interaction processes could be reduced by 20 %

or more (i.e., if goal CI-G was achieved) although the quality of the information

provided by the Enterprise IS did not increase by the required amount (i.e., if goal

IQ-G was not achieved), then the strategy CI-S of increasing the completeness and

consistency of information was right but smaller improvements would be sufficient

for achieving goal CI-G.

5.5.6 Review and Adjust Grid

Once the grid was developed, the workshop participants checked the grid for

completeness, consistency, and goal alignment, reviewing the context and

assumptions. In this case, they did not find any deficiencies that required

adjustments. Figure 5.26 illustrates the final grid developed during the workshop

and Table 5.16 summarizes all context and assumptions specified within the grid.

Finally, Table 5.17 summarizes the unique variation factors defined for the purpose

of interpreting the measurement data associated with the organizational goals in the

grid.

Table 5.17 Example: variation factors considered in the final grid

Variation factor (VF) Organizational goals the VF is associated with

Project type (new development,

maintenance, integration)

PP-G: Increased productivity of development projects

DS-G: Decreased number of defects slipped

Implementation language

(C#, Java, PHP, others)

PP-G: Increased productivity of development projects

Development approach

(plan-based, agile)

PP-G: Increased productivity of development projects

DS-G: Decreased number of defects slipped

Age of the application (# years) PP-G: Increased productivity of development projects

DS-G: Decreased number of defects slipped

% of information units in

Enterprise IS classified by the IQI

IQ-G: Improved information quality of IS

Overall number of information

units in Enterprise IS

IQ-G: Improved information quality of IS
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Phase 3: Plan Grid Implementation 6

In this phase, we operationalize the GQM+Strategies grid by preparing plans for

implementing and deploying strategies (Strategy Plans for short) and for measuring

the impact of the strategies on the attainment of organizational goals (Measurement
Plans for short). Strategy plans refer to the setup of a couple of strategic projects in
the organization that are responsible for implementing the defined strategies from

the grid. Measurement plans refer to the setup or modification of measurement and

control mechanisms. Thus, planning includes defining or adjusting procedures with

respect to which activities are to be performed, by whom, when, how often, and

how they will be performed, including the required infrastructure. Table 6.1

summarizes the objectives, inputs, basic activities, and outcomes of the “plan grid

implementation” phase.

Organizational goals and strategies are the basis for strategy planning, that is, for
setting up strategic projects as part of strategy plans. For example, if one organiza-

tional strategy was to introduce agile software development practices (Beck and

Andres 2004), a strategic project would make sure that this strategy could be

deployed in the organization. This could include, for instance, (1) evaluating

Table 6.1 Overview of the “plan grid implementation” phase

Plan grid implementation

Objective Specify plans for operationalizing the GQM+Strategies grid in the organization. This

means preparing plans for implementing and deploying organizational strategies

defined in the grid and for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the measurement

data according to the metrics and interpretation models specified in the grid

Inputs • GQM+Strategies grid

• Documentation of current work processes within the scope of the GQM+Strategies

application (e.g., in the form of process models)

Activities 1. Develop strategy plans

2. Develop measurement plans

3. Train the personnel

Outcomes • Strategy plans

• Measurement plan

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_6,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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which agile development process to use, e.g., Scrum (Schwaber 2004); (2) setting

up pilot projects for evaluating the applicability of the new process; (3) adapting the

process to the needs of the company; and (4) preparing the roll-out of the new

development process within the organization.

GQM graphs are the basis for measurement planning, that is, for deriving plans

for performing measurement and evaluating the success of the organizational goals

and strategies. These plans are referred to as measurement plans. Measurement

plans specify processes for acquiring data and then for extracting from it the

information (knowledge) necessary for evaluating the success of organizational

goals and strategies. Data acquisition processes include collecting, validating, and

storing measurement data, whereas information/knowledge extraction processes

include aggregating, analyzing, and interpreting the acquired measurement data.

Measurement plans are then used for adjusting current measurement and control

activities in the organization. These activities are performed in parallel with

(business and supportive) processes, and their objective is to monitor and control

the performance of those processes, and thus, the success of the associated

strategies and goals.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the integration of the strategy and measurement planning.

Measurement plans are employed (1) within strategic projects for collecting mea-

surement data and (2) within measurement and control activities for extracting

information (knowledge) needed by the decision makers for deciding about the

performance of the work processes, i.e., the success of the organizational goals and

strategies. Based on the outcomes of measurement and analysis, the decision maker

takes control actions upon the strategic projects. Minor adjustments can typically be

implemented immediately. Major adjustments that affect organizational strategies

would typically require revising the GQM+Strategies grid and the corresponding

strategy and measurement plans.

GQM+Strategies
Element

Org. Goals & Strategies, 
Context & Assumptions

Information

Information 
Needs

Measurement 
Data

Decisions

Strategic Projects

Measurement and Control Activities

GQM Graph
Goals, Questions, 

Metrics, Interpretation 
Models

Decision Maker

Control
Actions

GQM+Strategies Grid

Measurement
Plans

Strategy
Plans

Implement
strategies

Deploy
strategies

Implement
measurement

Deploy
measurement

Fig. 6.1 Usage of strategy and measurement plans
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In the following sections, we will describe the strategy planning and measure-

ment planning activities in more detail.

6.1 Develop Strategy Plans

This section deals with how to set up a few strategic projects to implement the

strategies defined in the GQM+Strategies grid.

In the end, the defined strategies and the strategic projects will have an impact on

all kinds of processes in an organization if the strategies are to be implemented

sustainably in the organization. For example, let us consider the strategy of

introducing a new software testing approach into a software development unit.

This would include analyzing current testing processes (i.e., activities, inputs,

outputs, and tools) and adjusting them according to the specification of the new

testing approach. Implementing organizational strategies requires their integration

into existing processes. In order to accomplish this, we must first identify which

specific processes (i.e., activities or practices) should be executed in order to

implement the strategies defined in the GQM+Strategies grid. For this purpose,

we must analyze existing processes in order to decide which new processes should

be added, how those processes should be embedded into the life cycle, and which

existing processes should be replaced or modified so that they are properly

integrated with the new processes. Process specification includes such issues as

which activities are to be performed and by which organizational roles, which

inputs and resources are required for performing these activities, and what outputs

are expected. Additionally, we may specify prerequisites that must be met before

the activity can start and the criteria that must be met before the activity can be

considered complete (and before the following activity may start). Since people are

typically unwilling to change their behavior, they will most probably not follow

changed processes instantly. Therefore, it is not enough to merely communicate the

change; rather, the change in the behavior of the process users must be facilitated

and supported. Example means for supporting process change include information

events, manuals, trainings, supervised applications, or a helpdesk that people can

call if they are in trouble.

However, it is beyond the scope of this book to discuss change management of

organizational processes. When developing strategy plans, we will simply focus on

how to systematically set up strategic projects for implementing the strategies

defined in the grid. For example, for each strategic project we must plan and

schedule detailed activities, assigning necessary resources and budget, and ensure

the appropriate infrastructure. Strategic projects may encompass one or more

organizational strategies. Typically, a single strategic project would implement

all strategies that affect a specific part of the organization in order to benefit from

the synergies among these.

Planning and managing strategic projects involves a number of activities, such

as assigning a project sponsor and defining a project manager, identifying appro-

priate work products and activities, estimating and scheduling activities, and
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assigning appropriate resources such as budget, personnel, infrastructure, tools, etc.

For example, an important part of planning and monitoring a strategic project is risk

management. We need to consider, for instance, whether there is a risk in

implementing and deploying the goals and strategies as planned and what extra

resources might be needed to achieve the correct grid as output, i.e., are more

resources (e.g., people, money) needed for the project and is there a risk that the

grid might not be perfect? A detailed discussion of these aspects is beyond the scope

of this book. For more details, please refer to the project management literature—

for example, best-practice guides such as PMBOK—Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMI 2013) or PRINCE2—PRojects IN Controlled Environments
2 (OGC 2009).

6.2 Develop Measurement Plans

The second element in planning the application of the GQM+Strategies grid is

measurement planning. The resulting measurement plans are used to adjust the

organizational measurement and control activities used to monitor the performance

of the implemented strategies (i.e., business and supporting processes) and to

evaluate the attainment of the organizational goals.

The basic input for measurement planning are the GQM graphs that specify the

measurement goals (information needs), questions, metrics, and interpretation

models. The outcome is a measurement plan that specifies: (1) how to obtain raw

measurement data and (2) how to extract from this data the information needed to

make decisions regarding organizational goals and strategies (i.e., how to fulfill the

information needs represented by the measurement goals). Figure 6.1 presented the

idea of implementing strategies and control mechanisms based on the strategy and

measurement plans. On the left side of this figure, organizational strategies are

implemented by adjusting and executing the appropriate business and supporting

processes. The success of the strategies and attainment of the organizational goals is

monitored by the appropriate decision makers (e.g., management) with the help of

associated measurement and control mechanisms. The mechanisms are derived

from the metrics associated with the organizational goals and strategies (right

side of the figure). The measurement program provides the measurement data

collected while implementing the strategies. These data are then analyzed

according to predefined interpretation models and visualized, typically in the

form of dashboards1 (Eckerson 2005; Selby 2005), to the appropriate decision

makers.

1 According to Münch and Heidrich (2004), a dashboard is defined as a single point of project

control and a means for process-concurrent interpretation and visualization of measurement data:

It consists of (1) underlying techniques and methods for controlling software development

projects, and additional rules for selecting and combining them, (2) a logical architecture that

clearly defines logical interfaces to its environment, and (3) a supporting tool that implements the

logical architecture.
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Implementing the measurement plan consists of analyzing the current measure-

ment processes in the organization and adjusting them where appropriate.

We will now discuss in more detail the key aspects of the measurement pro-

cesses: (1) data collection, validation, and storage; (2) data aggregation, analysis,

and interpretation; as well as (3) visualization and communication of the results.

6.2.1 Data Collection, Validation, and Storage

The first objective of a measurement plan is to specify what is to be measured. To

identify which objects and which of their attributes need to be measured, we

analyze the outcomes of work processes, documented, for example, in the form

of process models. Objects represent any type of entity such as processes, products,

resources, etc. Attributes correspond to the object’s characteristics that are specified

under the “Quality Focus” aspect of the measurement goal. Identifying objects and

attributes provides insight on what exactly is to be measured and how soon it can be

measured (i.e., when measurement data can first be collected). Next, the objective

of a measurement plan specifies who is to collect it, how it is collected, and when it
is collected, and how it should be interpreted. Note that data collection focuses on

collecting data for base metrics, that is, metrics that refer to directly measurable

attributes of objects. Data collection does not include obtaining data for derived
metrics, that is, data that is produced from base metrics, for example, using a

mathematical formula. Computing derived measures is part of the data

aggregation step.

A key success factor for reliable measurement are defined and well-documented

(1) work processes, which clearly specify process start and completion, e.g.,

through the specification of necessary and sufficient conditions for the start and

completion of activities; (2) input and output process objects; and (3) roles. If they

do not exist, it would be useful to build such documents, e.g., descriptive models, as

accurately as possible. Well-defined and documented processes save a lot of trouble

and cost when planning and executing measurement.

6.2.2 Data Aggregation, Analysis, and Interpretation

Planning the extraction of the information (knowledge) from raw measurement data

includes aggregating measurement data, followed by analyzing and interpreting the

aggregated data. Data aggregation refers to deriving complex measures based upon

the base measurement data obtained directly during data collection. For example,

development productivity is commonly derived by dividing some base measure of

the size of the software by some base measure of the amount of effort spent

producing the software (Productivity¼ Size/Effort).
Data analysis and interpretation refer to applying the interpretation models

(defined in the grid) to the aggregated data, or metrics, to answer questions and

evaluate the GQM measurement goals. For example, consider an organizational
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goal to increase development productivity by 10 % in the second half of the year

compared to the first half and the corresponding measurement goal of evaluating the

increase in productivity. The aggregated data required would be the productivity in

the first and second halves of the year, say ProdH1, ProdH2, respectively. The
appropriate interpretation model would check the percentage change in productiv-

ity Change¼ProdH2/ProdH1 � 100 %. Interpretation of the measurement data can

be supported by visualizing the data.

6.2.3 Visualization and Communication of the Results

Visualization and communication of the results refers to presenting the outcomes of

measurement and analysis to the appropriate stakeholders (i.e., decision makers) in

a timely and useful way in order to support them in making decisions regarding the

success of organizational strategies and the attainment of organizational goals. The

planning of visualization and communication encompasses the selection of appro-

priate visualization mechanisms and communication channels.

6.2.4 Identify Current Practices

Measurement plans can and should reuse existing measurement practices and

processes. Therefore, the analysis of current work processes, which we discussed

in the previous section, should also include the identification of current measure-

ment practices and processes. Existing measurement processes should be adjusted

in order to meet the measurement goals defined in the grid.

6.2.5 Adjust Current Practices

6.2.5.1 Plan Data Collection
A data collection plan should include all base metrics defined in the grid and should

specify for each base metric several aspects summarized in Table 6.2 and discussed

briefly in the following paragraphs.

What Is Measured? (Object and Attribute)
For each metric, the measurement plan specifies the artifact and the object’s

attributes that are measured. Example object attribute couples are developers’

experience, code complexity, or testing effort.

Where Is Measurement Performed? (Scope)
This specifies the organizational scope of the data collection and analysis, that is,

the organizational unit in which the measurement data is collected and analyzed.

For example, certain data can be collected in the software development department
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or in the marketing department, whereas other data can be collected throughout the

organization.

When Is Measurement Performed? (Time)
For each metric, the measurement plan specifies the point in time when data should

be collected, that is, when the required object is available and its property of interest

(i.e., measured property) is known. Time can be specified in terms of calendar time,

for example, “end of week.” It can also be specified based on a trigger event, for

example, at the end of a certain development phase or activity. The time aspect may

also include specification of data collection frequency, such as “weekly,”

“monthly,” “at the end of each iteration,” etc.

Where Is the Source of Information? (Source)
For each metric, the measurement plan specifies the source from which the measure-

ment data should be collected. This might be the place where the measurement object

is stored. For example, in order to collect data on the complexity of the software

code, we must measure the software code, which is stored in the SVN repository. The

source may also refer to the place where the object is stored together with the

characteristics we want to measure. For example, software defects are reported in

the bug-tracking system together with characteristics that may include defect type,

defect priority, defect severity, etc., so that we can access the bug-tracking system

and extract the data from there. Another example might be developers’ experience;

this data is directly accessible from the human resources management system where

the time each developer has worked in a given position is stored.

Who Is Responsible for Measurement? (Responsible)
For each metric, the measurement plan specifies the roles that are responsible for

collecting valid measurement data. With respect to the specific responsibilities, we

can distinguish three basic roles: provider, collector, and validator.

• The provider is the source of the information; the person or entity responsible for

providing the measurement data.

• The collector is responsible for collecting the data and storing it in the measure-

ment data repository for analysis and interpretation.

Table 6.2 Example tabular specification of a measurement plan

Base

metric

What?
Object

Where?
Scope

When?
Time/event

Where?
Source

Who?
Responsible

How?
Means

LOC Lines of

software code

Software

development

unit

End of

coding

phase

SVN Measurement

expert

Automatic

PM

Experience

Project

manager’s

experience

Software

development

unit

Start of

project

HR

System

Human

resources

person

Manual
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• The validator is responsible for validating the credibility of the measurement

data supplied by the provider and acquired by the collector.

In practice, the provider and the collector can be the same person, depending on

the actual source of the data. However, we recommend separating the validator role

as it provides an independent check on the accuracy of the data. The provider,

collector, and validator responsibilities can be realized, at least partially, by auto-

matic tools. In such cases, the provider can operate and supervise the tools. For

example, when measuring software code complexity, a person can play the role of

provider and collector in that he/she operates the code measurement tools and

supervises the measurement outcomes provided by the tool.

How Is Measurement to Be Performed? (Means)
For each metric, the measurement plan specifies the way measurement data is

acquired. Two basic approaches are automatic and manual data collection. In

automatic data collection, a tool is run on the measurement source and measures

the properties of the measurement object (or it extracts the data already provided in

the source). For example, we may run a static analysis tool on software code to

collect the code’s complexity, or we may run a query on a bug repository in order to

collect the defect severity data. In manual data collection, a human (collector)

acquires the measurement data, possibly with the use of simple tools such as

questionnaires or web forms. For example, the collector sends a simple question-

naire to the software developers asking them about their experience (e.g., the

number of years they have been working in a particular domain and in a particular

position).

6.2.5.2 Plan Data Validation
Before measurement data can be stored or analyzed reliably, it has to first undergo a

quality assurance process. The quality assurance process should be performed by a

dedicated person (validator) who is independent of the person(s) who provided and

collected the data. Table 6.3 summarizes the most common data integrity issues we

should consider when validating measurement data:

Planning data quality assurance includes designing a checklist of potential data

integrity issues and corresponding data analysis procedures, and preparing appro-

priate data analysis tools.

6.2.5.3 Plan Data Analysis and Interpretation
Data analysis includes such activities as data preparation, aggregation, analysis,

and interpretation. Planning data analysis involves scheduling analysis

procedures, selecting adequate tools, and ensuring appropriate resources and

infrastructure.
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Table 6.3 Common issues regarding integrity of measurement data

Data integrity issue Potential countermeasure

Completeness: Not all data are collected as

planned, which results in missing data in

the database

• Repeat measurement (possibly post mortem) in

order to collect missing data

• Derive missing data from the available

measurement data

• Employ data imputation techniques to complete

the data (i.e., techniques for imputing missing

data based on the available data)

Internal consistency: Data points for the

same attribute of the same object are not

in a meaningful relation to each other

• Check the expected relationship between data

points for the same attribute of an object. For

example, the sum of daily work effort per person

should be �12 h

• Investigate potential causes of data inconsistency

• Assess the correctness of measurements (data

points) independent from each other, e.g., check

if the collected data correspond to the defined

metrics

• Repeat measurement if inconsistent measurement

data were collected

Plausibility: Data points for different

attributes of the same object are not in a

meaningful relation to each other

• Check the expected relationship between data

points for various attributes of the same object.

For example, the number of hazardous

requirements cannot be larger than the total

number of requirements

• Investigate potential causes of data inconsistency

• Assess the correctness of measurements (data

points) for each attribute independent from each

other, e.g., check if the collected data correspond

to the defined metrics

• Repeat measurement if inconsistent

measurement data were collected

Abnormal data: Measurement data include

outlier data

• Investigate the exact causes of outlier data in

order to determine whether they are justified or

not. If outlier data are not justified, consider the

following:

– Recollect the outlier data and adjust it

– Exclude the outlier data

External consistency: Data points are not in

a meaningful relation to the external world

(external data and information sources)

• Check the plausibility of expected relationships

(e.g., based on facts or on assumptions)

• Check the validity of external data or

information and the context from which they

originate (Check how similar the contexts of

internal and external data are)

• Analyze data with respect to expected

relationship, that is, which part of the data

deviates from the expected values?

• Investigate causes of inconsistency, for example,

why does development productivity increase

with increasing software size while common

industry experience shows the opposite trend?
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Data Preparation
Data preparation includes fitting the format of the measurement data to the aggre-

gation, analysis, and interpretation techniques and tools. Example data preparation

operations include:

• Changing representation format: This preprocessing activity refers to changing

the data format. For example, project duration might be measured in terms of

project start and end dates. The duration can then simply be computed by

calculating the time span between the start and the end date. Yet, dates can be

given using different notations, such as European (day–month–year) or US

(month–day–year). Inconsistent formats are a common issue in a global devel-

opment project.

• Capitalization: This preprocessing activity refers to changing the case of data

strings. Although it may seem unimportant from the human analyst perspective,

inconsistent capitalization of strings in the project measurement data may lead to

serious errors when applying automatic analysis tools. Data analysis tools are

typically case-sensitive when working with nominal or ordinal data. So the

project phase ranges “requirements-testing” and “Requirements-Testing” may

be treated as two different ranges of project phases.

• Concatenation and splitting: This preprocessing activity refers to joining multi-

ple data fields into one or splitting one complex data field into several. For

example, project measurement data may include a field that stores a list of

programming languages used in the project. This one concatenated data field

may be useless for the purpose of effort modeling and estimation. For instance,

data for two projects might be “Java, C++” and “Java, C++, C.” An analysis tool

will consider these two projects as different, although in the latter case only a

few lines of software code out of several thousand might have been implemented

using “C.” From the perspective of impact on development effort, considering

these two projects as similar would, however, be more appropriate. In this case,

we may want to split the programming language field into “primary” and

“secondary” and set up thresholds on the minimal part of software that must

be implemented using a given programming language in order to consider it as

primary or secondary.

• Character clean-up: This preprocessing activity refers to removing extraneous

characters that are not accepted by automatic analysis tools. Example characters

include currency symbols such as dollar ($), euro (€), or yen (¥), which may be

misinterpreted as non-numeric (e.g., control) symbols by certain analysis tools.

In order to ensure that data fields representing monetary cost are treated as

numeric fields, we should remove currency symbols. Note that before doing so

we need to ensure that all values refer to the same currency. If not, we need to

first convert all measurement to a common unit—in this case to a common

currency.
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Data Aggregation
Data aggregation includes deriving complex metric data based upon base metric

data gathered during the data collection process. Planning data aggregation

includes determining which data can and should be aggregated, how, when, and

by whom. Typically, data aggregation will be performed by automatic tools,

which are prepared during aggregation planning. For example, business intelli-

gence (BI) solutions offer ready-to-use extract–transform–load (ETL)

components that facilitate specifying which measurement data should be

consolidated, when, and how. For example, planning aggregation will include

specifying that “development productivity” data are to be derived using “soft-

ware size” and “development effort” measurement through the simple mathemat-

ical operation of dividing size by effort.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
Data analysis and interpretation includes applying interpretation models defined

in the grid (GQM Graph) for the collected measurement data. Planning analysis

and implementation encompasses determining when, by whom, and how data

will be interpreted and providing the interpretation results to the decision makers

(specified in the GQM+Strategies Element as one aspect of the organizational

goal). The time of data interpretation is determined by the “time frame” aspect of

the associated organizational goal. However, earlier analysis and interpretation

can be useful for various purposes, e.g., for identifying risks and preparing the

presentation format. The responsible person and the interpretation procedure

are defined as part of the organizational work processes. The interpretation

procedure and the techniques (including appropriate visualization means) are

implemented using appropriate tools. For example, BI solutions offer customiz-

able modules (Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and reporting engines) that

support analyzing the data and communicating the results (in a numerical and in

a visual form) to the appropriate stakeholders (at predefined points in time as

well as on demand).

Interpretation consists of two major parts, which might be seen as going through

a grid horizontally and vertically (Fig. 6.2).

Horizontal Interpretation

Horizontal interpretation focuses on “GQM Graphs” and refers to interpreting the

measurement data collected in the strategic projects according to the interpretation

models defined in the GQM Graphs. During measurement specification, we go

horizontally from measurement goals to question and metrics (G!Q!M). During

data interpretation, we go the same way but in the opposite direction:

• From measurement to questions (Q M): We use the measurement data for

answering the questions defined in the GQM Graphs.

• From questions to measurement goals (G Q): We use the answers to the

questions in order to fulfill the information needs defined in the GQM Graph

in the form of measurement goals.
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Horizontal interpretation of measurement data leads to a decision regarding the

attainment of the organizational goals with which appropriate GQM Graphs and

measurement data were associated. In general, horizontal interpretation is

performed for each measurement goal according to the interpretation model defined

for this goal. Yet, since GQM Graphs (and associated measurement goals) might be

part of other, complex, graphs, the horizontal interpretation of a measurement goal

may first require interpretation of the related measurement subgoals. A typical

example in the context of GQM+Strategies is the “evaluation” measurement goal,

which is broken down into multiple “characterize” measurement goals. For exam-

ple, the measurement goal “G: Evaluate increase of development productivity”

requires first that the baseline productivity from the past and currently observed

productivity are characterized and then compared; this corresponds to two mea-

surement subgoals: “G1: Characterize baseline productivity” and “G2: Characterize

current productivity.”

Vertical Interpretation

Vertical interpretation focuses on “GQM+Strategy Elements” and refers to

interpreting the attainment of the organizational goals and the success of the

strategies defined in the grid for achieving the goals. While interpreting the success

of the goals and strategies, we look at the appropriateness of the defined organiza-

tional goals (e.g., regarding their scope, magnitude, and time frame), the validity of

the hypothesized goal–strategy–goal relationships, the success of the selected

organizational strategies, and the validity of the assumptions made while defining

the grid.

6.2.5.4 Plan Visualization and Communication of the Results
In principle, visualization formats and communication mechanisms depend on the

type and complexity of the information presented and on the stakeholders to whom

this information is presented. Planning visualization and communication includes

selecting and implementing approaches and tools that are most suitable for the

intended stakeholders. These stakeholders are defined in the “Organizational

scope” and the “Viewpoint” of the organizational goal (Table 2.1 in Sect. 2.2)

Goal
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Strategy

realized
by a
set of

Measurement
Goal Questions

Interpretation
Model

Data

Context /
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Organizational
Goal Metrics
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Measurement
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Effectiveness

GQM+Strategies Element GQM Graph

Fig. 6.2 Horizontal and vertical interpretation of analysis results
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and the measurement abstraction sheet (Sect. 5.3.5, Table 5.3), respectively. Exem-

plary visualization formats include pie charts, bar charts, histograms, radar charts,

scatter plots, and tables.

6.2.6 Prepare Tools and Infrastructure

In order to minimize cost and maximize the reliability of the measurement, analy-

sis, and interpretation, adequate technologies for data management and analysis

should be used to support these activities. State-of-the-art business intelligence

systems offer well-integrated and custom-configurable tools for the complete chain

of data analysis, from data collection via validation, preprocessing, and analysis, to

visualizing, reporting, and communicating the results. Figure 6.3 illustrates an

example architecture of such a business intelligence system.

Most business intelligence systems consist of the following components:

• Data collection: Automated data collection tools, such as data miners that

directly access internal or external data sources, and semiautomated tools,

such as web forms or questionnaires.

• Data integration: Also known as extract–transform–load (ETL), this component

supports the integration, aggregation, and validation of heterogeneous data from

multiple independent data sources, as well as the loading of the data into a data

warehouse.

• Data warehouse: The data warehouse represents a centralized database in which

collected data is stored and maintained for analysis.

• Data analysis: Also known as Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), this com-

ponent supports several multi-dimensional descriptive data analyses (i.e., slicing

and dicing, pivoting, roll-up, and drill-down). Additionally, further analysis

Data
Collection

Data
Integration

Data
Warehouse

Data Collection, Validation, and Consolidation
Quering data, Cleaning data, Merging data, etc.

Data
Analysis

Visualization
and Reporting

Data Storage, Exploration, and Distribution
Data marts, Exporting data, etc.

Data Preparation and Analysis
OLAP cubes, Data formating, Data mining, Statistical analysis, etc.

Decision Making

Data Visualization, Presentation, & Communication
Reports, Tables, Dashboards, Scorecards, Forecasts, etc.

ERP, CRM,
SCM Legacy Data Flat files,

spreadsheets External data

D
a ta

Proces si ng
and

In terpretation

Fig. 6.3 Business intelligence architecture
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tools are provided, such as simple spreadsheet tools that support the definition of

customized analysis, statistical and machine learning packages that offer analy-

sis to be used individually or to be combined into analysis flows. Advanced

statistical packages are also provided sometimes.

• Visualization and reporting: Reporting and dashboard tools that present the

outcomes of an analysis to interested stakeholders in the form of visualizations

and reports.

6.3 Train Personnel

After the strategy and measurement plans have been prepared, the involved person-

nel should be trained in order to ensure proper execution of the plans. Personnel

responsible for executing the strategies should become familiar with the process

changes introduced due to the new organizational strategies. They should obtain

training in the relevant tools that were introduced to support the execution of the

work processes.

Personnel involved in measurement should obtain basic training motivating the

use of goal-oriented measurement. Besides that, each person should get training

appropriate to his/her responsibility, in particular:

• Providers: data supplying procedures and tools

• Collectors: advanced training in goal-oriented measurement, data collection

methods and tools

• Validators: data preprocessing and cleansing techniques and tools

• Analysts: statistical and machine learning data analysis techniques and tools,

data visualization

• Decision makers: interpretation of the analysis and interpretation results as well

as use of the integrated approaches for presenting the measurement and analysis

results (e.g., project dashboards)

6.4 Example

After specifying the GQM+Strategies grid, Company X prepared for its implemen-

tation by specifying the appropriate strategy and measurement plans and by training

the personnel involved.

6.4.1 Develop Strategy Plans

Based on the newly defined strategies, the responsible managers of Company X

took care of implementing them. They share the responsibility in the following

way:
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• Clark (CEO)

– Strategy NC-S1: Improve IT products

– Strategy NC-S2: Improve processes

• Davis (division manager of insurance services business unit)

– Strategy FF-S: Increase productivity of development projects

– Strategy PR-S: Improve QA activities

– Strategy CI-S: Provide more complete and consistent information

• Smith (department head of software development group)

– Strategy PP-S: Introduce agile development

– Strategy DS-S: Introduce inspections after requirements specification

– Strategy IQ-S: Increase IT support of customer processes

The dependencies of the strategies defined above are as follows:

• Strategy NC-S1: Improve IT products

– Strategy FF-S: Increase productivity of development projects

(a) Strategy PP-S: Introduce agile development

– Strategy PR-S: Improve QA activities

(a) Strategy DS-S: Introduce inspections after requirements specification

• Strategy NC-S2: Improve processes

– Strategy CI-S: Provide more complete and consistent information

(a) Strategy IQ-S: Increase IT support of customer processes

This means that the leaf strategies that need to be implemented by strategic

projects are basically the three strategies of the Software Development group listed

below. All other strategies can be traced back directly to these three:

• Strategy PP-S: Introduce agile development

• Strategy DS-S: Introduce inspections after requirements specification

• Strategy IQ-S: Increase IT support of customer processes

In addition to strategic projects, the organization also needs to think about how

to continuously monitor the goals related to these strategies. Therefore, a couple of

additional measurement activities are defined. The concrete data that is required

during these activities was specified in the measurement plans, which will be

presented in the next section. Table 6.4 summarizes the setup of strategic projects

and measurement activities.

6.4.2 Develop Measurement Plans

After adjusting the work processes according to the strategy plans, Company X

integrated the measurement plans into these processes. In doing so, the existing

means for measurement were identified and adjusted appropriately.

6.4.2.1 Identify Current Practices
The company did not perform measurement in the past; thus the measurement

processes had to be defined from scratch.
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6.4.2.2 Adjust Current Practices
Watson (company expert on GQM+Strategies) set up data collection and analysis

mechanisms for the measurement goals defined. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 summarize the

measurement goals andmetrics defined in theGQM+StrategiesGrid for CompanyX.

Table 6.4 Strategic projects and measurement activities at Company X

Strategic project (P) and

measurement activity (A) Detailed activities

Responsible

person

P1: Introduce agile • Determine development project types that should

make use of agile

• Fully customize Scrum to the needs of the

Insurance Services business unit of Company X

• Train, pilot, and roll out Scrum to dedicated

projects

Jones, IT

project

manager

P2: Introduce CBR • Determine development project types that should

make use of inspections

• Integrate Checklist-Based Reading (CBR) (Fagan

1976) as an inspection technique into projects

using a nonagile software development process

• Train, pilot, and roll out CBR to dedicated projects

Thomas, IT

quality

manager

P3: Develop new CRM

interface

• Design and implement new interface of the

Customer Relationship Management System

(CRM)

• Train, pilot, and roll out new interface

Lewis, IT

project

manager

A1: Monitor management

goals

• Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to Company’s X management goals

• Monitor attainment of business goals defined on

Company’s X management level

Clark, CEO

A2: Monitor insurance

goals

• Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to insurance goals

• Monitor attainment of the goals defined by the

Insurance Services business unit

Davis, unit

head

A3: Monitor software

goals

• Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to the software development goals

• Monitor attainment of the goals defined in the

Software Development Group

Smith, group

head

Table 6.5 Example: overview of measurement goals

Measurement goal (MG) Short description

GQM-NC-G Evaluate increase of number of customers

GQM-FF-G Evaluate faster delivery of new features and fixes

GQM-CI-G Evaluate improvement of customer interaction processes

GQM-PR-G Evaluate improvement of reliability of products

GQM-PP-G Evaluate increase of productivity of development projects

GQM-IQ-G Evaluate improvement of information quality of Enterprise IS

GQM-DS-G Evaluate decrease of number of defects slipped
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In order to collect and analyze the appropriate data, Watson defined a

corresponding measurement plan. The plan specified what objects (and associated

properties) are to be measured, the scope of measurement, the timing of the

measurement activities, who is responsible for measurement, from where the

measurement data are available, and how the measurement is to be performed.

Table 6.7 summarizes the measurement plan prepared in a tabular form by Watson.

Please note that the plan combines raw and derived metrics, that is, it represents a

combination of plans for data collection and data aggregation. For example, for the

number of complaints regarding reliability in time T (CC-PR(T)), at least the

following raw metrics need to be measured: complaint identifier, complaint subject

(e.g., reliability), complaint date. Deriving the CC-PR(T) measurement would then

require executing an appropriate query on the complaints database. Such a query

could be: “count unique complaints where complaint_subject¼ ‘Reliability’ and
complaint_time in (start_date, end_date)”, where start_date and end_date deter-

mine the time span T during which reliability complaints are to be counted.

Table 6.6 Example: overview of metrics

MG ID Metric Range

Scale

type Unit

GQM-

NC-G

Cus(Y) Number of new customers in year Y (e.g., next

fiscal year)

N0 Ratio Customers

GQM-

FF-G

F_Rel(T) Number of feature releases in time span T

(e.g., half a year)

N0 Ratio Releases

GQM-

FF-G

BF_Rel(T) Number of bug fix releases in time span T (e.g.,

half a year)

N0 Ratio Releases

GQM-

CI-G

CC_IP(T) Number of complaints about the interaction

processes in time span T (e.g., half a year)

N0 Ratio Complaints

GQM-

PR-G

CC_PR(T) Number of complaints about product reliability

in time span T (e.g., half a year)

N0 Ratio Complaints

GQM-

PP-G

P_AVG(T) Average Function Points per person-hour of

project effort in time span T (e.g., half a year)

R0 Ratio FP/PH

GQM-

IQ-G

IQI_Comp

(T)

Information quality index (IQI) for

completeness in time span T (e.g., half a year)

0–100 Ratio %

GQM-

IQ-G

IQI_Cons

(T)

Information quality index (IQI) for consistency

in time span T (e.g., half a year)

0–100 Ratio %

GQM-

DS-G

DSR_AVG

(T)

Average ratio of defects slipped per overall

defects introduced over all development

phases (e.g., coding) for all releases in time

span T (e.g., half a year)

R0 Ratio %

GQM-

DS-G

DT(P, R) # defects detected in phase P for release R N0 Ratio Defects

GQM-

DS-G

DS(P, R) # defects slipped from P to P + 1 for release R N0 Ratio Defects

GQM-

DS-G

DSR(P, R) DT(P, R)/(DT(P, R) +DS(P, R)) R0 Ratio %

N0 refers to the natural numbers including zero. N0¼ {0, 1, 2, . . .}
R0 refers to real numbers greater than or equal to zero
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6.4.2.3 Prepare Tools and Infrastructure
After planning the measurement, Watson prepared the tool support for collecting,

analyzing, and interpreting the measurement data. Figure 6.4 presents the example

questionnaire Watson designed using MS Excel for collecting measurement data

information on an information quality index (IQI); this includes quality index data

with respect to information completeness IQI_Comp(T) and information consis-

tency IQI_Cons(T).

Information Quality Questionnaire (Information Unit Owner)

General

:rewsnaruoYnoitamrofnIlareneG
G1.1a Name of your information unit
G1.1b Give a short description of the information unit
G1.2 Names of the business processes 
G1.3 Your name
G1.4 Reporting time (year/month)
G1.5 Current date (year/month/day)

Uniqueness

This part of the questionnaire deals with uniqueness issues related to information quality.
Definition of Uniqueness:  An information unit has a named unique source and 
every representation of that information unit has the same value.

:stnemmoC:rewsnaruoY:snoitseuQ
M1.1.1 In the context of your information unit: Is one defined unique source of the 
M1.1.2 What is the name of the unique source? 

If you don't know the name, please write "I don't know".
M1.2.1 In the context of all replications of your information unit: Do you know about all 
M1.2.2 Please estimate the number of known replications.

M1.3.1 What do you think: Does every representation (textual or in databases) of that 
information unit have the same value? 

M1.3.2 Please estimate the number of non-duplicates in your information unit.
VF1.1a Thinking about all replications of an information unit that are not replicated 

automatically: How often do replications have a time-stamp indicating the 
VF1.2 Are all replications that are not replicated automatically assured to be valid for 
VF1.3 Do you agree with the following statement: Replications should be updated as 

often as possible.
…

This questionnaire will focus on some attributes for all information units of all business processes. With the information 
of this questionnaire, we want to characterize and improve the uniqueness, completeness, consistency, and timeliness 
of information units.
The questionnaire is structured in five steps according to general information and relevant attributes for information 
quality. Please answer all questions in terms of your own information unit. 

Please use only the yellow cells for your answers. If you have any further comments, please do not hesitate and use 
the comment column.
In the first step, we want to survey some general information about you and the information unit under investigation. The 
next steps focus on characterizing the uniqueness, completeness, consistency, timeliness, and confidentiality of the 
information unit.

For your information:
An Information Unit is a piece of critical information at Company X (like information about wells or oil and gas reserves) 
used in one or more business processes. Each information unit has one owner who maintains the information unit and 
is responsible for providing this piece of information at an appropriate level of quality. For a single information unit, there
may be multiple users who make use of an information unit as part of a business process that has this information unit 
as input.

Fig. 6.4 Example: Questionnaire for collecting “IQI” measurement data
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Figure 6.5 illustrates an example dashboard for presenting the results of the data

analysis in a visual form. The dashboard combines multiple graphs associated with

a single interpretation model (e.g., associated with one organizational goal) in one

view. This way a decision maker obtains the complete information (knowledge)

he/she needs for assessing attainment of a goal all at once, yet in a form he/she can

comprehend.

6.4.3 Train Personnel

In the training phase, Mr. Watson (company expert on GQM+Strategies) conducted

training for:

• The people who need to provide the data

• All stakeholders involved in the data interpretation (e.g., Mr. Clark, Mr. Davis,

and Mr. Smith)

The training included:

• Executing strategy plans, in particular:

– Strategy PP-S: Agile software principles, processes, and tools

– Strategy DS-S: Requirements inspection techniques and supporting tools

– Strategy IQ-S: Customer-related processes, customer needs regarding IT

support

NC-G: INCREASED NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS
Customers in Insurance Area

FF-G: FASTER DELIVERY OF NEW FEATURES & FIXES
Release Delivery Rates

PP-G: INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY OF DEV. PROJECTS
Project Productivity

PR-G: IMPROVED RELIABILITY OF PRODUCTS
Customer Complaints Concerning Products

DS-G: DECREASED NUMBER OF DEFECTS SLIPPED
Defects Flow Model (ReleaseR)

CI-G: IMPROVED CUSTOMER INTERACTION PROCESS
Customer Complaints Concerning Process

IQ-G: IMPROVED INFORMATION QUALITY OF IS

Information Quality Indicator

DASHBOARD
Organizational Goals
DASHBOARD

Organizational Goals

BUSINESS GOAL
Increased

number
of customers

BUSINESS GOAL
Increased

number
of customers

NOT ATTAINEDNOT ATTAINED

Fig. 6.5 Example: Tool support for visualizing the results of the analysis
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• Executing measurement plan, in particular:

– Measurement specification (i.e., what is to be measured and analyzed, when,

by whom, and how)

– Interpretation of the GQM+Strategies grid for decision-making

– Data supply, collection, analysis, and visualization components of the

integrated business intelligence tool solution
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Phase 4: Execute Plans 7

In this phase, the plans we prepared in the “Plan Grid Implementation” phase are

executed, i.e., project strategies are implemented according to strategy plans and

the measurement data are collected according to the measurement plans. Table 7.1

summarizes the objectives, inputs, basic activities, and outcomes of this phase.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the idea of two interlocking cycles. The outer organization-

level learning cycle represents an improvement initiative within which a

GQM+Strategies grid is defined, operationalized, and evaluated so that the organi-

zation can improve by achieving its goals and learn how to better apply the

GQM+Strategies development process for the next larger cycle. The inner

project-level cycle represents the deployment and application of the strategies in

the individual units of the organization. The “Execute” phase consists of three

major activities: (4.1) executing the strategies, (4.2) collecting and analyzing the

data, and (4.3) feeding back the analysis results and making adjustments to the grid

where necessary.

Table 7.1 Overview of the “Execute Plans” phase

Execute grid implementation plans

Objective Deploy and apply the strategies as specified in the Choose Process step, analyze their

performance, and provide feedback based upon learning from the defined strategic

projects

Inputs • The GQM+Strategies grid

• Strategy plans

• Measurement plan

Activities 1. Execute strategies

2. Collect and analyze data

3. Provide feedback

Outcomes • The results of the deployed and implemented strategies

• The updated (if adjusted) GQM+Strategies grid, strategy plans, and measurement

plans (adjusted as necessary)

• Feedback: Experiences regarding the deployment and implementation of the

organizational strategies

• Measurement data

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_7,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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The outer improvement cycle corresponds to an improvement program, whereas

the inner cycle corresponds to one or more improvement projects. Within an

improvement program, we characterize the enterprise environment (phase 1),

define goals, strategies, and metrics (phase 2), and operationalize the strategies by

defining appropriate strategy and measurement plans (phase 3). In phase 4, the

strategies might first be deployed in a number of strategic projects and will then

(if successfully deployed) be applied in daily operations. A single strategic project

is typically realized within a particular organizational unit and deals with strategies

associated with this unit. For example, strategies for introducing a new software

testing approach and agile development processes will both be deployed in a

strategic project realized in the Software Development group of the organization.

The improvement program continues with phase 5, where the results from the

deployed strategies are analyzed, followed by phase 6, where assets and knowledge

from the improvement program are packaged. In order to keep continuously

improving the organization, the next improvement program (outer cycle) is started

in which the current goals and strategies are adjusted and new goals and strategies

are deployed.

Ideally, a grid should not have unattainable goals or contain any inconsistencies,

e.g., executing one strategy should not create a problem for executing another

strategy. Such problems should have been identified and fixed in the “Define

Goals, Strategies, and Measurement” phase, i.e., during grid development. How-

ever, while executing the grid, such problems might show up. Thus, project

Organization

Level

1. Characterize
Environment

2. Define Goals,
Strategies, and
Measurement

3. Plan Grid
Implementation

5. Analyze
Outcomes

6. Package
Improvements

0. Initialize

Project

Level

4.1 Execute

4.2 Collect
& Analyze Data

4.3 Provide
StrategiesFeedback &

Adjust Grid

Fig. 7.1 Organization-level and project-level cycles
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managers must monitor grid execution by analyzing the respective measurement

data according to the measurement plan. Managers of strategic projects can react to

problems by performing adjustments to their respective sections in the overall grid.

These adjustments may lead to a request for more resources, for example. However,

adjustments should be evaluated with respect to their complexity and achievability

within the execute cycle. If an adjustment is so major that it requires the whole grid

to be rethought or if the adjustment causes serious interference with the execution

of other strategies, we might step out of the execute strategies phase and go to the

analysis and package phase of the whole organizational life cycle.

All required adjustments should be consolidated and provided as feedback to

higher-level organizational units as part of the organizational improvement cycle.

This consolidated feedback contains information about the success of strategies,

experiences gained during strategy execution, and (if appropriate) about local

changes to the grid and its application plans (i.e., strategy application plans and

measurement plans). This is a serious step, and an analysis with respect to resources

and implications needs to be performed before this step is taken.

When to Continue the Organization-Level Improvement Cycle? The basic

question raised here is when should a project-level improvement cycle be stopped

and the leap be made to the organization-level improvement cycle? In general, there

are two types of situations that can trigger a decision to leave the project-level

execution cycle:

• Time-based: If the organization has defined a regular cycle time for the

organization-level improvement cycle (such as once a year).

• Exception-based: During strategy deployment and implementation, there is a

realization that something requires immediate management attention and has a

substantial direct implication on the goals and strategies defined in the grid.

Example situations include:

– Unachievable goals or ineffective/unfeasible strategies (1) a goal as specified

is unachievable using the associated strategy, (2) a strategy will not be

effective or cannot be implemented as specified because the context has

changed, or (3) a strategy cannot be deployed and applied without affecting

another organizational unit. In such cases, if the changes cannot be made in

real time without the approval of all related parties (stakeholders), we may

have to make a major modification to the grid within an organizational

improvement cycle and should thus move on to the analysis phase.

– Insufficient resources: During strategy deployment and implementation, the

allocated time or budget has been depleted even though no issues were

identified that could not be solved with more time and resources. In such a

case, a decision should be made to continue, i.e., more resources are made

available and this will not affect the higher-level goals, or the execution phase

should be left at the time because the resource limit is a serious constraint.
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Table 7.2 lists example situations (triggers) that require consideration and a

decision as to whether to remain inside or leave the execution cycle.

7.1 Execute Strategies

Implementation of the strategies starts with the execution of business and support-

ive processes according to the plans prepared in the “Plan Grid Implementation”

phase. Strategies are executed in a series of strategic projects. The scope of each

Table 7.2 Triggers for leaving or continuing the project-level improvement cycle

Trigger (Situation) Response (Action)

Strategy does not bring expected effects with

respect to accomplishment of the associated

organizational goals.

Leave execution if currently executed strategies

require changes that affect the complete

improvement program (e.g., have an impact on

the attainment of other goals).

Continue execution if the lack of expected

effects is caused by local constraints on the

strategic project and if these constraints can be

eliminated within local budget limits and

without affecting strategies outside the project.

Deployment of a strategy requires more

resources (e.g., time, manpower, or budget) than

initially planned.

Leave execution if providing additional

resources would mean taking (shifting) the

resources from other strategic projects and

would endanger their success. For example,

taking human resources from other strategy

projects would delay attainment of associated

goals beyond the predefined time frame.

Continue execution if extending resources (e.g.,

time, effort, or personnel) can be realized

locally within the project without affecting other

projects within the improvement program.

Application (usage) of a strategy increases

consumption of resources (e.g., time,

manpower, or budget) by more than expected.

Leave execution if the cost of applying a

strategy significantly exceeds the foreseen

resources and there is a risk that the cost of the

strategy may exceed the benefits it entails—

higher strategy application costs must be agreed

upon and approved by the organizational

management sponsoring the improvement

program.

Continue execution if there resources are

available from other sources for applying the

strategy.

Unexpected environmental constraints prevent

deploying or applying a strategy.

Leave execution if the environment constraints

affect the application of the strategy in these

projects or in other projects (e.g., time, effort, or

personnel).

Continue execution if the constraints can be

eliminated without affecting the goals and

strategies.
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strategic project is typically limited to particular units of the organization and

implements business goals as well as business and supporting processes specific

for these units. For example, the strategy of introducing agile software development

affects all software development processes. These are specific to the software

development unit and do not affect other organizational units, such as marketing

or sales. Since deploying agile development is such a major modification, we may

decide to first implement it in a number of less critical pilot projects in order to

minimize the risk of a negative impact on the organization’s business if the strategy

should fail. Implementing agile development may require several learning cycles of

its own.

7.2 Collect and Analyze Data

During execution, the project manager evaluates the success of the implemented

strategies using the measurement data collected according to the measurement

plans prepared in the “Plan Grid Implementation” phase. This includes collecting

and storing the measurement data, validating the integrity of the data, and analyzing

the measurement data. Figure 7.2 provides an overview of the data collection and

analysis. Data providers and collectors report and gather data using tools.

Measurements are performed according to the metric specifications and the mea-

surement schedule defined in the measurement plans developed in Phase 3: “Plan

Grid Implementation.” The collected data are validated with respect to such issues

as completeness and consistency and then stored in the measurement database.

Potential deficits in data quality might be an indication of ineffective measurement

planning and can be used for improving it (see dashed arrow in the figure). Finally,
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Fig. 7.2 Data collection and analysis
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data are analyzed, visualized, and interpreted to extract information and gain the

knowledge required for decision making, for example, for evaluating the success of

organizational goals and strategies.

7.2.1 Collect Measurement Data

Data is continually collected during the deployment and implementation process.

Data collection involves gathering measurement data either by running automatic

measurement tools upon the appropriate artifacts or by directly acquiring data from

data providers who deliver the appropriate data manually (e.g., using reporting

tools). Measurement data are then stored in a central data repository.

7.2.2 Validate Measurement Data

As data is collected, the validator scrutinizes data integrity with respect to potential

flaws such as incompleteness or inconsistency (refer to Table 6.3). Typically, after

identifying potential threats to data integrity and discussing this with the data

collectors, the latter should correct the data (collectors should correct data by

themselves so that they can improve their data collection skills and avoid similar

mistakes in the future). If particular data integrity problems reappear, then the

associated data collection procedure and/or training should be reviewed and possi-

bly improved, if necessary.

7.2.3 Analyze Measurement Data

Prepare data Prior to any analysis, validated measurement data typically require

preparation and aggregation. The objective of data preparation is to adjust the

measurement data to the format acceptable by the tools used for supporting data

aggregation and analysis. Data preparation operations are discussed in Sect. 6.2.2.

Aggregate data Following the preparation step, the base measurements are

aggregated in order to derive meaningful insights. Aggregation corresponds to

deriving complex measurements from the base measures using the formulas defined

for complex metrics in the GQM graphs. For example, if the complex metric

“Productivity” is defined as “Productivity¼ Size/Effort,” then measurement data

for productivity are derived using this formula from two sets of directly collected

base data: “Size” and “Effort” measurements.

Analyze data Before interpreting the data at various points during deployment, we

should look at the basic descriptive statistics for the base and derived measurement
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data. Descriptive statistics are used for understanding the “nature” of data in terms

of, for example:

• Range of values, i.e., minimum and maximum value

• Distribution of values across the range, e.g., in terms of variance, standard

deviation, and skewedness

• Central tendency of the data, e.g., in terms of average value (statistical mean) or

most frequent values (statistical mode)

Descriptive statistics help to identify data outliers (e.g., by analyzing the data

distribution) and to aggregate the data (e.g., by computing the average value).

Figure 7.3 illustrates example descriptive statistics on an example data histogram.

7.2.4 Visualize Measurement Data

Appropriate visualization can greatly improve quick and accurate insights into the

nature of both base and derived measurement data. Examples of basic visualization

means include histograms, scatter plots, bar charts, pie charts, and box plots. We

will explain the most common visualization means in the next few paragraphs.

Bar chart A bar chart displays rectangular bars with heights (for vertical bars) or

lengths (for horizontal bars) proportional to the values they represent. Bar charts

provide a visual presentation of categorical (nominal) data, which is a grouping of

data into discrete groups. For example, Fig. 7.4 presents the grouping of defects

according to the “Defect Type” and “Defect Qualifier” attributes defined in IBM’s

Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) (Chillarege et al. 1992). According to the
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Fig. 7.3 Example descriptive statistics illustrated on the data histogram
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ODC, the defect type “represents the nature of the actual correction that was made”

and the defect qualifier “captures the element of either a nonexistent or wrong or

irrelevant implementation.” Each bar in the chart in Fig. 7.4 represents one defect

type and the total bar height represents the number of defects of a certain type.

Additionally, each bar is divided into three parts. Each part represents the portion of

defects with a certain qualification according to the “Defect Qualifier.” Notice that

bar charts look similar to histograms, which we will present later in this section.

Yet, unlike histograms, bars on a bar chart are separated to indicate that the values

they represent are independent of each other.

Pie chart A pie chart is a circle divided into distinct sectors, each of which

represents a proportion of data illustrated by the chart. The size of each sector

(determined by the arc length of each sector and measured by a sector’s area) is

proportional to the quantity it represents. For example, Fig. 7.5 presents a combi-

nation of a pie chart and a bar chart for orthogonal defect classification (ODC) with

respect to two aspects: “Defect Qualifier” and “Defect Source.” According to the

ODC, the defect qualifier “captures the element of either a nonexistent or wrong or

irrelevant implementation,” whereas the defect source describes the “development

history of the defect.” The pie chart in Fig. 7.5 shows a classification of all defects

with respect to the defect qualifier. Each sector represents the number (and percent-

age) of defects of a particular qualifier. Notice that all sectors sum up to the total

number of defects (i.e., to 100 %). Additionally, the largest sector representing

defects qualified as “wrong” is further classified with respect to the defect source

and visualized using a bar divided into sections that represents the quantities of

defects from different sources.

Run chart A run chart (run-sequence plot) displays observed data in a time

sequence. The horizontal axis in a run chart represents time and the vertical axis

represents a variable of interest. The interval values represent the time elapsed

between these values. Subsequent (over time) values of this variable of interest are
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connected with a curve. A trend plot offers a quick insight into the trends of the

variable over time. For example, Fig. 7.6 illustrates a combination of a bar chart and

a trend plot for visualizing defect detection and removal over time. The bar chart

represents the number of defects found and removed (fixed) per calendar week, and

the line represents the number of defects in the defect backlog per calendar week

(i.e., defects that have been found but not removed yet).

Radar chart A radar chart is a chart that illustrates multivariate data in the form of

a two-dimensional plot, in which values of three or more variables are represented

by equiangular axes that start from the same point. For a single vector of data (i.e., a

single observation), individual values are connected with a line. For example,

Fig. 7.7 illustrates a radar chart that visualizes the results of assessing eight process

areas defined by CMMI (2010). During the assessment, each process area is

assessed in terms of the extent (in percentage) of implementing the practices

defined for this area in the CMMI model. In Fig. 7.7, each axis represents one

process area. The results of a single assessment are represented by a vector of eight

values, which are connected with a line.
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Fig. 7.5 Example pie chart for visualizing defect classification
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Scatter plot A scatter plot displays on Cartesian coordinates the values of two

variables for a set of data. The data is displayed as a collection of points, each

having the value of one variable determining the position on the horizontal axis and

the value of the other variable determining the position on the vertical axis. Scatter

plots are useful for identifying potential correlations between two variables, includ-

ing functional relationships. They can also indicate data clusters and outliers.

Figure 7.8 illustrates an example scatter plot for software size and defects. The

horizontal axis represents the size of a software module measured in thousand lines

of code (kLOC), and the vertical axis represents the number of defects found in that

module. Looking at the plot we can immediately tell that there is a correlation

between software size and number of defects. Moreover, the relationship is not

linear, meaning that the number of defects increases disproportionally to the

increase in software size. The fit line indicates that the relationship is most probably

exponential, that is, an increase in a software module’s size implies an exponential

increase in the number of defects found in the module. Finally, the plot shows three

data outliers. Data outliers can be investigated further by using box plots. In

Fig. 7.10, we visualize the same set of data using a box plot and there we can see

that the three outliers are actually two outliers and one extreme value.

Box plot A box plot graphically represents groups of numerical data through their

five descriptive statistics (Fig. 7.9): minimal value (min), lower quartile (Q1),

median (Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and maximum value (max). A box plot may

also indicate which observations, if any, might be considered outliers and extreme

values (Fig. 7.9 illustrates how to determine these values). In this sense, a box plot

implements an important principle of visualization, which is to focus the viewer’s

attention on what should be seen in the data. Figure 7.10 illustrates a box plot

combined with a histogram, which show software defect density data. This is the

same data set as in the scatter plot in Fig. 7.8, but the software size and defect data
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were aggregated into defect density such that Defect Density¼Number of defects/

Software size. The box plot clearly shows the two data outliers and one extreme

value we already saw in the scatterplot.

Histogram A histogram displays adjacent bars representing the distribution of

data. The bars are of equal width, which represents intervals (bins) of the data for

the variable of interest. The height of the bars represents the frequency of the data

points in the interval (bin) represented by the bars. A histogram may also be

normalized to display relative frequencies. A normalized histogram displays the

proportion of data that fall into each interval, with the total area equaling 1 or

100 %. Figure 7.10 illustrates an example histogram combined with a box plot for

software defect density data—the very same data we visualized in Fig. 7.8. We can

see that the distribution of defect density data has a bell-like shape; however, it is

skewed towards small values. We can also identify outlier data represented by the

low bars located outside the main body of data. Yet, the associated box plot already

clearly indicates these observations as two outliers and one extreme value.

7.2.5 Interpret Analysis Results

Finally, measurement data are interpreted using the defined interpretation models

and baselines. For example, consider an interpretation model associated with the

measurement goal of evaluating the increase in development productivity within
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the next year by 10 %. The interpretation model would compare the target produc-

tivity achieved in development projects performed in a recent year against the

baseline productivity in subsequent years. Simple analysis would check if average

productivity across target projects is 10 % higher than average productivity across

baseline projects.

7.3 Provide Feedback

While deploying the strategies, feedback is performed to indicate how the imple-

mentation of the strategy is progressing and what adjustments need to be made. This

should be done in as close to real time as possible. At various points in the

deployment of the implementation process, the measurement data should be

analyzed, identifying triggers that indicate feedback. These triggers can come

from the recognition of problems requiring adjustments to the grid, strange trends

like deviation from the plans or overspending of the predicted resources, etc. It is

hard for team members to take the time for this observation and analysis, and this

should therefore be performed by an oversight group, such as the Experience

Factory Organization (Basili 1989; Basili et al. 1995).

Once strategy deployment is completed, it is time for a more detailed analysis

and feedback as well as for packaging what has been learned for future grid

implementations and organizational improvement. Refer to Chaps. 8 and 9 for a

detailed discussion of how to analyze and package the results of the execution phase

of the GQM+Strategies learning cycle.

7.4 Example

7.4.1 Execute Strategies

In order to implement the GQM+Strategies grid at Company X, three strategic

projects and three major measurement and controlling activities were planned. Each

strategic project and measurement activity was assigned to a project manager as

described in the previous chapter.

7.4.2 Collect and Analyze Data

Mr. Watson, Company X’s expert in GQM+Strategies, plays the role of data

collector and validator and acts as the oversight manager for monitoring intermedi-

ate feedback. The measurement program specifies several data providers who are to

deliver measurement data to Mr. Watson. In particular:
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• The Sales Manager provides customer data from the CRM system.

• The Product Managers provide data about feature and bug fix releases.

• The Service Desk Operators provide data about customer complaints.

• The Project Managers provide data regarding the functional size of the projects

in terms of Function Points and effort required (in terms of person-hours).

• The Project and Product Managers provide information regarding the informa-

tion quality index of the Enterprise IS.

• The Quality Assurance Team provides data from the bug-tracking system

regarding the defects slipped.

Mr. Watson checks the integrity of the measurement data and gives feedback to

the data providers. Next, if the measurement data successfully underwent valida-

tion, Mr. Watson analyzes it, looking for intermediate feedback triggers and using

the predefined interpretation model to check attainment of the organizational goals

addressed in the strategic projects. Table 7.3 summarizes the issues related to the

strategic projects and measurement activities that Mr. Watson discovered.

7.4.3 Provide Feedback

Mr. Watson takes the feedback issues he identified following an early analysis of

the measurement data and makes a real-time adjustment to the strategic project. He

decides to switch from Checklist-Based Reading (CBR) to another reading

approach, Perspective-Based Reading (PBR) (Basili et al. 1996), setting up training

and deploying PBR for the rest of the project. He also fixes the baseline data

problem. Both solutions appear to be effective, and the implementation progresses

without further problems. Table 7.4 summarizes the two improvement actions and

the persons responsible for executing the actions.

Table 7.3 Issues related to strategic projects and measurement activities at Company X

Strategic Project (P) and

Measurement Activity (A) Issues

P1: Introduce agile None

P2: Introduce CBR Part way through the project it was realized that Checklist-

Based Reading (CBR) would not be sufficient to decrease the

number of slipped defects from the requirements document

P3: Develop a new CRM

interface

Development of the new CRM interface has been completed

and deployed according to the plan. Yet, the developers

complained about insufficient involvement of the users in the

development (especially regarding the requirements

specification)

A1: Monitor management goals None

A2: Monitor insurance goals None

A3: Monitor software goals During data analysis, it was revealed that the baseline data for

information quality was wrong
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Table 7.4 Improvement actions after the feedback session

Strategy Project

(P) and

Measurement

Activity (A) Issue Improvement actions

P2: Introduce CBR

(Mr. Smith, Head

of Software

Development

Group)

During piloting it was revealed that

Checklist-Based Reading (CBR) was

not sufficient to decrease the number

of slipped defects from the

requirements document.

Mr. Thomas (IT Quality Manager)

talked to Mr. Smith (Head of

Software Development group) in

order to come up with an alternative

strategy:

• Mr. Smith decided to make a real-

time modification to strategic

project P2 and introduce an

alternative requirements reading

technique called Perspective-Based

Reading (PBR).

• Training was set up for PBR.

P3: Develop new

CRM interface

(Mr. Smith, Head

of Software

Development

Group)

Developers complained about

insufficient involvement of users in

the development (especially for

requirements specification).

Mr. Smith (head of software

development group) talked to the

manager of the CRM development

project and to Mr. Davis (head of

insurance services) in order to assess

the root causes and the impact on the

effectiveness of CRM system of the

insufficient involvement of the CRM

users during development.

• They decided that the CRM

interface would require major

rework and that representatives of

the insurance services business unit

(users of CRM) needed to be

involved in the reworked project.

• The rework of CRM required

setting up a new development

project, which would require

resources unavailable within the

current “execute plans” phase. So,

introducing sufficient IT to support

the implementation of strategy

IQ-S (i.e., supporting customer

processes) had to be postponed and

an alternative, probably less

effective strategy should be

implemented in the meantime to

achieve goal IQ-G, i.e., improving

information quality.

• Because the time frame planned for

implementing the strategies was

almost up and all other strategies

appeared to be successful,

Mr. Smith and Mr. Davis decided

to request a serious modification of

the strategy IQ-S within the regular

“analyze outcomes” phase.

(continued)
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At the end of the “execute plans” phase, it appeared that many of the goals had

been achieved, but not all. Achieving the full set of goals required rethinking and

developing a better strategy for improving the information quality. Note that it

might have been possible to still achieve the top-level goal of increasing the number

of customers. But in the next cycle, there is a chance to improve on what has been

achieved in this “execute plans” phase by upgrading other strategies as well.

Table 7.4 (continued)

Strategy Project

(P) and

Measurement

Activity (A) Issue Improvement actions

A3: Monitor

software goals

(Mr. Thomas, IT

Quality Manager)

During data analysis, it was revealed

that the baseline data for information

quality was wrong.

Fix the baseline data

• The cause of the problems with the

baseline data was discovered and

new baselines were generated.
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Phase 5: Analyze Outcomes 8

When we leave the “execute plans” phase, we proceed in one of the following

states:

1. We completed the “execute plans” phase because of serious problem with

respect to achieving subgoals, unsuccessful strategies, insufficient resources,

etc., and because these issues were not fixable in real time. In this case, the

“analyze outcomes” phase aims at discovering the root problems and consider-

ing ways to fix them and generate a new, improved grid with a higher chance of

success. Once we understand how to adjust the grid, we can work on analyzing

what we have learned to date to improve the grid development, implementation,

and deployment processes for future evolutions of the grid or the development of

new grids within the organization.

2. We completed the “execute plans” phase and successfully deployed the grid as

originally specified or as modified in real time. In this case, the “analyze

outcomes” phase aims at reviewing the analysis results and the feedback

provided from the “execute plans” phase and at recording the lessons learned

during the implementation and deployment of the strategies. For example, we

write down the root problems of whatever changes we had to make (e.g., changes

to the goals, strategies, or measurements) in order to avoid these problems in the

future.

In this phase, we have the chance to analyze and visualize all the relevant

measurement data that was collected in the “execute plans” phase as a whole,

visualizing the final results and examining interpretations more deeply to better

understand assessment of goal attainment. This step is performed in a postmortem

fashion. Table 8.1 summarizes the objectives, inputs, basic activities, and outcomes

of this phase. In the following sections, we will describe the individual activities of

this phase in more detail.

In principle, the “analyze outcomes” phase consists of validating, analyzing,

visualizing, and interpreting the data collected in the previous “execute plans”

phase. Figure 8.1 provides an overview of the basic activities of Phase 4: “analyze

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_8,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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outcomes.” Major activities are represented by black rectangles. Gray rectangles

represent activities performed in the previous phases of the GQM+Strategies

learning cycle. The phase starts with the Validation of the base measurement data

collected during the “execute plans” phase. Notice that if validation shows system-

atic deficits in the data, then this may provide a basis for adjusting the measurement

and analysis plans (dashed arrow in the figure). After validation, the valid base data

are input to analysis and visualization.

In the Analysis step, the measurement data are aggregated and processed

according to the interpretation model defined in the “plan grid implementation”

phase. For example, baseline and current development productivity is computed

using software size and project effort data from the project before and after

deployment of the corresponding organizational strategies.

Phase 5 (and Phase 4)
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Fig. 8.1 Overview of data analysis and interpretation

Table 8.1 Overview of the “Analyze Outcomes” phase

Analyze outcomes of GQM+Strategies application

Objective The objective of this phase is to analyze and visualize the data and other forms of

feedback from the “Execute Plans” phase, leading to an evaluation of the process and

the GQM+Strategies grid

Inputs • Measurement data (collected through the “Execute Plans” phase)

• The final version of the GQM+Strategies grid and the processes used

• Feedback from the experiences to date

Activities 1. Validate and analyze the measurement data

2. Visualize and interpret the measurement data

3. Identify potential improvements

Outcomes • Results of the analysis regarding the success of the strategies and attainment of the

goals

• Improvement potentials for future GQM+Strategies grids and processes
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In the Visualization step, we visualize the base measurement data, e.g., to

observe trends in the data. For example, we may generate a scatter plot of size

and effort data in order to see whether project effort is linearly or nonlinearly

dependent on project size. We should also visualize the results of the analysis. For

example, in order to assess a change in development productivity, we may draw a

box plot of the baseline and current productivity.

In the final step, the Interpretation step, human decision makers take the

outcomes of Analysis and Visualization and evaluate the attainment of the organi-

zational goals according to the interpretation models defined in the “plan grid

implementation” phase. Continuing the development productivity example, a deci-

sion maker takes the productivity statistics (e.g., mean, median, quartiles) and

visualization (size-effort scatter plot, productivity box plot) and interprets these

according to the interpretation model defined for evaluating a 5 % increase in

development productivity. Such a model may simply compare the central tendency

(e.g., mean) of the baseline and current productivity; it may also include performing

statistical tests in order to check if the observed difference between baseline and

current productivity is statistically significant.

The same step—validation, analysis, visualization, and interpretation—is also

performed in Phase 4: “execute plans,” but with a different focus. In the above

description, the goal is to analyze the overall organizational goals, strategies, and

GQM+Strategies processes, while in Phase 4, it is about monitoring and controlling

the strategic projects under development.

In the following sections, we will discuss the activities involved in more detail.

8.1 Validate and Analyze the Measurement Data

Prior to the analysis we should once again check that the repository data is valid and

formatted consistently (e.g., that there is no inconsistency among the data from

different strategic projects). If necessary, we may also need to further aggregate the

data and recalculate the descriptive statistics.

8.2 Visualize and Interpret Data

The outcomes of the data analysis step are used to interpret the success of the goals

and strategies defined in the grid. The results of the analysis are interpreted using

the defined interpretation models and baselines. Visualization is an excellent way to

support data analysis and interpretation to gain insights into the raw data, descrip-

tive statistics, and analysis results. The objective of interpretation, like measure-

ment in general, is to obtain sufficiently accurate information at a reasonable cost.

That is why we should focus on the most relevant metrics and interpretation models.

The focus of measurement and interpretation should be on addressing the most

important effects while reducing the associated costs.
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8.3 Identify Improvement Potentials

After interpreting the measurement data, we identify improvement potentials with

respect to the grid, the GQM+Strategies grid development process, and its imple-

mentation. We review the grid with respect to goal attainment and investigate

potential causes of goals that were not achieved or were modified, and we collect

feedback from the stakeholders who were involved in defining and implementing

the grid. In the end, improvement potentials are discussed and prioritized. The

highest-priority improvements are implemented in the subsequent cycle of the

GQM+Strategies learning loop. We perform both quantitative and qualitative

analyses to complete the analysis process and identify potential improvements.

8.3.1 Analyze GQM+Strategies Grid

The analysis of the GQM+Strategies focuses on identifying improvement potentials

with respect to (1) organizational goals and strategies, and (2) measurement

specified for controlling the effectiveness of the strategies and attainment of the

goals.

8.3.1.1 Attainment of Goals and Success of Strategies
At first we analyze the organizational goals and strategies with respect to the

following aspects:

• Feasibility and suitability of the organizational goals, for example, with respect

to scope, magnitude, and time frame

• Validity of the goal–strategy–goal relationships we hypothesized in the grid

• Effectiveness and sufficiency of the organizational strategies

• Validity of the assumptions made while defining the grid

8.3.1.2 Appropriateness of Measurement and Control Mechanisms
Next we analyze the defined measures and interpretation models with respect to the

following aspects:

• Applicability and usefulness of the metrics and interpretation models used

• Feasibility and effectiveness of the measurement applied and of the controlling

activities and mechanisms

Through the review of measurement, we try to make sure that information about

achieving or not achieving an organizational goal was not based on improper or

insufficient data or interpretation models. In such cases, we may, for example, come

to the conclusion that the measured entities or attributes actually do not reflect the

phenomenon we are interested in from the perspective of the organizational goals.

For instance, the goal of increased development productivity may be interpreted as

not being achieved because the productivity measurement did not consider the
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skills of the development team as a relevant aspect of productivity. Lower team

skills would typically lead to a decrease in absolute productivity (e.g., the amount

of software functionality delivered per unit of effort). Yet, it does not mean that the

strategy selected for achieving the goal was not effective.

8.3.2 Gather Feedback from Relevant Stakeholders

In addition to the analysis of the GQM+Strategies grid, we gather feedback from the

relevant stakeholders involved in defining, implementing, and deploying the grid.

One potential approach to this is the use of retrospective feedback sessions as

proposed by Kerth (2001). The objective of a retrospective feedback session is to

look back at the grid specification, implementation, and deployment activities and

to improve the effectiveness of these activities in the future. Retrospectives explore

what is working well on a project in order to ensure that good practices are

reinforced and repeated. On the other hand, retrospectives also explore what is

not working in a project and thus could be improved or avoided. Summarizing, the

intent of retrospectives is to capture key lessons learned during the project in order

to improve the effectiveness of strategies or future projects.

What Are Retrospectives and What Are They Not

“A retrospective is an opportunity for the participants to learn how to

improve.

The focus is on learning—not on fault-finding.”

The prime directive of project retrospectives formulated by Kerth (2001)

is: “Regardless of what we discover, we must understand and truly believe

that everyone did the best job he or she could, given what was known at the

time, his or her skills and abilities, the resources available, and the situation at

hand.”

Detailed objectives of the project retrospective feedback session are:

1. Review the project from different perspectives.

2. Capture key lessons learned during the project. This includes answering the

following questions:

• What worked so well that it is worth noticing for the future as a best practice?

• What did not work well and needs to be improved (done differently) in the

future?

• What was ambiguous or confusing and needs to be clarified in the future?

3. Document and report the feedback to the owner (sponsor) of the strategy

introduction project and to the expert coordinating the GQM+Strategies applica-

tion in the organization.

4. Last but not least, build team collaboration and celebrate success.
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A classical project retrospective feedback session as proposed by Kerth (2001)

consists of three major steps: preparing the session, conducting the session, and

packaging the feedback gathered during the session. Figure 8.2 illustrates the

procedure of a project retrospective. The consolidated outcomes of the feedback

session are then input to the “package improvements” phase of the GQM+Strategies

learning cycle in which we implement improvements to the grid as well as their

implementation and deployment.

In the following paragraphs, we will briefly describe the activities within each

phase of the project retrospective.

Step 1: Prepare Session

The objectives of the preparation are to gather input for the retrospective session

and to arrange the session. Inputs to the session may include measurement data

collected during the strategy introduction project and feedback from the project

team members collected during the project, e.g., using questionnaires and forms on

the project Wiki pages. Arranging the session includes selecting the session

participants and planning the session in terms of duration, agenda, etc. The main

activities performed in preparation of the feedback session include:

1. Select facilitator: The role of the facilitator is to moderate the group work during

the feedback session and to synthesize its outcomes. For example, the facilitator

ensures that every participant in the session has an opportunity to actively

 

Fig. 8.2 Data collection and analysis
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participate and contribute. The facilitator should preferably be an external

professional, independent of the project; if such a professional is not available,

a member of the project team (typically a project manager) can assume the role.

2. Select session participants: Participants of the feedback session should represent

different views on the project; they should represent different functions in the

project (cross-functional team). A relatively small group of people (e.g., six to

eight) is most effective. If there are more people working in the strategic project,

then several small retrospective sessions can be organized (e.g., one for each

strategy) in order to include everyone.

3. Plan duration and agenda: A session should not take much more than 2 h. In

preparing the agenda, the facilitator should gather the aspects of the project for

which lessons learned should be captured during the session, e.g., the effective-

ness of the activities performed, common sources of project difficulties such as

poor communication within the project team, poor planning and preparation of

the project, insufficient consideration of project risks, insufficient resources,

unclear project objectives, and misunderstood project roles.

4. Review feedback from comparable projects: If prior GQM+Strategies improve-

ment cycles exist, the facilitator may revisit feedback from similar strategic

projects.

5. Collect inputs for the session: Inputs to the session may include quantitative

measurement data collected during strategy deployment. Example input may

include comparison of the planned and actually consumed effort for

implementing the organizational strategies, e.g., using the earned value approach

(refer to, e.g., Budd and Budd 2009). Inputs should also include issues discussed

and reported during the project by the project team members. The facilitator

synthesizes the available information and uses it during the session for

stimulating team discussions.

Step 2: Conduct Session

The objective of the feedback session is to gather key lessons learned during the

project, including project successes and difficulties. The main activities performed

during the feedback sessions include:

1. Set the stage: The facilitator starts the session by explaining the goals, format,

and agenda. Next, the facilitator establishes a safe environment for open dialog,

e.g., by assuring the participants that anything said during the session will not be

communicated outside, except for the explicitly defined and documented action

plan and the lessons learned. The participants should agree that (1) everyone will

be given an opportunity to speak and will be listened to; (2) the participants will

respect each other’s experiences and perceptions and avoid criticizing and

blaming each other; and (3) the focus is on understanding problems, on learning,

and on future improvements.

2. Create common perspective: To provide all participants with a common per-

spective, the facilitator presents the project status, quantitative project data,

qualitative feedback collected prior to the session, and relevant information
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from various prior deployments. The focus is on what was achieved, what was

not, and on the actual resource expenditures (e.g., time, effort, and schedule)

compared to the plan.

3. Generate insights: After presenting the project status, the facilitator asks the

participants to share their insights regarding the project. The insight elicitation

procedure consists of several steps:

(a) Each participant is asked to write down, on separate cards, five things that

went well and five things that did not go well in the project from his/her

personal perspective.

(b) Each participant then places the cards on the board and briefly describes for

each of them why it is important.

(c) The participants are asked to group the insights into affinity groups to create

groups of similar insights. The facilitator talks about each group, finally

arriving at a common view of the key insights for each group and a name for

the group.

(d) The participants prioritize the groups of insights.

(e) Each group is discussed starting from the most important, and cause–effect

diagrams might be drawn to identify the sources of success or failure (i.e.,

why some things went well whereas others did not). Each group discussion

should end with a common understanding of the issue and agreement

regarding its importance and potential causes.

4. Plan actions: Based on the project insights and their potential causes, the

participants discuss potential actions. For things that went well, the participants

identify best practices, for things that did not go well, they identify appropriate

improvement actions. To plan improvement actions, the participants should

specify at least the following: responsible person, goal of the action, activities

to perform, and expected outcomes.

5. Close the retrospective: The facilitator closes the feedback session with a recap

of the collective view on the project performance, the top insights, and the

identified improvement actions. The participants are then given an opportunity

to ask for clarifications or pose questions if agreement is missing on any of these

items. A successful retrospective will conclude with agreement on all items.

Finally, the facilitator collects feedback on the retrospective by offering each

participant an opportunity to express his/her degree of satisfaction or perhaps

offer improvement suggestions regarding the way the retrospective itself should

be performed. It is up to the facilitator to document the outcomes of the session.

This may mean saving electronic forms and notes, or taking a digital picture of

the sticky notes on the board.

Example Questions to Provoke Retrospective Thoughts and Discussions

In order to provoke thoughts and discussions, the facilitator may prepare a

catalog of questions prior to the session. Examples of questions might be:

(continued)
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• Are you proud of the project results? If yes, what’s good? If not, what’s not

so good?

• What was the single most frustrating part of the project?

• How would you do things differently next time to avoid this frustration?

• What was the most gratifying or professionally satisfying part of the

project?

• Which methods or processes worked particularly well?

• Which methods or processes were difficult or frustrating to use?

• If you could change anything about the project, what would you change?

• What was the originally planned project schedule? What was the actual

project progress?

• How accurate were the original estimates of project or activity effort and

duration? What was over- or underestimated?

• How could we improve the estimates of size and effort to make them more

accurate?

• Did we have the right people assigned to all project roles? Consider subject

matter expertise, technical contributions, management, review and

approval, and other key roles. If not, how can we make sure that we get

the right people the next time?

• Were there early warning signs of problems that occurred later in the

project? How should we have reacted to these signs? How can we be

sure to notice these warning signs next time?

• Were project objectives, scope, constraints, and limitations made clear to

all project team members from the beginning? If not, how could we have

improved this?

• Were all team/stakeholder roles and responsibilities clearly delineated and

communicated? If not, how could we have improved these?

• Were the expected project results, milestones, and specific schedule

elements/dates clearly communicated? If not, how could we improve this?

Step 3: Consolidate Outcomes

The objective of the session packaging is to consolidate the outcomes of the

feedback session, in particular the key lessons learned during the project and the

improvement actions. The main packaging activities include:

1. Consolidate and document feedback and action plans: Immediately after the

feedback session, the facilitator consolidates and documents the major outcomes

of the session, which include: summary of the project (project scope and

performance), list of lessons learned (successes and problems), and action plans.

2. Communicate feedback and improvement potentials: The facilitator

communicates the outcomes of the feedback session to the stakeholders, e.g.,

the manager of the strategic project, the sponsor of the organizational improve-

ment initiative, and the GQM+Strategies expert. Based on the feedback and the
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scope of the improvement actions, the manager of the strategy introduction

project and the GQM+Strategies expert may decide on which improvement to

implement within the given strategy introduction project and which should be

realized within the organizational improvement cycle.

Step 4: Implement Improvements

Issues and associated improvement potentials identified during the feedback

session are input to the “package improvements” phase of the GQM+Strategies

cycle (see Chap. 9). In this phase, the outcomes of the feedback session are

analyzed together with the outcomes of the grid (i.e., the results of the analysis

and interpretation of the measurement data). In the “analyze outcomes” phase, a

subset of improvements that are perceived as the most relevant ones can be

recommended for implementation and deployment; however, the final decision is

made in the “package improvements” phase.

8.4 Example

After 6 months of implementing the grid in a series of three strategic projects,

Mr. Clark (CEO) decides to reevaluate the overall grid based on the feedback from

Mr. Smith and Mr. Davis on the issues, with a new implementation of the CRM

interface (i.e., deployment of strategy IQ-S). For this purpose, the measurement

data provided by the measurement and controlling activities (i.e., the governance

activities) is analyzed and interpreted during a joint workshop. Table 8.2

summarizes the measurement and controlling activities from which data were

used for interpreting specific organizational goals.

In the following paragraphs, we will present the results of the data analysis and

interpretation.

8.4.1 Validate and Analyze Measurement Data

Data analysis and interpretation are performed upon the synthesized data collected

in all governance activities. Before analysis and visualization tools were used to

process the measurement data, they were validated with respect to potential flaws,

in particular regarding completeness and consistency (internal and external).

Mr. Watson (company expert in GQM+Strategies) validated the data and did not

find any flaws.

8.4.2 Visualize and Interpret Data

Following the validation, the measurement data were processed using analysis and

visualization tools. Base data were aggregated and presented using the dashboards

prepared in Phase 4: “plan grid implementation.” Figures 8.3–8.9 illustrate the
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dashboards used for interpreting the organizational goals defined and implemented

in Company X. In the next paragraphs, we will briefly interpret the results.

8.4.2.1 GQM-NC-G: Evaluate Increase of Number of Customers
The top-level business goal of Company X was (NC-G) to increase the number of

customers in the insurance area in the year 2012 by 10 % compared to the previous

year, 2011. In order to achieve this goal, the number of customers would have to

increase from 5,000 to 5,500. Figure 8.3 illustrates the number of customers

measured in each quarter across 2011–2012. In neither the first nor the second

quarter of 2012 was the number of customers equal to or greater than the targeted

5,500. Therefore, the top-level business goal NC-G was not achieved.

Table 8.2 Example: Considered governance activities and organizational goals

Source of measurement data

(governance activity) Interpreted organizational goals

A1: Monitor management goals

(Clark, CEO)

• GQM-NC-G: Evaluate increase of number of customers

A2: Monitor insurance services

business unit goals

(Davis, head of insurance services

business unit)

• GQM-FF-G: Evaluate faster delivery of new features and

fixe GQM-PR-G: Evaluate improvement of reliability of

products

• GQM-CI-G: Evaluate improvement of customer

interaction processes

A3: Monitor Software

Development group goals

(Smith, head of software

development group)

• GQM-PP-G: Evaluate increase of productivity of dev.

projects

• GQM-DS-G: Evaluate decrease of the number of defects

slipped

• GQM-IQ-G: Evaluate improvement of IQ of Enterprise IS

Fig. 8.3 Example: Interpretation of measurement data for the organizational goal NC-G
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8.4.2.2 GQM-FF-G: Evaluate Faster Delivery of New Features and Fixes
The management of the insurance services business unit of Company X defined

three goals to contribute to the attainment of the top-level business goal of increas-

ing the number of customers. One goal was (FF-G) to release new features and bug

fixes more frequently, specifically at least one new feature release every 6 months,

and monthly bug fixes. Figure 8.4 illustrates the measured bug fixes and new feature

releases throughout the years 2011 (baseline) and 2012 (target). In the first half-year

period of 2012, the target values for new feature releases and bug fixes were

reached or exceeded, respectively. Therefore, the insurance services business

unit’s goal FF-G was achieved.
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8.4.2.3 GQM-PR-G: Evaluate Improvement of Reliability of Products
The second goal defined by the management of the insurance services business unit

was (PR-G) to reduce customer complaints concerning product reliability on an

average of 20 % by the middle of the next fiscal year (2012). Figure 8.5 illustrates

the measurement data collected during the baseline period, the second half of fiscal

year 2011, and for the target period, the first half of fiscal year 2012. The insurance

services business unit was able to reduce the average number of customer

complaints regarding the reliability of products to below the target value of 1,200

complaints. Therefore, the insurance services business unit’s goal PR-G was

achieved.

8.4.2.4 GQM-CI-G: Evaluate Improvement of Customer Interaction
Processes

Similar to the second goal, the third goal defined by the management of the

insurance services business unit referred to customer complaints, but in this case

complaints concerning the customer interaction processes. The goal was (CI-G) to

have an average of 20 % fewer complaints of this nature by the middle of the next

fiscal year (2012). Figure 8.6 illustrates the measurement data collected during the

baseline period, the second half of fiscal year 2012, and for the target period, the

first half of fiscal year 2012. The insurance services business unit was not able to

reduce the average number of customer complaints regarding the customer interac-

tion processes below the target value of 500 complaints. Therefore, the Insurance

Services business unit’s goal CI-G was not achieved. This was anticipated in the

analysis done during the “execute plans” phase.
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Fig. 8.6 Example: Interpretation of measurement data for the organizational goal CI-G
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8.4.2.5 GQM-PP-G: Evaluate Increase of Productivity of Development
Projects

The management of the Software Development group defined this goal in order to

support attainment of the Insurance Services business unit goals (and the top-level

goal of Company X). In order to support the insurance services business unit with

more frequent delivery of new features and bug fixes (FF-G), the Software Devel-

opment group defined the goal (PP-G) of increasing the productivity of develop-

ment and maintenance projects by 10 % by the middle of the next fiscal year (2012).

Figure 8.7 illustrates the basic statistics of the productivity measurements displayed

in the form of box plots. Not only is the median located above the target threshold of

0.275 (as required by the defined goal), but the complete range of the nonoutlier

productivity measurements is also located above the target threshold. Therefore, the

Software Development group’s goal PP-G was achieved.

8.4.2.6 GQM-DS-G: Evaluate Decrease of Number of Defects Slipped
In order to support the Insurance Services business unit by reducing the number of

customer complaints concerning the reliability of their products (PR-G), the Soft-

ware Development group defined the goal (DS-G) of decreasing the number of

defects slipped through all quality assurance phases by 10 % by the middle of the

next fiscal year (2012). Figure 8.8 illustrates the defect slippage for the baseline and

target releases of the software product delivered by the Software Development

group. According to the displayed measurement data and the computed defect

slippage ratio (DSR), the Software Development group was able to reduce the

overall number of defects slipped through QA by more than the required 10 %

(from 59 % to 38 %). Therefore, the Software Development group’s goal DS-G was

achieved.
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8.4.2.7 GQM-IQ-G: Evaluate Improvement of IQ of Enterprise IS
In order to support the Insurance Services business unit in reducing the number of

customer complaints concerning customer interaction (CI-G), the Software Devel-

opment group defined the goal (IQ-G) of improving the enterprise information

system to provide information of higher quality (for a definition of IQ, please refer

to the “Example” section in Chap. 5, Fig. 5.21). Specifically, the Software Devel-

opment group aimed at providing an Enterprise IS that provides 20 % more

complete and 10 % more consistent information. In order to evaluate attainment

of this goal, the Software Development group first measured the information

baseline quality indicators for the second half of 2011. After the actual data had
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been collected, it turned out that the initially set baselines were incorrect. The

initially set baselines of a 70 % and 80 % information quality index for information

completeness and consistency, respectively, had to be corrected to 73 % and 77 %,

respectively. After that, the current information quality indexes could be compared

to the baselines in order to assess attainment of the information quality goal.

Figure 8.9 illustrates the baseline and the current information quality data. The

information quality collected for the first half of 2012 did not achieve the target

values of 88 % (completeness) and 97 % (consistency). Therefore, the Software

Development group’s goal IQ-G was not achieved.

8.4.2.8 Summary: Interpretation of Organizational Goals
and Strategies

Summarizing, Company X was not able to achieve its management-level business

goal of increasing the number of customers by 10 %. Figure 8.10 illustrates the

complete tree of goals and strategies with their status of attainment. The analysis of

the goal attainment resulted in several observations:
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PR-G: Improved reliability 
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Fig. 8.10 Example: Interpretation of organizational goals and strategies
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Table 8.3 Example: Analysis of potential issues in the grid

Potential issue Detail analysis

CA3, CA7, CA9, CA11, or CA14

are wrong

Assumption CA3: To get more customers in the insurance

area, the quality of the customer interaction processes has to

be improved.

! Checked and found to be TRUE

Context CA7: Customers complain about many issues related

to the customer interaction processes.

! Checked and found to be TRUE

Context CA9: Customers complain about inconsistent and

incomplete information during their interaction with company

X.

! Checked and found to be TRUE

Context CA11: The existing information system does not

ensure the exchange of consistent and complete information

with the customers.

! Checked and found to be TRUE

Context CA14: Not all services of X are completely

IT-supported; some have to be provided manually, which

decreases information quality.

! Checked and found to be TRUE

Strategy IQ-S was not properly

deployed and, consequently,

strategy CI-S was not effective

• Strategy IQ-S was not properly deployed in that the

developed CRM interface did not meet the requirements of

the intended users.

• The analysis of the root problem indicated the “execute

plans” phase. It was confirmed that there was insufficient

involvement of CRM users in the development project

(especially in the requirements specification).

• It was decided that an improved strategy must be developed

or selected to perform a major rework on the CRM interface

in order to properly realize goal IQ-G.

• EITHER the existing strategy of increasing IT support of

customer processes can be improved by doing a better job of

capturing CRM user input and providing more resources

from IT to increase the completeness and consistency of the

information

• OR, alternatively, different, more effective strategies are

needed to achieve goals IQ-G and CI-G.

There was not sufficient time for

achieving goal NC-G

• The application of strategies associated with goal NC-G had

to be stopped (i.e., the “execute plans” cycle had to be left)

before the time frame of one year planned for the goal

because of the problems with the effectiveness of strategy

IQ-S.

• Consequently, there was not enough time for achieving goal

NC-G, i.e., application of the substituted strategies at the

late date did not allow goal IQ-S to be fully achieved.

• Yet, there was a positive trend with respect to goal NC-G

(number of customers in the insurance area) and there is a

good chance that after adjusting the ineffective strategy

IQ-S and continuing the (to date) effective strategies, goal

NC-G can be achieved as planned, i.e., within the next

half year.
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• Information quality in terms of completeness and consistency could not be

improved significantly.

• Customers keep complaining about the interaction processes.

• The number of customers increased (there is a positive trend), but not

sufficiently.

Based on these observations, Mr. Watson (company expert in GQM+Strategies)

discussed potential improvements with the relevant stakeholders: Mr. Clark (CEO),

Mr. Davis (Head of Insurance Services business unit), and Mr. Smith (Head of

Software Development group).

8.4.3 Identify Improvement Potentials

8.4.3.1 Data Analysis and Interpretation
During a joint meeting, Davis, Clark, Watson, and Smith discussed potential

reasons for why the organizational goals IQ-G and CI-G, and NC-G were not

achieved. For example, they considered the associated strategies and assumptions

as well as the organizational goals that were achieved. Table 8.3 summarizes the

potential issues they identified.

8.4.3.2 Retrospective Session
In addition, Mr. Watson organized a feedback session with the persons responsible

for performing the strategic projects and the measurement activities as well as those

responsible for providing the measurement data. His objective was to obtain

feedback from the people involved in the strategy projects on what went well and

what went poorly while implementing and deploying the GQM+Strategies grid. The

session followed a standard procedure for project retrospectives (see Sect. 8.3.2).

Mr. Watson played the role of the facilitator. As one input to the session, he

presented the results of the grid interpretation to the participants. In addition to

the feedback to the grid implementation and deployment activities, session

participants discussed potential reasons for why selected goals were not achieved.

The feedback session ended with several improvement actions that should be

implemented locally within the corresponding strategic projects and measurement

activities (without the need for modifying the GQM+Strategies grid). Table 8.4

summarizes the most important points with respect to what went wrong during the

strategic project and thus should be the subject of improvement in the future.

8.4.3.3 Improvement Potentials
The stakeholders decided to focus future improvement activities on achieving goal

CI-G of reducing the number of customer complaints concerning the customer

interaction processes. They believe that achieving the goal would suffice for

achieving the company business goal of increasing the number of customers by

10 %. In order to achieve goal CI-G, three major improvements were proposed:
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1. Introduce quality assurance of information: Until the IT-related strategy for

increasing information quality starts working fully (i.e., until an appropriate,

high-quality CRM interface is developed and deployed), the stakeholders

decided to intensify manual checks of information quality. For this purpose,

they want to assign more personnel for reviewing the information with respect to

its completeness and consistency.

2. Introduce systematic software project management: The root problem of the

ineffective strategy IQ-S and the feedback from personnel involved in the CRM

interface development project convinced the management of Company X to

improve project management processes in the software development group. An

appropriate strategy should be added to the grid and implemented in the next

improvement cycle.

3. Allow more time for achieving goal NC-G: The involved stakeholders believe

that the increasing trend in the number of customers (NC-G) indicates that the

strategy of improving the customer interaction processes (NC-S) actually works

but requires more time (as originally planned in the goal’s time frame) to provide

the required effect of a 10 % increase in the number of customers.

Table 8.4 Example: Potential improvement actions identified during retrospective session

What went wrong? Potential improvement action

• Limited availability of insurance services

personnel: During the development of the new

CRM interface, the CRM users affected by (and

interested in) the change to the interface could

not be involved in development (especially in

the requirements specification) because they

were busy with insurance services activities.

• Provide resources (budget and time) to

insurance services in order to support

more involvement of the CRM users in the

development of high-quality IT support.

• Poor software project management processes:

The defined and documented project

management processes are not available in the

software development group.

• Define and deploy standard improved

project management processes and set up

Project Management Office (PMO) to

support project managers in effectively

managing the project (especially managing

project risks).

• Poor skills of software project managers: The

software project managers are missing skills

required for effectively managing software

development projects, especially for managing

project risks and preventing project

performance issues. Insufficient skills are

particularly critical in contexts where prescribed

project management processes are missing.

• Provide appropriate training to project

managers, including integrated project

management, scope management, time

and cost management, quality

management, human resources

management, communications

management, risk management,

procurement management,

and stakeholder management.
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Phase 6: Package Improvements 9

In this phase, we modify the GQM+Strategies grid in order to close the gaps

identified in the previous phase. This includes performing the necessary changes

to the plans to modify the goals’ magnitude or time frame, revising the strategies

and modifying any data collection or analysis procedures. If we were successful in

achieving our goals and no gaps have been identified, the grid will be kept as is.

To improve our approach for achieving the next generation of business goals, we

also use the lessons learned to improve our overall process for developing a grid,

our processes for implementing the strategies, and the data collection and analysis

processes. We also gain experiential knowledge about how various strategies

relevant to our business can be improved and packaged.

Finally, we package, store, and communicate the outcomes of the phase for

future use. Table 9.1 summarizes the objectives, inputs, basic activities, and

Table 9.1 Overview of the “package improvements” phase

Package improvements

Objective The objective of this phase is to package, store, and communicate the experiences

gathered in the previous phases and to create a revised version of the GQM+Strategies

grid as well as the related strategy and measurement plans. If we were successful in

achieving our goals and everything worked out well, no changes to the grid are

necessary.

Inputs • The GQM+Strategies grid

• Strategy plans

• Measurement plan

• Improvement potentials (based on lessons learned and analysis results) for

developing future GQM+Strategies grids, plans for the application of strategies, and

plans for measurement and analysis

Activities 1. Revise grid and plans (including processes)

2. Communicate outcomes

3. Manage experience (store grid, plans, lessons learned, and analysis results)

4. Initiate a new cycle

Outcomes • Revised GQM+Strategies grid and processes (if required)

• Revised strategy plans and processes (if required)

• Revised measurement plan and processes (if required)

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_9,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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outcomes of this phase. In the following sections, we will describe the individual

activities of this phase in more detail.

Based on the identified improvement potentials from the execution and analysis

phases, the implications on the specification of the GQM+Strategies grid as well as

the strategy and measurement plans are analyzed and revised versions are created.

The outcome is communicated to all stakeholders so that final feedback can be

obtained. Then the grid and the plans are stored in an experience repository and a

new cycle of the overall process is initiated, if necessary. The six phases of the

GQM+Strategies process represent a continuous improvement cycle that allows for

quantitatively evaluating the most important goals and strategies of an organization.

The frequency of running through the whole cycle largely depends on the speed

at which the organization wants to evolve and continuously improve. It also

depends on the size of the grid that is modeled and on whether this grid captures

the entire organization or only different parts thereof. A large organization probably

wants to come up with a 5-year plan for goals and strategies and revise that plan

every year. A small organization probably sets up a 2-year plan and revises their

actions every half year. Every revision of plans and the corresponding decisions

should be based on sound empirical data. Data collection is continuous and analysis

is performed in as close to real time as possible during the execution phase so

changes can be made in a timely fashion and can therefore be mapped to one cycle

through the GQM+Strategies process. This does not explicitly imply that the whole

grid is changed each time we run through the process. Higher-level goals and

strategies probably stay stable for a very long time, whereas lower-level goals

tend to change more frequently.

In the following sections, we will discuss the major activities of the “package

improvements” phase in more detail.

9.1 Revise Grid and Plans

As part of this step, the GQM+Strategies grid and the related plans and processes are

revised based on the recommendations given as part of the analysis phase:

• The company expert on GQM+Strategies prepares a meeting with the top-level

decision makers regarding the improvement recommendations in terms of the

GQM+Strategies grid, the measurement plan, and the strategy plan as well as

related processes. During the meeting, the company expert presents the

recommendations and the top-level decision makers prioritize the improvement

recommendations, i.e., they determine which ones will actually be implemented

in the next cycle leading to concrete actions.

• The company expert analyzes the implications of the improvement actions on

the grid and performs one or more of the following actions:

– Replace organizational goals related to improvement with goals related to

maintaining the current level of performance if the improvement was
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achieved. For instance, if the original goal was to have increased productivity

and the goal was finally attained, it can be replaced by a goal that is just about

maintaining the current level of productivity.

– Modify attributes of existing grid entities (such as goals, strategies, context

factors, assumptions, measurement goals, questions, metrics, and interpreta-

tion models), e.g., if the magnitude or time frame of an organizational goal

needs to be changed, the description of some entities can be improved, or an

assumption can be proven and becomes a context factor.

– Remove obsolete grid entities. For instance, if a strategy is no longer needed,

it can be removed from the grid. This also holds for all other grid entities that

are derived from the removed entity and are not referenced from other

entities.

– Add new strategies, context factors, assumptions, measurement goals,

questions, metrics, and interpretation models, if needed. For instance, an

additional strategy may be needed to fully achieve an organizational goal or

a new context factor or assumption needs to be documented. Adding a new

organizational goal should be avoided during this phase because it probably

should involve other stakeholders and requires deeper discussion and a

workshop on how to obtain that goal in the organization. That should nor-

mally be done as part of another cycle of the overall GQM+Strategies process.

• The company expert also analyzes the implications of the improvement actions

on the strategy plans and performs one or more of the following actions based

on the adapted GQM+Strategies grid:

– Remove obsolete strategies from the plan and inform the responsible

managers that the corresponding implementation projects or governance

activities need to be stopped. This also holds for other activities derived

from the obsolete strategy.

– Modify existing strategies if changes regarding the schedule are required

based on adaptations of the timespan of the related organizational goals and

inform the responsible managers that the corresponding implementation

projects or governance activities need to revise their schedule.

– Add new strategies to the plan and inform the responsible managers that

corresponding implementation projects or governance activities need to be

set up.

• The company expert analyzes the implications of the improvement actions on

the measurement plans and performs one or more of the following actions

based on the adapted GQM+Strategies grid:

– Remove obsolete metrics from the measurement plan and inform collection

resources and stakeholders about the changes.

– Modify existing metrics of the measurement plan and inform collection

resources and stakeholders about the adapted procedures (for instance, the

definition of a metric was changed or the data has to be retrieved from a

different tool).
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– Add new metrics to the measurement plan, set up the corresponding tooling

for collecting the measurement data, and inform collection resources and

stakeholders about the changes.

• The company expert analyzes the implications of the improvement actions on

the overall GQM+Strategies process (including all activities for constructing/

maintaining the grid and the plans, for carrying out these plans, for analyzing the

data, and for packaging the results). For instance, this includes changing/

adapting the communication paths in the organizations, doing data analysis

more frequently, or taking into account more/other stakeholders.

9.2 Communicate Outcomes

As part of this step, the revised GQM+Strategies grid and the related plans are sent

to all stakeholders of the measurement initiative in order to inform everybody about

the current progress and to get final commitment from top-level management.

At this stage, the company expert only performs minor changes to the grid and

the plans (such as correcting spelling errors or resolving obvious inconsistencies). If

critical feedback is obtained, the company expert goes back to the previous steps to

revise the grid and plans again.

9.3 Manage Experience

As part of the third step, the GQM+Strategies grid and the plans as well as the

related lessons learned and analysis results are persistently stored in the organiza-

tion. There are multiple ways for storing models, experience, and knowledge in an

organization, ranging from simple file structures or database systems to more

advanced concepts. The concrete conceptual and technical implementation of that

storage depends on the needs of the organization.

The experiences packaged include all the processes associated with the applica-

tion of the grid, the new processes defined resulting from the deployment of the

strategies, and the measurement approaches and data including new baselines.

In the simplest case, a directory under version control would be sufficient for

technically storing and accessing the latest version of the GQM+Strategies grid and

the plans.

A more advanced concept for managing experience in an organization and

allowing for continuous improvement is the Experience Factory (Basili 1989; Basili

et al. 1995). Figure 9.1 gives an overview of the basic logical structure. It supports

an organization by analyzing and synthesizing all kinds of experience, acting as a

repository for such experience, and supplying that experience to various projects on

demand. A repository called the experience base contains all kinds of informal,

formal or schematized, and productized models and measures of various software

processes, products, and other forms of knowledge. The original focus was on

supporting software development projects, but the general idea can be used in any
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environment for packaging experiences as explicit models and reusing them sys-

tematically as part of future projects (e.g., strategic implementation projects).

The Experience Factory (EF) distinguishes between a project-specific and an

organization-wide part and follows the same basic phases as the overall

GQM+Strategies process:

1. Characterize Environment: Understand the environment and retrieve experience

appropriate to that environment (such as baselines).

2. Define Goals, Strategies, and Metrics: Define quantifiable and reasonable goals

that have a strategic relevance to the organization.

3. Plan Grid Implementation: Choose the appropriate processes for obtaining the

goals and evaluating their attainment (including techniques, methods, and tools).

4. Execute Plans: Perform the processes and collect the specified data.

5. Analyze Outcomes: Analyze the collected data to evaluate current practices and

provide lessons learned for future improvements.

6. Package Improvements: Consolidate the experience gained in the form of new,

or updated and refined, models and store it in the experience base.

9.4 Initiate New Cycle

The last step is about initiating a new iteration of the six phases of the

GQM+Strategies process. The overall process defines an improvement cycle from

setting goals for the organization to evaluating their attainment and coming up with

concrete improvement actions. The whole process is driven by the company expert

on GQM+Strategies, which imitates the process in concordance with top-level

management. Note that the characterization phase in the new cycle differs from

the characterization phase in the last cycle, as the organization has been changed by

that cycle.

 

1. Characterize Environment
2. Define Goals, Strategies,

and Measurement
3. Plan Grid Implementation

Execution 
Plans

4. Execute Plans

Project 
Support

5. Analyze 
Outcomes

6. Package 
Improvements

Generalize

Tailor

Disseminate

Formalize

Experience 
Base

environment 
characteristics

lessons
learned

organizational 
process assets

products, 
models,

project analysis, 
process 

modifications

data, lessons 
learned

Fig. 9.1 Basic experience factory concepts
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9.4.1 Cycle Frequency and Intensity

If an organization is interested in continuous improvement, the cycle will be

repeated with a certain frequency (time-based improvement cycles). The frequency
of running through the whole cycle largely depends on the speed at which the

organization wants to evolve and continuously improve. It also depends on the size

of the grid that is modeled and on whether this grid captures the entire organization

or only different parts thereof. A small organization will normally tend towards a

higher frequency of improvement cycles (e.g., once or twice a year) because they

are able to react fast. So they will probably set up a 2-year plan and revise their

actions every half year. For large organizations, the implications of the defined

goals and strategies need to be evaluated more carefully and more stakeholders are

involved. For that reason, they will probably have a lower frequency, e.g., once a

year for a 5-year plan.

Every revision of plans and the corresponding decisions should be based on

sound empirical data. Data collection is continuous and analysis is performed in as

close to real time as possible during the execution phase so changes can be made in

a timely fashion and can be mapped to one cycle through the GQM+Strategies

process. In different iterations, the different phases may be carried out with

different intensity depending on whether and which parts of the grid, the strategy

plan, and the measurement plan are actually affected and need to be changed.

Generally, there is a tendency that higher-level goals and strategies stay more

stable than lower-level goals and strategies. For instance, if a higher-level goal is to

remain competitive in terms of value delivered to our customers, this is probably a

general goal that will remain stable throughout the entire lifetime of the organiza-

tion. Lower-level goals and strategies for achieving that top-level goal may change

over time depending on the change of the overall market addressed by an

organization.

It should be noted that during the first cycle through the organization-level

learning cycle, a great deal will be learned about the application of GQM+Strategies

itself. The second cycle will certainly involve further learning but can take advan-

tage of what has been learned from the first cycle, and the personnel will be more

familiar and experienced with applying the approach.

Figure 9.2 gives an example of what the schedule of cycles of the overall

GQM+Strategies process might look like. Let us assume a company that wants to

revise their goals and strategies on a yearly basis. In year #1, the first regular cycle is

conducted. The grid and the plans are worked out in the first 2 months. After that,

the improvement initiatives are launched until the end of November. In December,

analysis and packaging are performed. In year #2, two cycles are performed: one

regular and one exceptional one. The regular one ends in May due to some critical

event (such as the company needing to react to a new competitor). The company

analyzes the current state of their goals and strategies in May and works out an

extended grid from June to July. After that the reworked grid and plans are carried

out until the end of the year. In year #3, another regular cycle is performed.
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9.4.2 Exceptional Cycles

Normally, an organization will define an appropriate frequency of cycles of the

GQM+Strategies process (e.g., once a year). The majority of time within one cycle

is spent in Phase 4 on executing the strategy implementation projects and carrying

out the governance activities, which includes analyzing the movement of the

organization towards achieving their goals.

However, there may be situations in which an exceptional cycle is needed

(exception-based improvement cycle) if something requires immediate manage-

ment attention and has a substantial, direct implication on the goals and strategies

defined in the grid. Example exceptional situations include:

• Unachievable goals or ineffective/unfeasible strategies: During strategy deploy-

ment and implementation, there is a realization that (1) a goal as specified is

unachievable with the associated strategy, (2) a strategy will not be effective or

cannot be implemented as specified because the context has changed, or (3) a

Year Quarter Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 
Year 1 

(1 cycle) 

Q1 

Q2 

Q3 

Q4 

Year 2 

(2 cycles)

Q1 

Q2 

Q3 

Q4 

Year 3 

(1 cycle) 

Q1 

Q2 

Q3 

Q4 

Fig. 9.2 Example of multiple cycles of the GQM+Strategies process
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strategy cannot be deployed and applied without affecting another organiza-

tional unit. In such cases, if the changes cannot be made in real time without

approval of all related parties (stakeholders), we may have to make a major

modification to the grid within an organizational improvement cycle and thus we

should move on to the analysis phase.

• Insufficient resources: During strategy deployment and implementation, the

allocated time or budget has been depleted even though no issues are identified

that could not be resolved with more time and resources. In such a case, a

decision should be made to continue, i.e., more resources should be made

available and will not affect the higher-level goals, or the execution phase

(Phase 4) should be left at the time because the resource limit is a serious

constraint.

9.5 Example

After performing the analysis from Phase 5 of the organization-level learning cycle,

Mr. Clark (CEO) decides to package what has been learned. The major outcomes of

the analysis phase were the three following improvement recommendations:

1. Introduce quality assurance of information: Until the IT-related-strategy for

increasing information quality starts working fully (i.e., until an appropriate,

high-quality CRM interface is developed and deployed), the stakeholders

decided to intensify manual checks of information quality. For this purpose,

they want to assign more personnel for reviewing the information with respect to

its completeness and consistency.

2. Introduce systematic software project management: The root problem of the

ineffective strategy IQ-S and the feedback from the personnel involved in the

CRM interface development project convinced the management of Company X

to improve the project management processes in the software development

group. An appropriate strategy should be added to the grid and implemented in

the next improvement cycle.

3. Allow more time for achieving goal NC-G: The involved stakeholders believe

that the increasing trend in the number of customers (NC-G) indicates that the

strategy of improving the customer interaction processes (NC-S) actually works

but requires more time (as originally planned in the goal’s time frame) to provide

the required effect of a 10 % increase in the number of customers.

9.5.1 Revise Grid and Plans

Mr. Watson (company expert in GQM+Strategies) conducts a meeting with

Mr. Clark (CEO) to summarize all outcomes and improvement recommendations

of the analysis phase. Mr. Clark decides on implementing all recommendations.
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After that, Mr. Watson analyzes the implications of the improvement actions on

the grid:

• A second strategy needs to be added to goal IQ-G to achieve improved informa-

tion quality until the appropriate IT support of customer processes is available:

– IQ-S2: Manually check the information quality of information systems.

• An appropriate goal and strategy need to be defined in the software development

group to improve the involvement of CRM users in the project (especially in the

requirements specification) in which IT support for customer processes is

developed.

• More time is needed for achieving NC-G, i.e., for increasing the number of

customers, CI-G for improving the customer interaction processes, and IQ-G for

achieving improved information quality. In consequence, the time frame attri-

bute of the organizational goal definition is extended by 6 more months.

• Goals FF-G and PR-G of the business unit as well as goals PP-G and DS-G of the

software development group have been attained. Nonetheless, the company

wants to monitor that this level of performance is maintained in the future. As

a consequence, the four goals are modified to maintain the current level of

performance:

– FF-G: Maintain delivery rate of new features and fixes

– PR-G: Maintain reliability of products

– PP-G: Maintain productivity of development projects

– DS-G: Maintain number of defects slipped

• Strategies NC-S1, FF-S, PR-S, PP-S, and DS-S need to be adapted accordingly.

NC-S1, FF-S, PR-S become maintenance strategies and the strategies of the

software development group, PP-S and DS-S, can be removed because their

implementation is done and because no specific actions are required right now to

maintain the current level of performance:

– NC-S1: Maintain quality of IT products

– FF-G: Maintain productivity of development projects

– PR-G: Maintain effectiveness of QA activities

An overview of the overall goals and strategies of the revised grid can be seen in

Fig. 9.3. A complete list of the organizational goals is presented in Table 9.2. The

changed parts of the organizational goal template compared to the original version

of the grid are written in italic style.

However, even though the revised grid does not require defining additional

metrics, the GQM measurement goals and the corresponding interpretation models

need to be adapted in order to address the maintenance goals that are replacing

some of the improvement-related goals in the grid. Table 9.3 gives an overview of

the changes required.

Next, Mr. Watson revises the strategy plan based on the changes of the

GQM+Strategies grid and summarizes the new responsibilities. The changed parts

are written in italic style:
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• Clark (CEO)

– Strategy NC-S1: Improve IT products

– Strategy NC-S2: Maintain processes

• Davis (division manager of insurance services business unit)

– Strategy FF-S: Maintain productivity of development projects

– Strategy PR-S: Maintain effectiveness of QA activities

– Strategy CI-S: Provide more complete and consistent information

• Smith (department head of software development group)

– Strategy IQ-S: Increase IT support of customer processes

– Finished Strategy PP-S: Introduce agile development
– Finished Strategy DS-S: Introduce inspections after requirements

specification
• Jones (help desk manager)

– New Strategy IQ-S: Manually check information quality of information

Table 9.4 summarizes the revised strategic projects and measurement activities

together with the responsible roles at Company X. The projects related to the

finished strategies have been removed and a new project is initiated, led by

FF-G: Maintain delivery
rate of new features and

fixes
PR-G: Maintain

reliability of products
CI-G: Improved customer

interaction processes

NC-S1: Maintain quality of
IT products

NC-S2: Improve customer
interaction processes

NC-G: Increased number
of customers

FF-S: Maintain productivity
of development projects

PR-S: Maintain
effectiveness of QA

activities

CI-S: Provide more
complete and consistent

information

PP-G: Maintain productivity
of development projects

DS-G: Maintain number
of defects slipped

IQ-G: Improved
information quality of IS

IQ-S: Increase IT
support of customer

processes

CA1

CA2 CA3

CA5 CA6 CA7

CA8 CA9

CA14

CA4

CA10 CA11

IQ-S2: Manually check
information quality of

IS

adapted
timeframe

adapted
timeframe

adapted
timeframe

Fig. 9.3 Revised GQM+Strategies grid
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Mr. Jones (help desk manager), to train help desk members in manually checking

information quality until the IT support is in place. Mr. Jones is informed by his

department head to set up the new strategic project. Mr. Lewis (leader of P3) is

informed about the updated schedule.

Table 9.3 Revised measurement goals and interpretation models

Measurement

goal (MG) Short description

Interpretation model (pseudo

formula)

GQM-NC-G Evaluate increase of number of customers Cus(2012)/Cus(2011)� 1.1

GQM-FF-G Evaluate delivery of new features and fixes F_Rel(All)� 1 AND BF_Rel

(All)� 6

GQM-CI-G Evaluate improvement of customer

interaction processes

CC_IP(2012H2)/CC_IP
(2011H2)� 0.8

GQM-PR-G Evaluate reliability of products CC_RP(All)� 1200

GQM-PP-G Evaluate productivity of development
projects

P_Q2(All)� 0.275

GQM-IQ-G Evaluate improvement of information

quality of Enterprise IS

IQI_Comp(2012H2)/IQI_Comp

(2011H2)� 1.2

AND

IQI_Cons(2012H2)/IQI_Cons
(2011H2)� 1.1

GQM-DS-G Evaluate number of defects slipped DSR_AVG(All)� 60 %

Table 9.4 Strategic projects and measurement activities at Company X

Strategic project (P) and

measurement activity (A) Detailed activities

Responsible

person

P3: Develop new CRM

interface

• Design and implement new interface of the

Customer Relationships Management System

(CRM)

• Train, pilot, and roll out new interface

Lewis, IT

project

manager

PN: Information quality
training

• Train people in manually checking information

quality

• Reassign resources to support manual check of

information quality

Jones, help
desk

A1: Monitor management

goals

• Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to Company X’s management goals

• Monitor attainment of business goals defined on

Company X’s management level

Clark, CEO

A2: Monitor insurance

goals

• Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to insurance goals

• Monitor attainment of the goals defined by the

Insurance Services business unit

Davis, unit

head

A3: Monitor software goals • Collect, prepare, analyze, and interpret data related

to the software development goals

• Monitor attainment of the goals defined in the

Software Development group

Smith, group

head
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Last, Mr. Watson revises the measurement plan based on the changes of the

GQM+Strategies grid and the revised strategy plan. He analyzes the overhead cost

related to collecting the data and analyzes the feedback to optimize the data

collection process. The conclusion is that no change to the way data is collected

at Company X is currently required.

9.5.2 Communicate Outcomes

Mr. Watson sends the revised GQM+Strategies grid and the related plans to all

stakeholders of the measurement initiative (Mr. Clark, Mr. Davis, Mr. Smith, and

Mr. Jones) in order to inform everybody about the current progress and get final

commitment from the CEO. The revised grid and plans are accepted by all involved

parties.

In addition, the experiences gained by all stakeholders while applying

GQM+Strategies are collected and packaged. The experience packaged involves

two types of information:

• What they have learned about building the grid and going through the cycle so

that they can be more efficient about it next time through. Issues might include

improvement of the training as well as specific improvements to the various

stages of the process, such as grid building and tool use, the planning process for

execution, real-time feedback during the execution, and the analysis and pack-

aging processes. If they are committed to applying GQM+Strategies, they need

to evolve it into an efficient and effective process.

• What they have learned about applying the technologies and how they had to

tailor and measure them for the organization. This would include the Scrum

methodology and how it should be tailored and measured, Checklist-based and

perspective-based reading and how it should be tailored and measured, etc. This

might involve streamlining the process by adding or eliminating steps, improv-

ing the process specification and procedures, assessing the roles or assignment of

roles, etc.

9.5.3 Manage Experience

Mr. Watson decides to set up a company-internal versioning repository for storing

the latest version of the GQM+Strategies grid, the strategy plan, and the measure-

ment plan. In order to increase overall commitment to the goals and strategies

defined in the grid and to increase transparency regarding the currently ongoing

initiatives, Mr. Clark decides that a new page to the company-internal Wiki shall be

added, providing a summary of the currently pursued goals and strategies as well as

the ongoing improvement initiatives.
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9.5.4 Initiate New Cycle

The first iteration of the overall GQM+Strategies cycle has been completed suc-

cessfully. Mr. Clark decides that from now on, Company X will perform yearly

workshops to revise the grid and the plans developed. Mr. Watson will be respon-

sible for organizing these events and initializing the next cycle.
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Part II

Industrial Applications and
Relations to Other Approaches

In this part of the book, we discuss GQM+Strategies from the perspective of its

application in daily practice. In particular:

• Chapter 10 discusses the industrial challenges addressed by GQM+Strategies.

Furthermore, an overview of typical application scenarios as well as actual

application cases of the approach in different industrial contexts are presented.

• Chapter 11 presents how GQM+Strategies relates to other approaches, such as

organizational performance measurement and process improvement, which are

already well established in the industrial world.

• Chapter 12 summarizes the current achievements and future developments

regarding the GQM+Strategies approach.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_10
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_11
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_12


Industrial Challenges and Applications 10

Success requires both the right strategy and operational
effectiveness.

—Michael E. Porter, 1996

This chapter gives some insights into typical industrial challenges addressed by

GQM+Strategies and highlights some industrial real-life applications of the

approach. First, we will focus on typical usage scenarios and real-life challenges

addressed by the different domains where the approach has actually been applied.

After that, we will take a closer look at the specific challenges and industrial needs

of IT and software development companies as this was defined as the initial focus

and starting point of the GQM+Strategies approach. Finally, we will present three

industrial cases in which the approach was applied:

• ECOPETROL S.A.: International gas and oil company (see Sect. 10.2)

• IPA: Japanese government agency for IT technology transfer (see Sect. 10.3)

• JAXA: Japanese aerospace agency (see Sect. 10.4)

10.1 Industrial Challenges

Basically, we can distinguish between three classes of challenges addressed by the

approach based upon common challenges from our industrial applications:

• Alignment: The first major challenge lies in the consistent alignment of goals,

strategies, and associated measurement data across different units of an organi-

zation. If this alignment is not present, an organization is not able to demonstrate

the value of strategies in the context of its higher-level goals and make sure that

the whole organization walks in the same direction. In terms of data collection,

one will typically find different bits and pieces distributed across the organiza-

tion, but these often do not contribute to an overall meaningful story. The

GQM+Strategies grid supports an organization in identifying goals, strategies,

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_10,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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and measurement data and in defining clear rationale-based linkages between all

elements (making use of context factors and assumptions). By doing this,

existing gaps such as conflicting goals can be identified and corresponding

improvement actions can be initiated. Furthermore, it makes sure that data is

collected for a specific goal without causing unnecessary bloat.

• Communication: The second major challenge lies in being able to transparently

communicate goals and strategies and the data needed for evaluating the attain-

ment of goals so that the whole organization knows their role in attaining the

top-level goals and can walk in the same direction. If no communication

mechanism is available, there is a high risk that implicit, locally defined

strategies will be followed, which may or may not contribute to the goals defined

for units at higher levels in the organizational structure. Even without collecting

any data, the GQM+Strategies grid itself can be used for communicating existing

elements and for establishing a common understanding of the direction the

organization wants to take.

• Decision-Making: The third major challenge lies in having a mechanism to

support measurement-based decision-making. If no such mechanism is present,

organizations tend to base their decisions on company-wide strategies or

gut-feeling, instead of on a sound analysis of the measurement data available

for making informed improvement decisions based on the outcomes of the

analysis. The GQM+Strategies grid supports an organization in measurement-

based decision-making by defining what data needs to be collected and how to

analyze and interpret the data in terms of the defined goals and strategies.

Furthermore, the defined rationales support the organization in picking appro-

priate alternative strategies.

Table 10.1 lists some common example questions an organization may have in

the context of the sketched challenges when making use of the approach.

Over the last several years, various aspects of GQM+Strategies have been and

are being applied in many different companies working in completely different

domains and having different business models. Most commonly, the application has

involved development of a grid or partial grid. Table 10.2 gives an overview of the

different applications addressing the domains and business areas in which the

approach was applied, the main motivation for making use of GQM+Strategies,

and, finally, the concrete activities the companies performed as part of the overall

application process and according to the specific needs they had. Although our

scope was again on IT-based and software development organizations, it is equally

useful in broader contexts, as the applications indicate. The main purpose of this list

is not to give a complete list of all GQM+Strategies applications, but to highlight

some typical application scenarios.

Table 10.3 maps the cases presented in Table 10.2 to the general classes of

challenges identified in Table 10.1.

In Sect. 2.3, three basic parts of a typical process for applying and integrating

GQM+Strategies in an organization have been introduced:
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• Develop: The first part (phases 1 and 2) is the development of a hierarchical grid

that aligns goals, strategies, rationales, and measurement.

• Implement: The second part (phases 3 and 4) involves the execution of the

strategies and measurements defined by the grid, allowing us to check the

attainment of the goals, the effectiveness of the strategies, etc.

• Learn: The third part (phases 5 and 6) involves learning from what was done by

analyzing the results and improving the process for generating further goals and

strategies.

In Table 10.4, a mapping of the cases shown in Table 10.2 to the parts of the

GQM+Strategies process actually performed is presented.

Although derived from experiences in the software domain, GQM+Strategies is

also intended to be applicable in other domains. For example, Sarcia (2010) applied

GQM+Strategies for strategic planning of military training programs. Most of the

applications presented in Table 10.2 involve proprietary work, but we do have

permission to provide insights into three cases, which will be presented in more

detail at the end of this chapter.

Table 10.1 Typical example questions in the context of industrial challenges

Challenges Example questions GQM+Strategies-related actions

Alignment Are my goals, strategies, and

measurement data appropriate,

complete, consistent, and well aligned?

Model existing goals, strategies, and

measurement data as well as their

linkage via the grid and identify issues

(Alignment)

How do I empower my units to come

up with their own successful strategies

contributing to my business goals?

Define top-level goals and strategies

that all units should refer to and align

with (Communication)

How do I plan and control strategies in

alignment with organizational goals?

Derive new strategies from

organizational goals (Alignment)

What is the value of my strategies

towards organizational goals?

Show how existing strategies

contribute to organizational goals

(Alignment)

How do I make sure that all suppliers

and projects contribute to my

organizational goals?

Align supplier- and project-related

strategies with organizational goals

(Alignment and Communication)

Decision-

making

How do I monitor and control the

attainment of goals and the success/

failure of strategies?

Derive metrics from existing goals and

strategies

How do I come up with the right

corrective actions?

Analyze the impact factors on your

goals and define/adapt strategies

How do I define realistic targets for

goal attainment?

Analyze the trend in data and update

the timespan for obtaining the target

values

Communication How do I make sure that everybody

knows and understands one another’s

goals and strategies?

Document and publish existing goals,

strategies, and measurement data

internally
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Table 10.2 Practical applications of GQM+Strategies

Business/domain Motivation

GQM+Strategies-related

actions

Industry

(I1) European

telecommunications company

Control and steer strategic

improvement programs

Derive appropriate indicators

for measuring success

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Develop templates for KPI

definition

(I2) European automotive

supplier

Set up a CMMI-compliant

measurement program

Specify goals and strategies for

different business units

Attach an existing GQM

database to goals

Develop release mechanisms

for goals and strategies of

different business units

Develop tool support

(I3) European

telecommunication network

testing company

Evaluate cost, benefit, and

schedule for modernizing

existing product suite

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Strategic decision-making

(I4) International

telecommunication system

provider

Increase the visibility at all

organizational units of how

strategic decisions impact

operations

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Strategic decision-making

(I5) Asian insurance company Develop goals and strategies

for new business domain

Specify the grid of

organizational goals, strategies,

and measurement goals

Strategic decision-making

(I6) Japanese Aerospace

Exploration Agency (JAXA)

Increase transparency when

collaborating with external

suppliers

Specify the grid of

organizational goals, strategies,

and measurement goals and

share them with the external

supplier

(I7) Asian system integrator in

the banking and insurance

domain

Demonstrate the value of

activities in terms of business

goals

Select project proposals

having the greatest value to the

organization (portfolio

management)

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Specify alignment matrix

between project goals and

organizational strategies

Develop indicators for

prioritizing project proposals

(I8) ECOPETROL

(international gas and oil

company)

Demonstrate value of IT as

information provider

Link improvement activities to

organizational goals

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Develop KPI systems for

measuring information quality

and software quality

Develop tool support

(I9) European banking software

provider

Link monitoring and control

mechanisms to organizational

Specify organization business

goals

(continued)
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Table 10.2 (continued)

Business/domain Motivation

GQM+Strategies-related

actions

goals and derive appropriate

improvement activities

Develop KPI systems for

measuring performance of

software development

processes and projects, and of

quality of software products

(I10) International container

shipping company

Select appropriate

improvement strategies for

introducing new IT/SW

technologies

Define quantitative criteria for

demonstrating the success of

selected IT/SW technologies

Define IT/SW goals and align

them to business goals of the

organization

Derive appropriate strategies

and detailed goals for the IT

unit

Derive KPI system and

quantitative criteria for

evaluating success of IT/SW

strategies and goals

(I11) US Federally Funded

Research and Development

Corporation (FFRDC)

Evaluate different strategies

for developing new business

opportunities

Define goals and alternative

strategies for new business area

Derive KPI system for

evaluating success of strategies

Government

(G1) Information-technology

Promotion Agency, Software

Engineering Center (IPA/SEC),

Japan

Illustrate value of projects to

overall goals and strategies

Specify grid of organizational

goals and strategies

Specify alignment matrix

between project goals and

organizational strategies

Develop indicators for

computing the value

contribution of projects

(G2) Poznan University of

Technology

Set up an indicator system for

controlling the progress of

meeting the required criteria

for obtaining a national

certificate of education

excellence

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Derive KPI system for

controlling the progress of

meeting the required excellence

Research

(R1) ADiWa Logistics

Software German Research

Project

Align project objectives and

business objectives of

involved research and industry

partners

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

(R2) ARAMIS Embedded

Systems German Research

Project

Align project objectives and

business objectives of

involved research and industry

partners

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Derive evaluation goals and

hypotheses from grid

(R3) MBAT Embedded

Systems European Research

Project

Align project objectives and

business objectives of

involved research and industry

partners

Specify grid of organizational

goals, strategies, and

measurement goals

Derive evaluation goals and

hypotheses from grid
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Table 10.3 Practical application and addressed challenges

Business/domain Alignment

Decision-

making Communication

Industry

(I1) European telecommunications company P

(I2) European automotive supplier P P

(I3) European telecommunication network testing

company

P

(I4) International Telecommunication system

provider

P

(I5) Asian insurance company P

(I6) Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) P P P

(I7) Asian system integrator in the banking and

insurance domain

P

(I8) ECOPETROL (international gas and oil

company)

P P P

(I9) European banking software provider P P

(I10) International container shipping company P P

(I11) US Federally Funded Research and

Development Corporation (FFRDC)

P P

Government

(G1) Information-technology Promotion Agency, SE

Center (IPA/SEC), Japan

P P

(G2) Poznań University of Technology P P

Research

(R1) ADiWa Logistics Software German Research

Project

P P

(R2) ARAMIS Embedded Systems German Research

Project

P P

(R3) MBAT Embedded Systems European Research

Project

P P
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Table 10.4 Practical application and addressed parts of the GQM+Strategies process

Business/domain

Develop

(1, 2)

Implement

(3, 4)

Learn

(5, 6)

Industry

(I1) European telecommunications company P P

(I2) European automotive supplier P P P

(I3) European telecommunication network testing company P

(I4) International Telecommunication system provider P

(I5) Asian insurance company P

(I6) Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) P P

(I7) Asian system integrator in the banking and insurance

domain

P P

(I8) ECOPETROL (international gas and oil company) P P P

(I9) European banking software provider P P P

(I10) International container shipping company P P P

(I11) US Federally Funded Research and Development

Corporation (FFRDC)

P

Government

(G1) Information-technology Promotion Agency, SE

Center (IPA/SEC), Japan

P P

(G2) Poznań University of Technology P P P

Research

(R1) ADiWa Logistics Software German Research Project P P P

(R2) ARAMIS Embedded Systems German Research

Project

P P P

(R3) MBAT Embedded Systems European Research

Project

P P P
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10.2 ECOPETROL S. A., Columbia

“With GQM+Strategies, we were able to make the contribution of the information manage-
ment strategy to the business goals explicit.”

Dr. Alexis Ocampo

Group Leader Enterprise Architecture

ECOPETROL, Columbia

10.2.1 Application Context and Objectives

In the year 2010, ECOPETROL, one of the worldwide leading companies in the oil

and gas industry, launched an initiative for better aligning its IT- and software-

related activities with its business goals. This initiative changed the traditional role

of IT from a classical service provider and easily replaceable cost factor to a central

information provider that contributes to the company’s success by providing high-

quality information to support critical management decisions. In order to achieve

this, the goals and strategies of the IT department had to be mapped to the business

goals of ECOPETROL and their value had to be made more transparent in terms of

the overall organization. In addition, a system of indicators was developed to enable

the objective assessment of the success/failure of a strategy and its optimization

over time.

10.2.2 Solution Approach

The application of GQM+Strategies at ECOPETROL was conducted by Fraunhofer

IESE and CESE and included all six phases of the process but, for cost reasons,

focused on a very narrow path through the overall GQM+Strategies grid. The main

idea was twofold. First, the connection between several strategies of the IT depart-

ment and the goals and strategies of the management had to be clarified. Second, we

wanted to examine the consequences of the defined IT goals and strategies of the

Software Factory, which had to implement these strategies. The Software Factory

(composed of external software development companies) is responsible for

maintaining and integrating existing systems as well as developing new IT-based

software systems.

• Characterizing: Defining the scope, characterizing the environment and context,

and determining responsibilities were done in a joint workshop with different

stakeholders from ECOPETROL. The participants were mostly from the IT

department, plus representatives from the Software Factory and Fraunhofer

measurement experts. The CIO was involved in checking and approving the

final scope defined.

• Setting Goals: Grid development was also conducted in several workshop

sessions on site, involving the IT department and the Software Factory.
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Management-oriented goals and strategies were included based on a company-

internal presentation. The whole grid was presented to the CIO and finally

approved. The first sessions focused on building the hierarchy of goals and

strategies. The later sessions focused on building a measurement and interpreta-

tion model for selected goals based on GQMAbstraction Sheets. Due to financial

reasons, the focus was on goals related to improving and maintaining informa-

tion quality. The remaining phases of the overall process focused on these

subgoals only.

• Choosing Process: Based on the measurement model, a data collection question-

naire was designed.

• Executing, Analyzing, and Packaging: The questionnaire was piloted in a

two-stage process. During the first piloting stage, a sample group filled out the

questionnaire in an artificial environment without disturbing influences. Another

sample group filled out the questionnaire in their real-life work setting. The

understandability of the questionnaire was evaluated and improved based on the

results of the laboratory study. The results of the field study were also used to

analyze the quality of selected information units of individual business units.

During the second piloting stage, the approach was applied in 13 different areas

of the company. 86 information unit owners were interviewed to assess

184 information units (i.e., defined critical pieces of information that are for-

mally tracked and maintained by the IT department). Measurement experts

conducted these interviews in order to support the interviewees in answering

the questionnaire and to collect feedback about the understandability and appli-

cability of the questionnaire in practice. After piloting was completed, the

information units will now be assessed by the corresponding owner without

the support of a measurement expert. A tool will semiautomate the process and

support the information unit owners in completing the questionnaire.

10.2.3 Results

Figure 10.1 shows excerpts from the first GQM+Strategies model. At the business

level, three goals and corresponding strategies were defined, starting with the very

high-level goal (G1) of being among the top companies in terms of oil and gas

reserves down to the lower-level goal (G3) of decreasing the analysis time needed

for finding oil and gas reserves. At this stage, a strategy was defined to improve the

quality of the information because providing high-quality data will support the

decision-making process by decreasing the time needed to find new oil and gas

reserves.

One central goal of the IT unit is to improve and maintain information quality

(G4). The IT department provides and manages several information units (pieces of

critical information) for other business units. As can be seen in the organizational

goal template (Table 10.5), the major goal is to improve the quality of these

information units by reducing the amount of critical information by 10 %.
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S4.1: Improve internal data 
management for faster 

decision making

S4.2: Develop / maintain / 
integrate applications that 

provide high-quality inf.

G1: Be positioned among 
the first 27 companies by 

2015
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S4.3: Improve business 
process definition and 
information processing

S1: Increase oil and gas 
reserves

G2: Increase the oil and 
gas reserves by X MMBOE 

p.a.

S2: Achieve an effectively 
balanced exploration 

portfolio

G3: Decrease analysis time 
for finding reserves

S3: Improve information 
quality

G4: Improve and maintain 
information quality

G5: Solve 80% of issues 
related to information 

quality 

S5: Improve modifiability of
the architecture

C1: In 2009:
Z MMBOE reserves and 

increase by Y

A5: Balanced
portfolio leads to 

increased reserves

A1: There are 
sufficient funds to do 

the exploration

A2: If portfolio
 is of good quality, 

faster decisions

A3: If portfolio
 is of good quality, 

decisions are
less risky

A4: Getting good
 data faster leads to 

better decisions

A6: Issues resolved 
faster if system 

modifiability is better

Fig. 10.1 ECOPETROL: Excerpts from the GQM+Strategies grid

Table 10.5 ECOPETROL: Example organizational goals

Organizational goal at ECOPETROL: Information quality

Focus Information quality (with the attributes: uniqueness, completeness,

consistency, timeliness, and confidentiality)

Object Information units of all business processes

Magnitude 10 % decrease of critical information units for each attribute and

10 % decrease of medium-critical information units for each attribute

Time frame Every 3 months

Organizational

scope

Information division for the upstream (related to exploration and production of

oil and gas reserves)

Constraints Use of resources for other activities

Relationships Budget needs to be checked against revenue-related goals
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The grid offers four different strategies addressing and operationalizing this

goal. One of them (S4.2) was broken down to the level of improving the modifi-

ability of software architectures (S5). The other refinements are not shown here.

The measurement goals focus on evaluating the improvement in terms of infor-

mation quality. Figure 10.2 gives an example GQM Abstraction Sheet for analyzing

the uniqueness of information units at ECOPETROL. An interpretation model was

added at the bottom of the abstraction sheet to assess the data in the context of the

organizational goal of improving and maintaining information quality. The lower part

of the table gives a simple mapping between the metric values (M1.1, M1.2.1, and

M1.3.1) and a color encoding scheme for critical (“red”), medium-critical (“yellow”),

and uncritical (“green”) information quality. Following this model, it is now possible

to measure the attainment of the organizational goal by monitoring the number of

critical, medium-critical, and uncritical information units over time.

Figure 10.3 shows a screenshot of the GQM+Strategies tool capturing the

excerpts of the grid that was obtained. The whole initial model included

Object Purpose Quality focus  Viewpoint Context 

Information unit Evaluate Uniqueness Business / IT (confidential 

information) 

Quality focus (Questions and metrics)  Variation factors  

Uniqueness: An information unit has a named unique source 

and every representation of that information unit has the 

same value. 

For each information unit (relevant for the decisions to be 

made): 

� Q1.1: Is one defined unique source specified? 

� M1.1: (yes/no/don’t know) 

� Q1.2: Do you know about all replications of this 

information unit? 

� M1.2.1: (yes/no) 

� M1.2.2: Estimated # of known replications 

� Q1.3: Does every representation of that information unit 

have the same value (check a representative sample, 10% 

of # of known replications)? 

� M1.3.1: (yes/no/don’t know) 

� M1.3.2: Estimated # of non-duplicates 

� V1: Update Rate 

� VM1.1: Time between updates 

in minutes 

Baseline hypotheses  Impact on baseline hypotheses 

(confidential information) (confidential information) 

Interpretation models  

M1.1 M1.2.1 M1.3.1 Assessment 

(all values) (all values) no / don’t know red (critical) 

no / don’t know (all values) (all values) red (critical) 

yes no yes yellow (medium) 

yes yes yes green (uncritical) 

Fig. 10.2 ECOPETROL: GQM abstraction sheet excerpts
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5 organizational goals, 8 strategies, 5 measurement goals, and 24 metrics. The

underlying formal model representation was used as a basis for maintaining and

extending the grid in future iterations.

10.2.4 Costs and Benefits

Costs The total effort for this application of the approach amounted to approxi-

mately 16 person-days for Fraunhofer IESE and 4–5 person-days for each

ECOPETROL participant (1 person-day corresponds to 8 h). Of that, 40 % was

spent on building the grid and 60 % was spent on defining all indicators in details,

defining the data collection questionnaires, and conducting a trial application.

Benefits The feedback given by the ECOPETROL participants was very positive.

Some of the benefits mentioned include the following aspects:

• Contribution of the IT department: Using the GQM+Strategies model,

ECOPETROL was able to connect the operational IT level (their actual work)

to the more strategic business-oriented levels of the organization.

• Identification of basic metrics and data: Following a GQM-centric exercise, the

engineers were challenged to revise their current work and to precisely define what

is meant by quality aspects such as timeliness, consistency, completeness, or

uniqueness.

Fig. 10.3 ECOPETROL: Screenshot of the GQM+Strategies editor
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• Making organizational goals operational: The approach also supported

ECOPETROL in operationalizing the model and collecting the necessary data

based on the questionnaire.

• Rationale-based linkage: ECOPETROL was able to identify the assumptions

underlying the goals and strategies. The engineers usually identified risks related

to a project, but never assumptions related to goals and strategies. This linkage

helped the engineers to understand that value can be accomplished differently

although the IT services are essentially the same.

• Transparent decision-making: The approach helped narrow down the space of

alternatives for possible upstream activities that would demonstrate value. For

example, prospect generation is an exploration activity that really pushes an oil

and gas company forward. Other activities in exploration might not have this

impact. Thus, engineers might answer questions like “What is the best activity for

IT to focus on?” in order to demonstrate a quick and clear value to the business.

• Rectifying IT and development cost: Finally, ECOPETROL was able to demon-

strate the value of IT-related activities. The model became a communication

means for bringing together business and IT.

Future work regarding ECOPETROL will focus on completing the initial model

and demonstrating the added value using quantitative evidence. The questionnaire

for information quality is currently being applied in different business areas.

Corresponding measurement instruments have to be developed for other business

goals and must be integrated, so that their attainment can be evaluated systemati-

cally with respect to whether IT is providing the value that was promised.

10.3 Information-Technology Promotion Agency, Japan

“GQM+Strategies supported us and multiple other Japanese organizations in aligning IT-
and software-related activities to the strategic needs of our business.”

Katsutoshi Shintani

Senior Adviser, Software Engineering Center

Information-technology Promotion Agency, Japan

10.3.1 Application Context and Objectives

The GQM+Strategies approach was applied at the Software Engineering Center of

the Information-technology Promotion Agency1 (IPA/SEC) to evaluate the busi-

ness value of new research and development projects. Specifically, IPA/SEC aimed

1 Established in 1970, IPA promotes best IT practices within the Japanese industry. The principal

fields of IPA’s activities include IT Security, Software Engineering, IT Human Resources Devel-

opment, and Open Software. In 2004, IPA established the Software Engineering Center (SEC),

whose research and technology transfer activities focus on ensuring the development of highly

reliable software in Japan.
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at evaluating the contribution of new research projects to their business objectives

and budget in order to decide about the optimal portfolio of research projects that

generate minimal cost and support attainment of their business goals. This objective

represented the interests of two groups of project stakeholders, who represent

“opposing” perspectives:

• The project initiator, who proposes a new research and development project,

must justify the project in terms of its business value.

• The project owner, who sponsors the new project, must decide whether to accept

or reject the project. Regarding the complete project portfolio, the project owner

must focus on projects with the highest business impact (support of business

goals).

GQM+Strategies supports choosing the right project portfolio in that it provides

a clear view on the alignment of candidate projects to the organizational goals. On

the one hand, it helps decision makers assess the business value of each project

independent of other projects. On the other hand, decision makers can assess

redundancies between projects that implement the same business goal.

10.3.2 Solution Approach

The solution approach consisted of evaluating the alignment between project-

specific goals and goals and strategies defined at the lower levels of the IPA/SEC

grid. The primary objective was to assess the extent to which project-specific goals

fit the operational-level goals and strategies defined in the grid, and thus the extent

to which they contribute to the organizational business goals (defined at the top of

the grid). The secondary objective was to revise the GQM+Strategies grid, for

example, in order to make sure that all appropriate linkages were documented in

the grid. With respect to the alignment between project and organizational goals

and strategies defined in the grid, four generally possible situations were

considered:

1. A project defines a goal that directly corresponds to one of the IPA/SEC goals.

This is the desired situation in which project-specific goals clearly contribute to

the business objectives defined in the IPA/SEC GQM+Strategies grid.

2. A project defines a goal that does not link to any of the IPA/SEC goals and

strategies. This is the undesired situation in which a project-specific goal does

not make a clear contribution to IPA/SEC’s business goals. In this case, the

project goal should be further justified or excluded. A project in which most or

all of the goals do not make clear contributions to IPA/SEC’s goals should not be

included in the current portfolio.

3. A project defines a goal that does not directly correspond to any of IPA/SEC’s

goals. In this situation, there is no clear linkage between the project-specific goal

and IPA/SEC’s business goals. In such a case, one should first check whether the

project-specific goal addresses one of the higher-level organizational strategies
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defined in the grid (situation 4). If it does, then the project-specific goal should

be linked to the appropriate higher-level strategy. Otherwise, an appropriate

business justification for the project with respect to the specific goal must be

provided. In other words, one should check whether the project-specific goal

contributes to the business goals via organizational goals and strategies that exist

in the organization but are not modeled in the grid.

4. A project defines a goal that links to one of IPA/SEC’s strategies. In this

situation, the project-specific goal directly addresses one of the higher-level

organizational strategies defined in the grid; however, it does not correspond

to any of the lower-level goals associated with the strategy. In this situation, one

should first investigate why the goals associated with the strategy in the grid

have not been used in the project. In particular, we should investigate whether

the project-specific goal and the goals in the grid are complementary or redun-

dant to each other. If necessary, the grid should be adjusted appropriately.

A project can be accepted for inclusion in the project portfolio if all its goals are

aligned with business goals (situation 1 or 4) and if these business goals are not yet

implemented by other projects.

Because the IPA/SEC grid ended with operational strategies, we reviewed

projects with respect to their alignment with these strategies. In order to support

the search for the optimal set of projects for inclusion in the IPA/SEC project

portfolio, we created two simple tools: a project alignment matrix and a strategy
coverage matrix.

10.3.2.1 Project Alignment Matrix
The project alignment matrix (Fig. 10.4) documents a set of reference strategies

defined at the bottom, operational, level of the GQM+Strategies grid and the goals

defined within an individual project. The body of the matrix documents links

between project-specific goals and reference strategies in that it specifies the

rationale (context factor or assumption) that justifies a particular link.

10.3.2.2 Strategy Coverage Matrix
In order to support strategic alignment for a portfolio of multiple projects, we

propose combining the project alignment matrices into a so-called strategy cover-

age matrix. A strategy coverage matrix (Fig. 10.5) is a two-dimensional matrix that
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Fig. 10.4 Project alignment matrix
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combines project alignment matrices across multiple candidate projects proposed in

an organization. On the vertical axis, the matrix lists the projects, whereas on the

horizontal axis, the organizational reference strategies are listed. The matrix body

documents links between projects and strategies. The link between a project and a

strategy is justified by documenting (1) the project’s goals that address the strategy,

as specified in the project’s alignment matrix, and (2) the rationale—context and

assumptions—of the goal-strategy relation.

We used the strategy coverage matrix to identify an optimal set of projects to be

included in IPA/SEC’s project portfolio. The optimal set of projects refers to a

minimal set of projects (minimal in terms of number of projects and/or overall

project budget) that cover all relevant organizational strategies. In practice, it may

happen that not all strategies are covered by the proposed projects. In such a case,

adjusting the goals of one or more projects or adding a new project in order to fill in

the gap in strategy coverage should be considered.

Note that achieving 100 % strategy coverage maximizes the likelihood of

achieving all business goals. Yet, this does not guarantee achieving the business

goals due to the risks inherent in the goal-strategy chains documented within the

organizational GQM+Strategies grid.

The strategy coverage matrix can be extended by additional information to

support better assessment of the business value delivered by the considered project.

For example, for each project the estimated project cost and the extent to which it

contributes to each strategy can be quantified. Moreover, the business relevancy of

each organizational strategy can be quantified by assigning quantitative weights to

the strategies. Using such additional information, useful indicators can be computed

to determine the portfolio of projects that maximizes business value (expected

return) while minimizing costs (required investment).

10.3.2.3 Strategic Alignment Indicators
In order to support the analysis of strategic project alignment and strategy coverage

in a quantitative manner, we propose several simple indicators that can be easily
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derived from the project alignment matrix and visualized in order to support

portfolio selection.

• Unaligned Project Goals: The percentage of project-specific goals related to a

particular project that remain unaligned with any of the organizational strategies.

The larger the number of project-specific goals that remain unaligned with the

business objectives, the lower the potential business value of the project. Such a

project generates large expenses for implementing its goals, yet it does not

generate much added business value.

• Unaddressed Reference Strategies: The number of organizational strategies that

remain unaddressed by any of the candidate (portfolio) projects. This indicator

provides a quick look at the absolute count of reference strategies to be covered

by a project in order to obtain 100 % coverage.

• Project Alignment: The overall percentage of project-specific goals that are

aligned with reference strategies, over all proposed projects. This indicator

provides information about how many project-specific goals are justified by

their contribution to the business objectives.

• Strategy Alignment: The overall percentage of reference strategies covered by

project-specific goals. This indicator quantifies the extent to which reference

strategies are addressed by the projects and their specific goals.

• Unaligned Cost: The percentage of expenses for implementing project-specific

goals that do not address any reference strategy, and thus do not generate any

added business value. This indicator provides a quick look at the amount of

money that is going to be potentially wasted to attain project-specific goals that

do not contribute to the attainment of the organizational business goals.

• Cost Alignment: The percentage of the overall project budget that is spent on

business-justified project goals. This indicator shows what part of the overall

project expenses goes towards realizing the reference strategies. The remaining

part is potentially wasted on attaining project-specific goals that do not contrib-

ute to the organization’s business value.

• Alignment Certainty (Absence of Risk): The percentage of goal-strategy align-

ment links that are based upon empirical evidence (context information) as

opposed to those based on assumptions. This indicator quantifies the probability

of successful implementation of reference strategies that are addressed by

project-specific goals.

10.3.3 Results

IPA/SEC defined three major strategies for achieving their business objectives.

These three strategies were broken down into more operational strategies. In order

to realize these operational strategies, and particularly to meet the operational

strategies in one of the strategic areas of IPA/SEC, five research projects were

proposed, each addressing one specific goal. In order to assess the strategic align-

ment of research at IPA/SEC, a one-day workshop was performed. The workshop

participants consisted of one internal and four external or extended members of
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IPA/SEC, and two external GQM+Strategies experts who moderated the workshop.

In the first step, the reference strategies and the research project were documented

in a strategy coverage matrix. Next, the workshop participants looked for links

between project goals and reference strategies, and documented the underlying

rationales. In addition, the workshop participants estimated the potential cost of

each candidate project, assigned relative importance values to the reference

strategies, and distributed importance values over the linked projects. Table 10.6

briefly summarizes the result of the cost-value assignments.

A visual analysis of the project alignment matrix indicated full coverage of

IPA/SEC’s research strategies. Yet, a few strategies were addressed by more than

one project (and associated goal). This apparent redundancy was explained by the

complementary character of the projects, which was quantified by the assigned

contribution to strategy values.

The detailed analysis of the alignment was supported by computing several

project alignment indicators (as discussed in the previous section). The full cover-

age of the research strategies observed qualitatively was confirmed quantitatively

by the 100 % alignment between strategies and strategy values. However, since one

research project (P4) was not aligned with any reference strategy, we could not talk

about full alignment (Project Alignment¼ 80 %). Due to expenses on the unaligned

project P4, the overall cost alignment dropped to 86 %. The IPA/SEC members

agreed that business justification for this project requires further internal

discussions. Finally, because some of the links were justified through assumptions,

the alignment was burdened by some uncertainty (Alignment Certainty¼ 86 %).

Finally, the relative business value of each research project was assessed by

computing the ratio between the project’s contribution to the strategy’s value in

million Yen of project costs. The most beneficial project was P2; the least beneficial

one was the unaligned project P4.

10.3.4 Costs and Benefits

Costs The overall cost of employing GQM+Strategies for selecting a project

portfolio at IPA/SEC comprised approximately 7 person-days of IPA/SEC experts

and 3 person-days of GQM+Strategies experts. The cost of IPA/SEC included the

Table 10.6 Project costs and strategy values at IPA/SEC

Strategy ID and strategy value

Project S1.1 S1.2 S1.3 S1.4 S2.1 S2.2 S2.3 S2.4 S3.1

ID Costa 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 50 300

P1 20 100 100 – – 90 100 70 45 –

P2 10 – – 70 70 10 – – – –

P3 10 – – 30 30 – – 30 5 –

P4 10 – – – – – – – – –

P5 20 – – – – – – – – 300

aExample project costs in million Yen (real cost not provided due to confidentiality reasons)
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participation of seven experts in a one-day project alignment workshop. The effort

of the GQM+Strategies experts included effort spent by (1) two experts for

moderating the one-day project alignment workshop and (2) one of the experts

for analyzing and packaging the outcomes of the workshop.

Benefits IPA/SEC benefited from using GQM+Strategies in several ways:

• Project contribution: IPA/SEC was able to connect the operational project level

to the strategic levels of the organization. This is especially important when it

comes to multi-project alignment in larger organizations (project portfolios),

where hundreds of projects (or project proposals) have to be evaluated regarding

their contribution towards higher-level goals.

• Key performance indicators: Simple project alignment indicators allowed for

easily identifying gaps and potential risks of the project alignment.

• Rationale-based linkage: IPA/SEC was able to identify the assumptions under-

lying the goals, strategies, and the links between them. Explicitly considering

assumptions helped the project managers to quantify the risk of not achieving

business goals because of some assumptions being actually wrong.

• Decision-making: IPA/SEC was able to focus and optimize those project goals

that clearly contribute to the business objectives (e.g., IPA/SEC gained a clear

rationale for rejecting projects that did not contribute to business goals).

• Rectifying cost: IPA/SEC was able to demonstrate the business value of project

activities and argue for getting project funding.

10.4 Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency, Japan

“The experience of using the GQM+Strategies approach at JAXA shows that the approach
helps to clarify the relationship between activities of different organizational units on
different levels of the organization, as well as to explicitly show the contributions of
those activities to the attainment of top-level business goals.”

Masafumi Katahira, Tatsuya Kaneko, Yuko Miyamoto

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)

10.4.1 Application Context and Objectives

Alignment in a multiorganizational scenario can enhance the integration of differ-

ent internal organizational units and external organizations, such as suppliers.

Achieving such multiorganizational integration has become increasingly important

for the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and was their reason for

applying GQM+Strategies. For internal organizational units, an important aspect of

integration is to clarify their contribution towards top-level business goals. With

respect to the integration of external organizations, defining effective measurement
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systems in the context of distributed collaborations is important as a means for

efficient control.

This GQM+Strategies application addressed the following objectives:

1. For distributed projects with external organizations, the goal was to align

measurement needs and make them transparent.

2. For software process improvement within a JAXA-internal unit, the goal was to

highlight its contribution to top-level organizational goals and make sure that

these contributions are aligned.

Both objectives were addressed under the additional condition of maximizing

measurement reuse by including and exploiting already existing assets.

10.4.2 Solution Approach

The focus of the application of GQM+Strategies at JAXA was on the first three

phases (Initialize, Characterize Environment, and Define Goals, Strategies, and

Measurement) of the GQM+Strategies process, that is, on developing the

GQM+Strategies grid. Due to the distributed nature of our collaboration and the

resulting schedule constraints, we proceeded in four main steps. The first step was a

preparative step that included activities from the Initialize and Characterize Envi-

ronment phases, followed by three iterations for the grid modeling phase (Define

Goals, Strategies, and Measurement). Figure 10.6 illustrates the course of

GQM+Strategies application at JAXA.

10.4.3 Results

For both objectives, the alignment to JAXA’s top-level goals was relevant. Thus,

modeling of these goals was necessary in order to ensure a goal-oriented procedure.

Achieving integration in this multiorganizational scenario by using

GQM+Strategies was possible by modeling the internal and external organizational

units and, additionally, linking them to an appropriate interface (organizational

level) at JAXA. Then the associated goals and strategies were refined for the

organizational units.

Figure 10.7 presents the resulting GQM+Strategies grid with its levels and

interfaces. This GQM+Strategies grid did not only provide the possibility of

integrating the different types of organizational units but also captures the project

and line organization of JAXA. The grid was refined from JAXA’s organizational

top level into two sub-trees (represented by “Project Organization” and “Line

Organization” in Fig. 10.7), which were further refined into two and three further

organizational levels, respectively. The two-level refinement of the Project Organi-

zation encompasses the project and supplier project levels. The three-level refine-

ment of the Line Organization encompasses the unit, subunit, and operational

levels. The project organization was modeled with the suppliers’ project-level
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goals linked to the JAXA project-level goals, which in turn were linked to JAXA’s

top-level goals (see Fig. 10.7 on the right). Capturing the line organization required

four levels. These include JAXA’s top level, the unit level of each internal unit, a

subunit level, and finally the operational level of each internal subunit (see Fig. 10.7

on the left).

Every interface creates several opportunities for interaction between the

involved organizational units. For example, at an interface between JAXA and an

external supplier, it is not only possible for JAXA to specify goals or success

criteria of such collaborations, but, furthermore, the joint definition of measurement

models can be used as a means for gaining better insights. This can be achieved

through a better understanding of the actual realization of the defined goals made

possible by analyzing the strategies that are pursued at the supplier organization to

achieve success. This provides opportunities for insights that go beyond pure

analysis of measurement data.

The overall GQM+Strategies grid contains a total of 23 GQM+Strategies

elements, as well as 23 associated GQM graphs (i.e., measurement models) for

evaluating the success of the GQM+Strategies elements.

In the following, we will provide a more detailed look at one part of JAXA’s

GQM+Strategies grid, which is illustrated in Fig. 10.7. We will discuss the line

organization branch, which models the contribution of the software process

improvement group to the overall goals at JAXA and in particular to those of

JAXA’s Engineering Digital Innovation Center (JEDI).

First, the JAXA top-level goal “Improvemission success” is refined into a goal that

is most relevant for JEDI (unit level), which is the goal “Improve technology for

JAXAdevelopment projects (G04)” (see Fig. 10.8). At the JAXA research department

level (JEDI: unit level), the dissemination and effectiveness of technological improve-

ment is monitored based on aggregated measures, which are composed from the

results of the different JEDI research groups. Thus, JEDI’s contribution is linked to
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•Video conference 
(measurement 
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•Preparation of 
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analysis, grid draft)
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Fig. 10.6 JAXA: Overview of the application of GQM+Strategies
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one top-level business goal. The general JEDI goal was additionally refined into a

software-specific strategy, “Improve software development (S2).” This strategy was

further refined on the level of the software process improvement group (subunit level).

At this level, the goal “Reduce number of defects introduced to contractor software

product (G05)” was refined based on the higher-level strategy. The aerospace domain

is known for its high safety and reliability requirements with respect to both hardware

and software products. JAXA acquires most of its technology and software from

external suppliers and projects are thusmainly conducted in a distributed collaboration

setting. In this context, JAXA promotes the usage of specific software development

processes as a means of constructive quality assurance and defect reduction. Based on

this, the JEDI SPI goal was refined into two strategies (S3 & S4) for the software

process improvement group. Based on these strategies, the GQM+Strategies grid was

further refined on the operational level. Software process assessment is performed as

one of this group’s operational activities to achieve the SPI group-level goal “Reduce

number of defects introduced to contractor software product.” This operational activ-

ity was alignedwith the SPI group-level strategywithin the grid. Additionally, explicit

alignment from the top-level business goals to the operational-level goals was

achieved, as a consistent and traceable link within the grid was refined.

G4: Improve technology for 
JAXA development projects

S2: Improve software 
development

G5: Reduce number of defects 
introduced to contractor 

software product

S3: Develop and introduce 
software development 

standards

G7: Introduce software 
development standard at 

contractors

S4: Perform software process 
improvement with contractors

G8: Perform process 
assessment at contractors

S6: Introduce software 
development standard in pilot 

project A at contractor X
S7: Perform software process 
assessment at contractor Y

JAXA JEDI Level

JEDI SPI Level

JEDI SPI 
Project Level

JEDI SPI 
Project Level

Fig. 10.8 Goals and strategies at the unit (JEDI), subunit (JEDI SPI), and operational (JEDI SPI

Project) levels
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Figure 10.9 shows the GQM Abstraction Sheet for one of the measurement

goals. The purpose of the measurement was to evaluate the attainment of one of the

goals defined by the software process improvement group. In particular, the mea-

surement goal was to evaluate the performance of process assessment activities at

the contractors.

10.4.4 Costs and Benefits

Costs Although this GQM+Strategies application was divided into these four

steps, we did not track the effort accordingly. The total effort for this application of

the approach amounted to approximately 18 person-days for Fraunhofer IESE and

9 person-days for JAXA (1 person-day corresponds to 8 h).

Object Purpose Quality focus Viewpoint Context

Technology Evaluate Improvement JAXA JEDI JAXA Project

Quality focus (questions and metrics) Variation factors

Q1: What is the technological improvement provided by JEDI 

per application domain?

� Technology improvement: Sum (Impact) / number of 

technologies (per application domain)

Q1.1: What is the number of new technology introductions 

per application domain?

� Number of technologies: Number of technologies 

introduced per application domain

Q1.2: What is the impact of an introduced technology?

� Impact: Dissemination* Average (effectiveness)

Q1.2.1: What is the dissemination of the introduced 

technology?

� Dissemination: (Number of introductions of a specific 

technology) / (Number of possible introductions)

Q1.2.2: What is the effectiveness of the introduced 

technology?

� Effectiveness: Degree or ratio of improvement (e.g. defect 

reduction)

Q2: What is the measurement baseline?

� Measurement baselines: Measurement baselines for 

technology improvement

-

Baseline hypotheses Impact on baseline hypotheses

- -

Interpretation models

Technology improvement ≥ threshold ( measurement baseline or target )

Fig. 10.9 Abstraction sheet for “Technology improvement”
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Benefits Applying GQM+Strategies delivered a measurement program that

included multiple internal and external organizations. The application of the

approach helped to achieve the two main objectives of this collaboration:

1. For distributed projects with external organizations, GQM+Strategies provided

reliable project status information and capabilities for the early identification of

conflicts.

2. For JAXA’s internal software process improvement unit, GQM+Strategies

provided visibility of its contributions with respect to organizational improve-

ment activities and improved transparency regarding the success of improve-

ment activities.

In consequence, the application of GQM+Strategies helped JAXA to clarify the

relationships between the activities of different organizational units on different

levels of the organization, as well as to explicitly show the contributions of those

activities to the attainment of top-level business goals.
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Relationships to Other Approaches 11

During several applications of GQM+Strategies at different organizations,

questions were often raised about the relationship between GQM+Strategies and

other methods and frameworks. Therefore, in this section, we will discuss the most

important methods and frameworks from different domains that are related to

GQM+Strategies. We will address relationships with approaches to organizational

performance measurement as well as to process improvement and reengineering.

For this purpose, we will briefly describe these related approaches and illustrate

how GQM+Strategies could be used as a complement to or as a substitute for these

methods or frameworks.

11.1 Organizational Performance Measurement

Approaches from the area of organizational performance measurement, like

GQM+Strategies, aim to use measurement to improve transparency and coordina-

tion between different parts of an organization. In its pure meaning, performance

measurement can be defined as the process of quantifying the effectiveness and

efficiency of actions (Neely et al. 1995).

What is understood today as organizational performance measurement has its

origins in the industrial quality management initiates from the 1970s and 1980s.

Until that time, organizations mainly used financial information in management

reports, and thus for controlling organizational performance (Nudurupati

et al. 2011). Starting in the 1980s, traditional financial measures began to be

discussed and criticized in this context as they have an internal and historical

perspective only. These discussions resulted in several performance measurement

approaches being developed, of which the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) (Kaplan and

Norton 1992) is the most prominent one. For this reason, we will discuss the

Balanced Scorecard and its development as a representative approach from the

performance measurement domain.

V. Basili et al., Aligning Organizations Through Measurement, The Fraunhofer IESE Series

on Software and Systems Engineering, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-05047-8_11,
# Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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11.1.1 The Balanced Scorecard

The most successful approach in the area of organizational performance measure-

ment is the Balanced Scorecard, which was developed by Kaplan and Norton

(1992). Throughout the 1990s, the Balanced Scorecard quickly became very popu-

lar and enjoyed widespread use. However, the idea of providing a measurement-

based indication of organizational performance that was not based on financial data

only was not new at that time. According to Epstein and Manzoni (1998), more than

50 years before the Balanced Scorecard, the concept of the Tableau de Bord was

developed and used by engineers in France. These dashboards were developed in

order to better understand the cause–effect relationships in production processes.

Their principles were then transferred to the top management level in order to create

better links between engineering and management. The approach allowed defining

a set of measures that helped to control the progress of organizational goals and to

define corrective actions when needed. Due to its origin in engineering, the Tableau

de Bord approach was actually more operation-oriented than the Balanced Score-

card and provided a systematic process for cascading top-level and subunit

dashboards by refining goals and actions hierarchically. In practice, the applications

of the Tableau de Bord approach often tended to not fully achieve their anticipated

benefits. Epstein and Manzoni (1998) state that the major issue was too much

emphasis on financial measures, although the approach generally suggested a mix

of financial and nonfinancial measures. Additionally, the measures that were

defined tended to be internally oriented and often based on already existing

measures within a subunit. In part, this led to situations in which data for many

measures were collected but the measures lacked goal orientation. This means that

data was collected based on internal data availability within organizational units

without paying enough attention to the relevance and purpose of the measurements.

Consequently, the relevance of the measurements for the overall organization could

be relatively low.

The development of the Balanced Scorecard tried to address some of these issues

by suggesting a goal-oriented measurement approach aimed at deriving and focus-

ing on the most critical strategic measures and, in addition, balancing financial and

nonfinancial measures. The basic concept of the Balanced Scorecard, which was

proposed by Kaplan and Norton (1992), suggests the structuring of measurement

initiatives according to four perspectives and related questions. The four

perspectives are financial, customer, internal business (process), and innovation.

These perspectives and associated questions are then used to systematically derive

organizational goals that are meaningful with respect to those four perspectives.

Additionally, for each goal, measures are specified for the purpose of monitoring

goal attainment.

This basic Balanced Scorecard concept has been further developed, based on

experience from industrial application, into a strategic planning and controlling

approach (Kaplan and Norton 2008). In the first evolution of the approach, Kaplan

and Norton (1996) addressed major issues such as introducing a better specified

process for selecting measures and assigning selected measures to the four
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perspectives. Furthermore, strategy statements based on an organization’s vision

were integrated into the approach to support more systematic goal specification by

deriving goals from these statements. The basic concept was also refined, particu-

larly by distinguishing measures, targets, and initiatives for every goal/objective

(see Fig. 11.1).

Another key element that was introduced as part of the development of the

approach was the concept of the strategy map (Kaplan and Norton 2004), which

specifies the causality between the four perspectives and the goals associated with

them (see Fig. 11.2). Explicitly modeling goals and their relationships helps to

identify conflicts and strategy maps are therefore a means for improving alignment

between goals from the different perspectives.

During the course of this development, the concept of cascading was adopted.

Thus, cascades of several Balanced Scorecards can be used for the purpose of

operationalizing an organization’s vision and strategy throughout the different

levels of the organization. This is achieved by considering different organizational

units on different abstraction levels of an organization. These units define their own

scorecards and the different scorecards are then linked qualitatively. In order to

translate goals into action, the authors of the Balanced Scorecard furthermore

suggest defining person-specific scorecards that are derived from unit-specific

scorecards and contain person-specific measures (Kaplan and Norton 2004).

Customer Perspective
How do customers see us?

Internal Process
Perspective

What must we excel at?

Financial Perspective
How do we look to shareholders?

Innovation & Learning
Perspective

How can we continue to improve
and create value?

Goal Measure Target Initiative

Goal Measure Target Initiative

Goal Measure Target Initiative

Goal Measure Target Initiative
Vision and
Strategy

Fig. 11.1 Dimensions of the Balanced Scorecard [according to Kaplan and Norton (1996)]
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11.1.2 BSC and Relationship to GQM+Strategies

The overview of the Balanced Scorecard approach shows that its concepts are quite

similar to those underlying GQM+Strategies. This is the case because the organiza-

tional problems addressed by both approaches are similar. Like organizational

performance measurement approaches, which were initially developed from indus-

trial quality management initiatives, GQM+Strategies was developed in the context

of software quality management and process improvement.

Both types of approaches use organizational goals to systematically refine and

specify goals and related measures within an organization. The purpose of these

approaches is to increase transparency, communication, and coordination, and by

doing so to ultimately improve organizational performance through more objective

and better aligned decisions and actions.

As GQM+Strategies has its foundation in software development, the particular

engineering processes for developing software have to be considered in order to

compare the different approaches. Software development processes have different

characteristics compared to traditional production processes (Rombach and Verlage

1995) and are highly context-specific. Therefore, in order to be able to measure and
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make objective statements in the domain of software engineering, the context of

development activities has to be considered. The Goal-Question-Metric (GQM)

(Basili and Weiss 1984) approach was developed with the purpose of addressing

this issue and has evolved into a quasi-standard in the area of software develop-

ment. GQM is a goal-oriented measurement approach that considers the software

development context for tailoring and integrating measurement goals with models

of the software processes, products, and quality. GQM+Strategies represents an

extension of the GQM approach, which allows for modeling and linking organiza-

tional goals and strategies on different levels of an organization and combining

them with GQM measurement models.

Due to its origin in software development, GQM+Strategies aims at

characterizing and explicitly modeling context in more detail. For this purpose,

GQM+Strategies distinguishes context factors and assumptions, which can be used

to characterize goals and strategies, as well as the relationships between those

elements. Context factors refer to factual information describing the organizational

and software development environments and are used as rationale for making

decisions. Assumptions characterize uncertain aspects of the organizational and

software development environments. Additionally, context factors and assumptions

can be integrated with interpretation models in order to improve reasoning about

the success (or failure) of goals and strategies. Thus, linkages between GQM

measurement models and organizational goals become possible.

In the context of software development (projects), several authors stated that

such linkage can be difficult to achieve using solely the Balanced Scorecard

(Becker and Bostelman 1999; Buglione and Abran 2000). A few solution

approaches have been suggested, e.g., integrating GQM with each perspective of

the Balanced Scorecard (Becker and Bostelman 1999) or specifying separate GQM

models for strategic, process, tactical, and operational issues (Offen and Jeffery

1997). GQM+Strategies aims at addressing the issue of linkage by delivering a

method that specifies goals and strategies as well as GQM measurement models

together in one approach using a documented specification process.

For these reasons, GQM+Strategies could complement the Balanced Scorecard

in specifying goal-oriented measurement systems in the context of software devel-

opment. GQM+Strategies supports the specification of consistent and traceable goal

and strategy hierarchies that link different abstraction levels within an organization.

Thus, Balanced Scorecard applications can benefit from using GQM+Strategies to

systematically refine goals specified within the different perspectives of a Balanced

Scorecard to the level of software development, considering the software

development-specific context. Vice versa, GQM+Strategies can benefit from bal-

ancing the types of top-level goals according to the perspectives defined in the

Balanced Scorecard, particularly for realizing organization-wide measurement

systems. An integration of both approaches could be additionally beneficial for

specifying causality linkages more precisely. While causality linkages between the

different perspectives of a Balanced Scorecard are defined in strategy maps,

applying GQM+Strategies could help to refine causality relationships to the opera-

tional level. Additionally, context factors and assumptions can be modeled for these
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relationships, providing explicit rationales. Consequently, depending on the type

and scope of a problem, it could be beneficial to consider a combination of the two

approaches.

11.2 Business Process Management

Business Process Management (BPM) deals with the systematic identification,

design, implementation, documentation, and improvement of business processes

(Hammer 2010). Performance measurement is an important aspect of systematic

business process management. We will therefore briefly discuss the related

approaches of business process reengineering and business process management.

11.2.1 Business Process Reengineering and Management

The notion of Business Process Reengineering was introduced by Hammer (1990)

who advocated a view according to which an organization will not achieve signifi-

cant performance improvement merely by automating their business processes.

Modeling current workflows and automating old ways of doing business was

therefore not enough. According to Hammer (1990), significant improvements are

only possible by fundamentally re-thinking and re-designing business processes, as

well as re-implementing them by harnessing the new opportunities for automation

that are provided by information technology. This approach is quite radical and

typically associated with high risks. The high implementation risk was the major

point of criticism identified during practical applications of business process

reengineering. Sometimes huge improvements were achieved, but in many cases

the anticipated benefits were not realized.

The integration of business process reengineering (Hammer and Champy 1993)

with ideas and experiences from statistical process control and quality management

leads to the development of a more holistic approach for managing business

processes, which also addresses incremental process optimization. This holistic

approach, which integrates incremental and radical process improvement, is under-

stood today as BPM (Hammer 2010).

11.2.2 BPM and Relationship to GQM+Strategies

Figure 11.3 gives an overview of the activities that are considered in the context of

systematic business process management. From the measurement perspective, the

two most important activities are “Set Performance Target” and “Measure Process

Performance.” Both activities are supported by GQM+Strategies, and thus it could

be beneficial to apply GQM+Strategies for target setting and measurement in the

context of BPM initiatives.
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Applying GQM+Strategies would allow systematically deriving goals for a

business process improvement initiative from top-level organizational goals. Sys-

tematic goal decomposition and refinement have been identified as important means

for supporting and realizing improvement in the context of reengineering initiatives

(Antón 1994). Using GQM+Strategies would allow identifying possible gaps in the

linkage between improvement and organizational goals and would create a trace-

able link between top-level goals and the purpose of the improvement initiative.

Additionally, specifying measurement models would help to evaluate the success of

such a business process improvement initiative by controlling process performance.

Damiani et al. (2008) used GQM+Strategies in an example application of business

process control in the context of their SAF (Strategic Alignment Framework)

approach.

In the sense of creating traceability and value contribution for BPM initiatives,

alignment is also considered important in the BPM community (Rosemann and

vom Brocke 2010). Burlton (2010) describes a proposed framework for alignment

in the context of BPM, which consists of two major building blocks and a total of

nine essential activities. The first building block, “Understand the Enterprise,”

subsumes three activities:

• Validate strategic direction

• Determine stakeholder relationship

• Consolidate strategic criteria

Understand
Performance

Gap

Set
Performance

Targets

Measure
Process

Performance
Benchmark
Competitors

Understand
Customer

Needs

Develop
Intervention

Plan

Find and Fix
Execution
Problem

Improve
Design

Measure
Results

Ensure Process
Compliance

Design, Document
and Implement

Process

Fig. 11.3 Process management cycle [based on Hammer (2010)]
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The second building block, “Architect and Align,” consists of the following six

activities:

• Architect business processes

• Identify measures of performance

• Align process governance

• Prioritize processes

• Align process capabilities

• Establish enterprise transformation portfolio

For each of those activities, Burlton (2010) either references other available

approaches or introduces methodological support for performing those activities. In

the context of the activity “Validate Strategic Direction,” he references the Busi-

ness Motivation Model (BMM) (Object Management Group 2010) as a means for

clearly separating means and ends and for refining and communicating an

organization’s overall intent.

GQM+Strategies could support this activity as it also distinguishes between ends

and means and creates traceable hierarchies of goals (ends) and strategies (means).

Thus, it could provide help in identifying gaps in the linkage between lower-level

process initiatives and higher-level goals of an organization. The benefit of apply-

ing GQM+Strategies would be that it provides a systematic process and support for

performing this activity. Additionally, using the measurement models could also

help specify measures, during the activity “Identify Measures of Performance,”

which are directly linked to the previously defined goals.

11.3 Software Process Management

Typically, two major types of software process improvement (SPI) approaches can

be distinguished (Basili 1993; Münch et al. 2012): model-based SPI approaches,

e.g., ISO/IEC 15504 (also known as SPICE) or CMMI, and continuous SPI

approaches, like PDCA or QIP. GQM+Strategies has its origins in Software Quality

and Process Management and thus we will discuss both SPI types in the following,

as well as their relationships to GQM+Strategies.

11.3.1 Model-Based Software Process Improvement Approaches

Model-based software process improvement (SPI) approaches compare processes

in a software organization to a reference model. Typically, a reference model

contains requirements for processes defined on the basis of industry best practices

(Basili 1993). Consequently, they identify problematic process areas in comparison

to best practices specified within the used reference model. Performing such a

comparison is called an assessment, and the results of such an assessment are

used to derive improvement suggestions. Usually, model-based SPI approaches

define capability or maturity levels with different sets of practices. Systematic
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improvement in an organization is typically guided by improving the organization

towards achieving higher capability or maturity levels (Münch et al. 2012).

Model-based approaches are often criticized for being generic in nature as they

only assess against the requirements of a reference model and typically do not

assess the impact of processes on product characteristics. Therefore, it is difficult to

use them for the analytic identification of process problems that can be related to

concrete product problems. Furthermore, model-based improvement approaches

are not necessarily related explicitly to organizational goals. This is crucial, as it

implies that reaching a certain maturity level does not necessarily mean that an

organization’s goals have been achieved successfully or are even supported better

(Conradi and Fuggetta 2002). A closer look at the CMMI, for example, shows that

organizational goals are considered sporadically, but not consistently, up to matu-

rity level 3. Two of the practices that relate to goals are, for example, GP 2.10

“Review the activities, status, and results of the process with higher level manage-

ment and resolve issues” and OPF (Organizational Process Focus) (SP 1.1) “Estab-

lish and maintain the description of the process needs and objectives for the

organization.” Only at high maturity levels (4 and 5) are goals considered explicitly

and defined as required. This is defined as follows: OPM (Organizational Perfor-

mance Management)—“The purpose of OPM is to proactively manage the

organization’s performance to meet its business objectives”—and OPP (Organiza-

tional Process Performance) (SP1.1) “Establish and maintain the organization’s

quantitative objectives for quality and process performance, which are traceable to

business objectives.” Additionally, in generic practices: GP 4.1 “Establish and

maintain quantitative objectives for the process, which address quality and process

performance, based on customer needs and business objectives” and GP 5.1

“Ensure continuous improvement of the process in fulfilling the relevant business

objectives of the organization.” Although improvement should always be linked to

a business purpose and thus to organizational goals, most maturity models explic-

itly demand a reference to organizational goals only at high maturity levels.

Additionally, they typically do not provide support on how to do this. Improving

an organization to maturity level 3 typically requires significant effort. When such

effort does not correlate with business needs and long-term organizational goals,

the improvement initiative will have a high risk of failure or of not delivering the

expected benefits.

11.3.2 Model-Based SPI and Relationship with GQM+Strategies

Generally, specifying a GQM+Strategies grid will help an organization to identify

business-related needs for improvement and to create traceable linkage between the

improvement initiative and organizational goals.

In the context of model-based improvement initiatives, GQM+Strategies can

make two further contributions. Using GQM+Strategies in organizations at lower

maturity levels can help identify the most important process areas that need to be

improved. Thus, systematically refining a GQM+Strategies grid can support the
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prioritization of improvement activities by identifying the most beneficial areas

according to the current goals of the organization. In particular, if an organization is

at a low maturity level, there is typically a multitude of different improvement

options, but not all are equally important and beneficial to every organization. Thus,

an organization-specific selection, based on an organization’s goals, can help to

maximize the benefits gained from improvement initiatives.

For organizations that aim for higher levels of maturity (i.e., levels 4 and 5 in

CMMI), the benefit of using GQM+Strategies is even more obvious. On those

levels, organizations are required to explicitly consider organizational goals to

specify improvement, process performance and product quality objectives. But

model-based SPI approaches typically do not provide guidance on how to do this.

Establishing these explicit linkages between organizational goals and software

engineering related goals and activities within an organization is one of the core

capabilities of the approach. Thus, GQM+Strategies can provide systematic support

in this area and, additionally, provides a way of quantifying the level of achieve-

ment of those different aspects.

11.3.3 Continuous Software Process Improvement Approaches

In contrast to model-based approaches, continuous SPI approaches focus on con-

crete challenges that are important for a specific software organization and drive

improvement through closed-loop improvement cycles (Basili 1993). Continuous

approaches address a specific problem by analyzing the problem and defining an

initial baseline, implementing focused improvement actions, as well as measuring

and evaluating the effects of the implemented improvement actions. The analysis of

the measurement results is the driver for continuous improvement and can provide

concrete insights allowing further improvement. Consequently, the improvement

actions performed are often highly effective and efficient as they are focused. Due

to the inclusion of measurement, the immediate impact of improvement actions can

also be demonstrated (Münch et al. 2012).

Nevertheless, continuous SPI approaches also have pitfalls. Their focused nature

and the fact that continuous improvement approaches are often driven by small

numbers of internal process experts makes them vulnerable to isolation and lack of

commitment (Münch et al. 2012). Using such a focused approach, it typically

becomes increasingly difficult to create an overall awareness for quality issues

and associated quality initiatives with increasing size of an organization. Therefore,

continuous improvement approaches have to be embedded and institutionalized

within an organizational improvement framework. Additionally, the benefit of their

specific focus should be clearly linked to more general, higher-level organizational

goals in order to gain and maintain commitment within the organization. These

improvement goals are often not linked directly to organizational goals and thus

their contribution might be unclear to higher-level management. This can lead to

situations in which the business value of such initiatives is perceived as being low.

Of course, this does not mean that the actual value is low for the organization, but
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rather that the improvement has an indirect influence and thus the value contribu-

tion might be difficult to show. Therefore, if the goals of such initiates are not

explicitly linked to higher-level organizational goals, they may be questioned and

lose commitment among management and stakeholders from engineering

departments.

11.3.4 Continuous SPI and Relationship with GQM+Strategies

Again, the problems that have been described here can be addressed by using the

core capabilities of GQM+Strategies. Using GQM+Strategies and modeling a grid

in the context of a continuous SPI approach will help to advocate the benefits and

value contribution of such an improvement initiative. Defining and linking the goals

of a focused continuous improvement initiative will thus help to initially gain

commitment as well as to maintain commitment over the course of the improve-

ment initiative. As the underlying lifecycle model on which GQM+Strategies is

based is the continuous SPI approach QIP (Basili et al. 1994a), GQM+Strategies not

only provides the means for linking and aligning improvement goals at the software

engineering level of an organization, but also provides the capabilities to specify the

measurement models that are needed for evaluating the effectiveness and impact of

the improvement actions. Consequently, GQM+Strategies could be used to improve

the goal alignment of continuous SPI approaches. Additionally, it can also be used

to operationalize corresponding improvement initiatives.

11.4 Summary

In this chapter, we focused on the relationship between GQM+Strategies and other

methods and frameworks.

First, we discussed the BSC as a representative of the group of organizational

performance measurement approaches. We found the underlying concepts of the

BSC to be quite similar to those of GQM+Strategies. This is the case because both

approaches address similar organizational problems, although they were developed

in different contexts. Both approaches use organizational goals to systematically

refine and specify goals and related measures in order to improve transparency,

communication, and coordination and thus to improve organizational performance

through more objective and better aligned activities. Furthermore, we discussed that

GQM+Strategies could complement the Balanced Scorecard, particularly in the

context of specifying goal-oriented measurement systems in software

organizations.

Next, we addressed BPM and discussed the relevance of measurement in this

context. Applying GQM+Strategies in this context would allow for systematically

deriving goals for business process improvement initiatives as well as for

identifying possible gaps in the linkage between improvement and organizational

goals.
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In the last section, we discussed model-based and continuous software process

improvement (SPI) approaches. With respect to GQM+Strategies, we found that for

model-based initiatives, specifying a GQM+Strategies grid could help to identify

specific business-related needs for improvement. It could also help to create

traceable linkages between the improvement initiative and organizational goals.

For lower-maturity organizations, GQM+Strategies could help identify the most

important process areas that need to be improved according to the current goals of

the organization. Organizations that target higher levels of maturity (i.e., levels

4 and 5 in CMMI) are required to explicitly consider organizational goals for

specifying improvement, process performance, and product quality objectives.

Here, GQM+Strategies can provide systematic support. In the context of a continu-

ous SPI, GQM+Strategies can help to advocate the benefits and value contribution

of such improvement initiatives. Additionally, as the underlying lifecycle model of

GQM+Strategies is based on the continuous SPI approach QIP (Basili et al. 1994a),

GQM+Strategies also provides the means for specifying the measurement models

that are needed for evaluating the effectiveness and impact of improvement

initiatives.

In summary, we find that GQM+Strategies can be a valuable complement for

different approaches whenever there is a need for achieving a high level of

traceability and alignment between organizational goals as well as for evaluating

the success of goal attainment.
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Summary and Future Perspectives 12

Measurement provides many benefits to organizations of all types. However,

measurement confined to the project level is limited in its ability to provide benefits

throughout the organization. Measurement has always been used to help

organizations assess and monitor various aspects of their operations and aid

executives in strategic decision-making.

While measurement of various kinds is practiced widely in organizations, from

top management down to individual projects, a major obstacle for getting the full

benefits of measurement is the inability to coordinate and align measurement efforts

so that measurement information can be leveraged by different stakeholders in

different organizational units to help answer questions and assess their goals. This

book introduces GQM+Strategies, an approach designed to remove this obstacle.

We have described how GQM+Strategies is designed to achieve several benefits

for the adopting organizations, and we have also, in Chap. 10, shown some

examples of organizations in the early phases of adoption who have already

achieved benefits.

12.1 Benefits

The first major benefit of applying GQM+Strategies is consistent alignment of
goals and associated measurement plans for different related units of an organiza-

tion. This allows, for example, data collected from individual projects to be useful

in assessing the goals of the entire development unit, and for data collected across

projects to be aggregated in a way that can be used by top-level executives to

monitor and assess issues of interest to them. A GQM+Strategies grid, through its

interlinked interpretation models, provides a blueprint for how data feeds up into

higher-level units and how it can be used as part of their measurement plans. The

benefits of alignment can be clearly seen in the JAXA case study presented in

Chap. 10. Building the GQM+Strategies grid at JAXA not only resulted in the

alignment of measurement efforts, but the alignment of goals made it clear how

some parts of the organization were contributing to larger business objectives, thus
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justifying expenditures in those areas. Alignment was clearly an important benefit

of using GQM+Strategies in the IPA/SEC and ECOPETROL case studies as well.

Showing the contribution of proposed research or IT projects to higher-level

organizational goals was the key to their motivation for using GQM+Strategies.

The second major benefit of using GQM+Strategies is the ability to have a means

for measurement-based decision-making. The grid contains not only the goals,

strategies, and measurement plans, but also documents the context factors and

assumptions that form the rationale for the measurement design. This facilitates

the maintenance of the grid over time; as context factors change, or assumptions are

confirmed or refuted, the grid can help stakeholders understand what goals and

strategies are affected by these changes and make informed improvement decisions.

The fact that such context factors and assumptions often remain implicit in

organizations leads to a variety of measurement problems that GQM+Strategies

helps to alleviate. Explicating the assumptions underlying goals and strategies was

a particularly crucial aspect of the IPA/SEC and ECOPETROL cases described in

Chap. 10. Making these assumptions explicit was a benefit to decision-making and

to risk assessment in those cases.

Finally, the third major benefit of GQM+Strategies is as an organization-wide

means for transparent communication. The GQM+Strategies grid is a useful tool

for organization-wide communication, and the process for building it is a valuable

opportunity for stakeholders from different parts of the organization to discuss their

goals and strategies and to understand the relationships between them. This not only

makes all aspects of measurement explicit, as explained above, but also makes sure

that all stakeholders understand how their measurement plan feeds into other goals

and strategies in other areas. This benefit was implicit in all the case studies

presented in Chap. 10, but was most clear in the ECOPETROL case, where the

stakeholders involved were particularly diverse in terms of the business areas they

represented and historically had difficulty understanding each other’s goals and

motivations.

12.2 Future Plans

Work on extending, enhancing, and adapting GQM+Strategies is ongoing,

supported by a wide network of researchers, consultants, and practitioners world-

wide. In this section, we outline some current areas of active research that are likely

to produce results and contributions in the near future.

12.2.1 Tool Support

Full use of GQM+Strategies on a large scale requires reliable, user-friendly, and

comprehensive tool support. Currently, several tools exist for building, editing,

querying, and visualizing grids. The GQM+Strategies partners are working on an

integrated platform that will also allow for such capabilities as specifying
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alternative goals and strategies, feeding back real measurement data for decision

making, and allowing “what if” and gap analyses.

12.2.2 Value-Based Software Engineering

There is an active area of research that investigates the use of value concepts in the

management of software development. The perception of software development

activities and artifacts from a value-sensitive perspective is featured most promi-

nently in the value-based software engineering (VBSE) framework (Boehm 2003).

More recently, it has been used in the area of lean software development (Mandić

et al. 2010b).

With respect to GQM+Strategies, there is also ongoing investigation regarding

the incorporation of ideas from value-based software engineering into the creation

and management of GQM+Strategies grids, as well as the use of the resulting

measurement data in making decisions about the value of different activities

(Mandić et al. 2010a–c). More specifically, the merger of VBSE and

GQM+Strategies allows the user to:

1. Apply the work of value-based software engineering to directly address the

return on investment (ROI) of organizational goals and strategies via evaluation

of the costs and benefits of the goals and strategies chosen (Mandić et al. 2010c)

2. Calculate a set of earned value metrics that will allow organizations to effec-

tively monitor the implementation of the organizational goals and strategies with

respect to costs, schedule, and benefits realization (Mandić et al. 2010a)

3. Identify the risks associated with not achieving various subgoals in a grid by

analyzing goal risk exposures and acceptable risk levels for the estimated cost–

benefit ratio of goal attainment (Mandić et al. 2010c; Mandić 2012)

12.2.3 Causality Theory

Another area of ongoing research utilizes Causality Theory to deal with the

increasing number of dependencies among GQM+Strategies elements (Mandić

2012). Adoption of Causality Theory provides a framework for quantifying

dependencies among goals and strategies in the GQM+Strategies grid. In other

words, the GQM+Strategies goal hierarchy can be seen as an organizational causal

model. This leads to a new understanding of the grid derivation process. As a result,

experts who are developing grids can define strategies as causal relations and

quantify their beliefs about the causal effects in terms of probabilities. The causal

models also provide a theory that can be used to analyze a much wider spectrum of

situations that might occur during grid development. For example, it facilitates

analysis of how the threat of risky goals impacts the realization of other goals in the

grid (Mandić 2012).
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12.2.4 Patterns

As in other areas of software engineering—for example, design patterns (Gamma

et al. 1994), process patterns (Ambler 1998)—there is potential for the identifica-

tion, packaging, and reuse of patterns to have a substantial impact on the cost and

effectiveness of employing GQM+Strategies.

Investigation is ongoing into grids and portions of grids that can be abstracted

from theory and practice and packaged for reuse, which is called structural patterns.

For example, some of the project goals for a given software project are a direct

consequence of the development methodology selected, such as Extreme Program-

ming (XP) or Test-Driven Development (TDD). An example goal for any XP

project would be to release working software in predefined increments. Starting

with such a goal, we can derive reusable patterns for the associated parts of the

GQM+Strategies grid that can be instantiated for any XP project. Moreover, such

structural patterns allow the capture of lessons learned about what worked and what

didn’t in that context. Thus, storing context factors in a knowledge base is

immensely important as they can help to make a decision regarding alternative

methodologies.

Furthermore, the process of building and maintaining a grid is a communication-

and analysis-intensive challenge of understanding the organization, its values and

vision, as well as the context in which it operates. Another type of pattern that we

are investigating are behavioral patterns, which capture the behaviors and actions of

GQM+Strategies users in defining goals, strategies, context factors, etc., when

building a grid. For example, a behavioral pattern could describe a brainstorming

method that has been used successfully in eliciting goals and strategies during grid

development. These behavioral patterns allow capturing knowledge about the

selection of grid-building techniques, about the lessons learned from applying

such techniques in a comprehensive and structured way, and about overcoming

obstacles encountered in the GQM+Strategies process.

Both types of patterns can be organized in pattern catalogs to aid reuse and

searching. The patterns can reduce the time required to define and update a grid, and

can also enhance the learning process for people new to GQM+Strategies. The

current research activities focus not only on providing predefined catalogs but also

on a method that supports selection of the appropriate pattern for a given situation

in a certain context.

12.2.5 Relationships with CMMI

Measurement and improvement efforts in software (and other types of)

organizations are often associated with the CMMI (2010). There is great potential,

in fact, for GQM+Strategies to be used as an aid in an organization’s efforts to

achieve CMMI certification. Work is being done to build generic GQM+Strategies

grids that represent the requirements associated with CMMI compliance. An

organization could instantiate such a generic grid by customizing the parts that
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already exist and noting the parts that do not, thus performing a simple “gap

analysis” to guide further CMMI compliance efforts. Currently, these research

efforts are focusing on CMMI level 4, which is the level most heavily focused on

measurement.
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Appendix A. GQM+Strategies Process Checklist

The following checklist provides guidance for applying GQM+Strategies. It aims at

easy comprehensibility and lists the logical steps to be performed. More detailed

descriptions of the activities in the GQM+Strategies process and the GQM+Strategies

concepts can be found by following the pointers (in parentheses) to the respective

sections in the book.

Initialize

• Define purpose (Sect. 3.1)

• Define scope (Sect. 3.2)

• Describe the organizational structure (Sect. 3.2)

• Get management commitment (Sects. 3.1 and 3.2)

• Get personnel resources (Sect. 3.3)

• Plan implementation (Sect. 3.3)

• Motivate and train personnel for GQM+Strategies application (Sect. 3.4)

Characterize Environment

• Comprehend and define the environment of the GQM+Strategies application

(Sect. 4.1)

• Identify risks that might constrain the application of GQM+Strategies (Sect. 4.1)

• Identify opportunities that might support the application of GQM+Strategies

(Sect. 4.1)

Define Goals and Strategies, and Measurement

• Identify existing goals, strategies, and relevant assets (Sects. 5.1 and 5.2)

• Select existing or identify new goals to start with (Sects. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2)

• Provide rationales for the goals (Sects. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2)

• Describe the goals in a structured way by using the organizational goal template

(Sect. 5.3.2)

• Identify strategies that contribute to reaching the goals (Sect. 5.3.3)

• Prioritize strategies and select the most promising ones (Sect. 5.3.3)
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• Find and close gaps between goals and strategies (Sect. 5.3.3)

• Define measures for measuring goal attainment (Sect. 5.3.5)

• Define thresholds and potential explanations (i.e., interpretation models) for the

success or failure of each goal and related strategies (Sect. 5.3.5)

• Iterate by refining goals and strategies until the scope is covered (Sects. 5.3.1–5.3.5)

• Review and adjust goals and strategies (Sect. 5.4)

Plan Grid Implementation

• Plan strategy deployment with stakeholders (Sect. 6.1)

• Set up measurement, analysis, and reporting procedures (Sect. 6.2)

• Organize training to prepare personnel with respect to strategy implementation

(Sect. 6.3)

• Train personnel with respect to measurement, analysis, and reporting (Sect. 6.3)

Execute Plans

• Execute strategies (Sect. 7.1)

• Collect and analyze data (Sect. 7.2)

• Monitor local strategy deployment (Sect. 7.2)

• Adjust strategy implementation, if necessary (Sect. 7.3)

• Adjust measurement, analysis, and reporting procedures, if necessary (Sect. 7.3)

Analyze Outcomes

• Analyze overall strategy deployment and goal attainment (Sects. 8.1 and 8.2)

• Gather feedback from relevant stakeholders (Sect. 8.3)

• Analyze if the environment (i.e., the context) has changed (Sect. 8.3)

• Question the strategies and the assumptions they are based on (Sect. 8.3)

• Make proposals for improvement (Sect. 8.3)

Package Improvements

• Change goals or strategies, if necessary (Sect. 9.1)

• Communicate revised or new goals and strategies (Sect. 9.2)

• Store relevant information and experience from the application of GQM+Strategies

for future use (Sect. 9.3)
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Appendix B. GQM+Strategies Evaluation
Questionnaire

Background Information

A1: What is the name of your company?

A2: What is your current position?

A3: For how many years have you been working in this position?

Training and Expertise in the GQM+Strategies Approach

B1: What GQM+Strategies training have you already obtained? How many times?

B1.1: Motivational talk or short (<1 day) presentation

B1.2: One-day method tutorial

B1.3: Two-day method tutorial

B1.4: Training for method trainers and promoters

B1.5: Other training (please specify):

B2: For what purposes have you already used the GQM+Strategies approach? How many times?

B.2.1: I have employed the method in an industrial organization

B.2.2: I have given the motivational talk

B.2.3: I have given the 1-day method tutorial

B.2.4: I have given the 2-day method tutorial

(continued)

The goal of this survey is to evaluate the benefits of the GQM+Strategies

approach for your organization. This input will be used for improving the

method in future. All questions are phrased as statements you may agree with

or disagree with. There are no right or wrong answers. Your personal opinion

is what matters most. All data gathered here will be analyzed anonymously

and not be distributed to a third person so that no information about the

respondent will be disclosed under any circumstances.
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B2: For what purposes have you already used the GQM+Strategies approach? How many times?

B.2.5: I have given the training for method trainers and promoters

B.2.6: I have moderated the 1-day exercise workshop

B.2.7: I have moderated a real-world industrial workshop

B.2.8: Other purpose (please specify):

Assessment of the GQM+Strategies Approach

Alignment

Strongly

disagree Disagree

Neither/

nor Agree

Strongly

agree

I don’t

know

1 2 3 4 5 –

C1.1: Using GQM+Strategies, I’m

able to harmonize goals, strategies,

and measurement data

� � � � � �

C1.2: GQM+Strategies supports me

in tracking my goals and strategies
� � � � � �

C1.3: Using GQM+Strategies, I’m

able to align my work activities

with the goals and strategies of

the organization

� � � � � �

C1.4: GQM+Strategies supports me

in aligning goals and strategies across

organizational units

� � � � � �

C1.5: Using GQM+Strategies, gaps

between goals, strategies, and

measurement data become obvious

� � � � � �

C1.6: GQM+Strategies supports me

in closing gaps between goals,

strategies, and measurement data

� � � � � �

C1.7: GQM+Strategies supports me

in identifying nonbeneficial goals,

strategies, and measurement data

� � � � � �

Transparency

Strongly

disagree Disagree

Neither/

nor Agree

Strongly

agree

I don’t

know

1 2 3 4 5 –

C2.1: GQM+Strategies supports

me in getting a clearer picture of

the goals and strategies of my

organization

� � � � � �

C2.2: Using GQM+Strategies, the

goals and strategies of my

organization become more

transparent for me

� � � � � �

(continued)
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Transparency

Strongly

disagree Disagree

Neither/

nor Agree

Strongly

agree

I don’t

know

1 2 3 4 5 –

C2.3: GQM+Strategies supports

me in identifying contradictory

goals and strategies across different

organizational units

� � � � � �

C2.4: Using GQM+Strategies helps

me in understanding the

relationships between goals and

strategies

� � � � � �

C2.5: GQM+Strategies supports

me in understanding the rationale

for defined goals and strategies

� � � � � �

C2.6: GQM+Strategies supports

me in getting a consistent

understanding of goals and

strategies across different

organizational units

� � � � � �

C2.7: GQM+Strategies supports

me in communicating goals and

strategies across different

organizational units

� � � � � �

Measurability

Strongly

disagree Disagree

Neither/

nor Agree

Strongly

agree

I don’t

know

1 2 3 4 5 –

C3.1: GQM+Strategies helps me in

quantifying my organization’s goals

and strategies

� � � � � �

C3.2: Using GQM+Strategies supports

me in measuring the success/failure of

goals and strategies

� � � � � �

C3.3: GQM+Strategies supports me in

collecting mandatory measurement

data

� � � � � �

C3.4: GQM+Strategies supports me in

identifying superfluous measurement

data

� � � � � �

C3.5: GQM+Strategies helps me in

optimizing the benefits from

collecting measurement data

� � � � � �

C3.6: Using GQM+Strategies helps

me to identify unsuccessful strategies
� � � � � �

C3.7: Using GQM+Strategies helps

me in assessing the attainment of

goals

� � � � � �
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General Comments to the GQM+Strategies Approach

E1: What do you like about GQM+Strategies in particular?

E2: What don’t you like about GQM+Strategies at all?

Final Evaluation of the GQM+Strategies Approach

F1: What school grade would you give to the GQM+Strategies approach?

A

Excellent

B

Good

C

Average

D

Low

F

Failed

I don’t know

� � � � � �

Thank you for participating in the survey!
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